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Card Set Input Format
1. Case Title 8A10
2. XXFIND, XPHIL, TOLL1, TOLL2, XSOLVE, XGEM 7F10.0
3. XFIND(1), XFIND(2) - - - - XFIND(NXFIND) 7F10.0
4. RNB, TRIPUP, OPTION, SANGLE, TRMAX, REFC, UIN 7F10.0
5. XPRINT, XSKIP, REFX, REFZ, CREF, PRINT, CASE 7F10.0
6. NCMPT, NSLAT, NFLAP, NPU(1), NPL (1),NPU(NCMPT),
NPL(NCMPT) 1415
7. XU(1) , XU(2) - - - XU(NPU(1))
ZU(1) , ZU(2) - - - ZU(NPU(1))
XL(1) , XL(2) - - - XL(NPL(1))
ZL(1) , ZL(2) - - - ZL(NPL(1)) 7F10.0
XU(l) , XU(2) - - - XU(NPU(NCMPT))
ZU(1) , ZU(2) - - - ZU(NPU(NCMPT))
XL(1) , XL(2) - - XL(NPL(NCMPT))
ZL(l) , ZL(2) - - - ZL(NPL(NCMPT)) 7F10.O
8. XPW(1) , ZPW() - - - XPW(NCMPT-1), ZPW(NCMPT-1) 7F10.0
9. XPC(1) , ZPC(1) - - - XPC(NCMPT-1), ZPC(NCMPT-1) 7F10.0
10. DELF(1) , - - - DELF(NCMPT-1) 7F10.0
11. SIGMA 7F10.O
12. MACH, ALPHA 7F10.0
13. DX, DXMAX, Z, TRIP 7F10.0
14. -1. 7F10.0
15. 6/7/8/9
The input to Program VIP is described in the following section.
CARD 1:
Title card, all 80 characters may be used.
CARD 2:
Field 1-10: XXFIND, Number of print locations on flap upper surface.
If XXFIND = 0. CARD 3 is not required.
Field 11-20: XPHIL, Iteration number on which flap boundary layer
velocity distributions are printed.
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Field 21--3Q; TOLL1, Convergence criteroQn tolerance on Lift coefficient,
.005 < TOLL1 < ,015,
Field 31-40: TOLL2, Convergence criterion tolerance for iterative matrix
inversion method, TOLL2 = .01.
Field 41-50: XSOLVE, Specifies matrix solution technique, XSOLVE 
= 0.,
direct; XSOLVE = 1i., iterative.
Field 51-60: XGEM, Geometry printout option, if XGEM = 0., a complete
calculation is performed; if XGEM = 1., only the lofted geometry is printed
and the calculation is terminated.
CARD 3:
XFIND(1), XFIND(2) etc, X coordinates of print stations for flap velocity
distributions, input in flap coordinates. This card not required if XXFIND
0.
CARD 4:
Field 1-10: RNB, Reyno ds number based on Reference Chord and Free
stream velocity U C/v x (10 ).
Field 11 - 20: TRIPUP, Trip location (x/c), Currently if tripping is
desired, each surface of each element will be tripped at the same location.
If tripping is not desired TRIPUP = 1.
Field 21 - 30: OPTION, Trip option, OPTION = 1., This deters the user
from specifying a trip location where the boundary layer could not (because
of the Reynolds number) become turbulent. If too early a trip location is
specified, the location is repositioned to correspond to the point where R,
exceeds 200.
Field 31 - 40: SANGLE, Sweep angle in degrees.
Field 41 - 50: TRMAX, Maximum number of iterations between potential
flow and boundary layer modules. The convergence criterion in the program
will reset this parameter to a smaller number if for the particular angle-of-
attack convergence is achieved.
Field 51 - 60: REFC, Reference chord in inches. This is required for
determination of surface arc distances in INSPAN.




Field 1 - 10: XPRINT, Print option for swept case, prints cross-flow
integral thicknesses from IBL.
XPRINT = 0. printing suppressed
XPRINT = 1. extra printing
Field 11 - 20: XSKIP, Print option for IBL,XSKIP = 1., every integration
step is printed; XSKIP = 5. (usual value) every fifth step is printed.
Field 21 - 30: REFX, Reference (x/c) location for calculation of moment
coefficient.
Field 31 - 40: REFZ, Reference (z/c) location for calculation of moment
coefficient.
Field 41 - 50: CREF, Reference chord for aerodynamic force calculations.
If geometry input in percent then CREF = 100. Normally CREF = 1.
Field 51 - 60: PRINT, Optional diagnostic printing for potential flow
routines
PRINT = 0. printing suppressed,
PRINT = 1. extra printing.
Field 61 - 70: CASE, specifies number of angle of attack or Mach number
variations for a given geometry. Number of CARD Sets 12 and 13 must be
repeated to coincide with the value of CASE.- If NFLAP = 0, then CARDsets 1
and 13 are not required.
CARD 6
Field 1-5: NCMPT, number of components in configuration (i.e., slat,
main element, double slotted flap, NCMPT = 4). If NCMPT = 1, Card sets 8,
9, 10, 11, and 13 are not required.
Field 6-10: NSLAT, number of slats in configuration.
Field 11-15: NFLAP, number of slotted flaps, currently the maximum
allowed is 2. If NFLAP = 0, then Card sets 11 and 13 are not required.
Field 16-20: NPU(1), number of x,z coordinates describing the upper
surface of component one. (Limit = 30)
Field 21-25: NPL(1), number of x,z coordinates describing the lower
surface of component one. (Limit = 30)
Note: If more than one element is being considered, then the parameters




- XU(1), XU(2) - - - etc., coordinates x/c of upper surface of element
number one (NPU(1) points)
- ZU(1), ZU(2) - - - etc., coordinates z/c of upper surface of element
number one (NPU(1) points)
- XL(1), XL(2) - - - etc., coordinates x/c of lower surface of element
number one (NPL(1) points)
- ZL(1), ZL(2) - - - etc., coordinates z/c of lower surface of element
number one (NPL(1) points).
NOTE: This card set is repeated to correspond to the input of elements
two, three and four if present.
CARD 8:
XPW(1), ZPW(1) etc., X and Z coordinates of flap or slat pivot points
in wing coordinates. Points listed in order, i.e., slat first. If NCMPT =
1, this card is not required.
CARD 9:
XPC(1), ZPC(1), etc., X and Z coordinates of flap or slat pivot points
in component coordinates. If NCPT = 1, this card is not required.
CARD 10:
DELF(1), etc., flap or slat rotation angles in degrees; clockwise
positive. If NCMPT = 1, this card is not required.
CARD 11:
SIGMA, tension factor in splines under tension routines. Suggest
SIGMA = -10. If NFLAP = 0, this card is not required.
CARD 12:
Field 1 - 10: MACH, free stream Mach number.
Field 11 - 20: ALPHA, angle-of-attack in degrees. If CASE > 1. then
CARD 12 must be repeated the number of times specified by CASE.
CARD 13:
Field 1 - 10: DX, initial Ax step size for-solution of partial
differential equation in INSPAN. Suggest Ax = .00015625.
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Field 11 - 20;. DXMAX, maximum &x step size allowed in INSPAN, Suggest
DXMAX < .03,
Field 21 - 30: Z, Print parameter for velocity profile output in INSPAN,
25 < Z < 1000, printout of first and last calculated profiles is a default
option regardless of value of Z. If print option XPHIL is employed then Z
should be set at 1500 to avoid excess printout.
Field 31 - 40: TRIP, trip location on flap upper surface (input option)
TRIP specified in flap coordinates x/c.
NOTE: If NFLAP = 2, then CARD 13 must be repeated a second time to
account for the second flap.
CARD 14:






A sample program output for an infinite swept wing calculation of a wing-
slotted flap configuration is shown in the following pages, Briefly the output'
consists of the following in the order of its appearance;
-The configuration title followed by a summary table of the input and
lofted geometry. If NFLAP > 0 the longitudinal radius of curvature
for each flap upper surface is tablulated CR/C). This is followed by a
summary of input conditions (Mach No., Angle of Attack, Sweep Angle,
Iteration No.).
-The input airfoil geometry, calculated pressure coefficients and source
strengths are tabulated for each surface of each component of the config-
uration.
-The incompressible boundary layer calculations for a particular surface
are printed out, preceded by a summary giving the Reynolds No., Sweep
Angle, Iteration No., and Surface. The printout includes the x/c
coordinates, and arc length s/c which for a swept case is the streamwise
distance measured from the stagnation point. The velocity Us/U corre-
sponds to the calculated s/c, as does the shape factor H, the boundary
layer thickness 6, the momentum thickness 0, the angle 8, the momentum
thickness Reynolds No. R., and the skin friction coefficient Cf in the
resultant surface flow direction.
-If the turbulent boundary layer printout is preceeded by a laminar
boundary layer summary table, the table includes all of the parameters
in the turbulent printout with the exception of the parameters 6, B, and
R, and includes the additional parameter du/ds, the pressure gradient.
-If optional printing of the integral cross-flow thicknesses is requested,
the printout includes x/c, s/c, du/ds, the angle a, (the angle between
the normal chord and the projection of the external streamline on the
surface) the integral thicknesses 6, 21 and 22, and the stream-
wise skin friction coefficient Cf.
-A summary table is printed at the end of each boundary layer printout,
and includes the lift coefficient of the overall configuration, the skin
friction drag, pressure drag and total profile drag of the particular
surface, and the moment coefficient of the configuration. The boundary
layer printout is repeated for successive surfaces.
-If NFLAP > 0, that portion of the integral boundary layer development
in the slot region on the flap upper surface is also printed with the
same format as for other component surfaces.
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-The slot exit point, flap upper surface transition point and the flap
boundary layer thickness s/c at the slot exit are displayed, The non-
dimensional streamwise velocity profile U /Um is also displayed for
reference,
-The boundary layer development over the flap upper surface from the slot
exit rearward is printed out at specified stations. The initial input
to Program INSPAN is displayed as profile number one. The printout
includes a summary list giving the current values of the arc length
(x) measured from the stagnation point, as well as current values of
the following parameters:
x step size Ax (DX)
boundary layer thickness 6 (DELTA)
displacement thickness 6* (DELS)
momentum thickness 0 (THETA)
shape factor H
velocity defect Ud (UD)
local free stream velocity U
friction velocity UT (UTAU)
skin friction coefficient C /2 by three different calculations
(CF2(1), CF2(2), CF2(3))
iteration number for implicit solution of finite difference
equations (ITR)
profile number (PRF. NO.)
longitudinal radius of curvature (R(3))
The tabulated parameters spanwise velocity W/W e , chordwise velocity U/Ue, linear-
izedvelocity UP, velocity gradient DU/DY, normal velocity V, eddy viscosity,
EDDY, pressure gradient, P-GRAD and inviscid velocity, U-INVISCID are printed
out as functions of the distance normal to the surface y/c. For swept wing
cases a second tabulation is also presented. This table includes the resul-
tant velocity UR, the angle BETA, the streamwise velocity US and the cross-
flow velocity WC.
Other parameters also displayed include the surface value of angle B
(CBETA), the skin friction components CFR in the resultant surface flow
direction, CFS in the streamwise direction and CFC in the cross flow
direction. Also printed out are the streamwise values of the shape factor
H, the displacement thickness 6* and the momentum thickness 8.
NOTE: The values of H, 6* and 0 displayed as part of the main summary
table preceding the velocity profile printout are for the inner part of
the velocity profile-to U . These values are used in the calculation
of the eddy viscosity pro ate.
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Finally, for the last profile on the flap surface the values of H, 6* and
e are given as are values of the lift and drag coefficients.
The printing procedure is repeated for each iteration with the exception
that the integral boundary layer tables are deleted until the final itera-
tion. At the end of the calculation a brief table summarizes the lift
drag and moment coefficients as functions of the interation number.
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR





X-IN Z-IN X-OUT Z-OUT
-. 00599 -.02224 -.00599 -. 02224
-. 00398 -. 01758 -.00398 -. 01758
-. 00157 -. 01385 -.00157 -. 01385
.00216 -. 00959 .00216 -. 00959
.00599 -. 00608 .00599 -. 00608
.00972 -. 00307 .00972 -. 00307
.01883 .00307 .01883 .00307
.02793 .00981 .02793 .00881
.03716 .01385 .03716 .01385
.05585 .02319 .05585 .02319
.07469 .03175 .07469 .03175
.09357 .03933 .09357 .03933
.11270 .04635 .11270 .04635
.12120 .04911 .12120 .04911
.12984 .05000 .12984 .05000
.15018 .05483 .15018 .05483
.17023 .05775 .17023 .05775
.21027 .06261 .21027 .06261
.25023 .06647 .25023 .06647
.32980 .07113 .32980 .07113
.37006 .07203 .37006 .07203









.78939 .03857 .78939 .03857







X-IN Z-IN X-OUT Z-OUT






-. 03483 -. 00038 -. 03483
.00412 -. 03722 .00412 -. 03722
.00886 -. 03901 .00886 -. 03901
.01340 -. 04019 .01340 -. 04019
.01842 
-. 04129 .01842 
-. 04129
.02708 -. 04278 .02708 -. 04278




.08880 -. 04789 .08880 -. 04789
.12982 -. 04882 .12982 -. 04882
.16995 -. 05201 .16995 -. 05201
.21000 -. 05742 .21000 -. 05742
.24986 -.06182 .24986 -. 06182
.28986 -. 06486 .28986 -.06486
.36992 -. 06774 .36992 -.06774









.59296 -. 05028 .59296 -. 05028
.60978 -. 02750 .60978 -. 02750
.62852 -. 01071 .62852 -. 01071
.65868 .00478 .65868 .00478
.69150 .01482 .69150 .01482
.72402 .02117 .72402 .02117
.79118 .02597 .79118 .02597
.82601 .02561 .82601 .02561
.85978 .02388 .85978 .02388




X-IN Z-IN X-OUT Z-OUT
0.00000 -. 04147 .82704 -.01167 C
.00265 -. 03517 .83248 -. 00754 \
.01020 -.02561 .84380 -.00303
.01794 -.01747 .85458 .00014
.02780 -.00922 .86724 .00236
.03764 -.00275 .87900 .00304
.04843 .00258 .89101 .00226
.05935 .00661 .90248 .00029
.07115 .00958 .91418 -. 00303
.08393 .01197 .92645 -. 00735
.09492 .01392 .93694 -.01116
.11378 .01675 .95469 -. 01814
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
.13926 .02006 .97841 -. 02801 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
.17027 .02264 1.00655 -. 04128
.20413 .02381 1.03646 -. 05720
.24172 .02303 1.06863 -.07667
.28080 .02039 1.10"115 -. 09850
.31579 .01644 1.12948 -. 11941
.35536 .00986 1.16046 
-. 14490
.37640 .00553 1.17651 -. 15917
.39053.. .00242 1.18719 -. 16893




X-IN Z-IN X-OUT Z-OUT
0.00000 -. 04147 .82704 -. 01167
O
.00954 -. 04778 .83215 .02190
.03199 
-. 04447 .85324 -. 03026
.05701 
-. 04094 .87668 -. 03972
.084261 -. 03686 .90232 -. 04981
.11373 -. 03261 .92996 
-. 06086
.14616 
-. 02803 .96034 -. 07311
.19625 -. 02161 1.00693 -. 09260
.24192 -. 01528 1.04Q64 -. 10995
.2q008 -. 00967 1.09416 -. 12917
.33604 -. 00494 1.13632 -.14805
.36932 -. 00211 1.16656 -. 16224
.38828 -. 00010 1.18399 -. 16998
.40000 0.00000 1.19419 -. 17576
RADIUS OF CJDPVATUE ON F.AP UPPER SURFACE
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE














.93694 -. 01116 -7.6421E-01
.95469 -. 01814 -7.9894E-01
0 .97841 -. 02801 -7.12Q99E-01
1.00655 -. 04128 -6.4833E-01
1.03646 -. 05720 -6.8934E-01
1.06863 -. 07667 -7.9601E-01
1.10115 -. 09850 -7.8355E-01
1.12948 -. 11941 -7.8651E-01
1.16046 -. 14490 -j.7719E-01
1.17651 -. 15917 -7.4471E-01
1.18719 -. 16893 -4.2277E-01
1.19419 -. 17576 -2.6866E-01
AIRFOIL GEOMETRY AND SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIRUTIONS
MACH NO. = ;11500 ANGLE OF ATTACK = 5.60000 SWEEP ANGLE x 25.00000 ITERATION = 7
COMPONENT i SURF.CE 1
X INPUT Z INPUT PRESSURE COEFFICIENT SOURCE STRENGTH
.04809 r.04532 .99370 -.004A8
.03746 -. 04418 .97367 .00230
.02704 -. 04278 .89911 .00098
.01842 -. 04129 .75129 -.00011
.01340 -. 04019 .51711 -. 00008
.00880 -. 03901 .11020 .00035
.00412 -. 03722 -. 72030 .00109
-. 00038 -. 03483 -2.71232 .00227
-. 00422 -. 03142 -6.08003 .00406
-. 00599 -. 02224 -9.97957 .00844
-. 00398 -. 01758 -9.95160 .00833
-.00157 -. 01385 -8.60012 -.00110
.00216 -. 00959 -7.55411 .00632
.00599 -. 00608 -6.76042 .01672
.00972 -. 00307 -5.92565 .01563
.01883 .00307 -5.08371 .01230
.02793 .00881 -4.60257 .01121
.03716 .01385 -4.19511 .00933
H- .05585 .02319 -3.84815 .00642
0 .07464 .03175 -3.70902 .00451
.09357 .03933 -3.69973 .00082
.11270 .04635 -4.03375 .00254
.12120 .04911 . -4.03835 .01595
.12984 .05000 -3.47788 .01999
.15018 .05483 -3.22685 .00991
.17023 .05775 -2.99701 .00986
.21027 .06261 -2.63236 .00934
.25023 .06647 -2.37362 .00669
.32980 .07113 -2.17225 .00632
.37006 .07203 -2.01647 .00615
.44982 .07128 -1.87818 .00633
.48983 .06958 -1.75362 .00647
.56924 .06439 -1.63571 .00628
.62706 .05922 -1.49958 .00608
.7495 .04439 -1.37795 .00519
.7893Q .03857 -1.32358 .00526
.82473 .03325 -1.29157 .00449
.85820 .02783 -1.26126 .00460
.87004 .02582 -1.25053 .00466
COMPONENT = 1 SURFACE = 2
X INPUT Z INPUT PRESSURE COEFFICIENT SOURCE STRENGTW
.04809 -.04532 .99370 -. 00638
.08880 -.04789 .96285 .00116
.12982 -.04882 .91213 .00057
.16995 -.05201 .86065 .0060
.21000 -.05742 .80029 -. 00017
.24986 -. 06182 .74040 .00076
.2898 -. 06486 .68241 .002oo REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
.4036992 -. 06774 .62198 -. 00034
.4099 -. 06756 .57955 .00355 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
.49016 -.06251 .56136 -.00325
.53029 -.05835 -.50366 .01317
.59296 -.05028 .53553 .00742
.6097 -. 02750 .73589 .02083
.62852 -. 01071 .85826 .03274
.65868 .00478 .85761 .03274
.69150 .01482 • .84138 .03274
.72402 .02117 .80553 .02669
.79118 .02597 .66928 .01441
.82601 .02561 .21879 .00805
.8597A .02388 -. 55664 .00188
.87004 .02304 -. 79224 .00000
COMPONENT = 2 SURFACE = 3
X INPUT Z INPUT PRESSURE COEFFICIENT SOURCE STPENGTk
.85324 -. 03026 .93457 .00053
.83215 -. 02190 .92298 -. 01528
.82704 -. 01167 .40195 -. 00131
.8324q -. 00754 -. 17074 .00395
...84380 -. 00303 -.41703 .00366
.85459 .00014 -. 87932 .00255
.86724 .00236 -1.46592 .00?97
.87900 .00304 -1.98420 .00753
.89101 .00226 -P.28443 .01220
.9024A .00029 -2.31430 .01671
.91418 -.00303 -2.09169 .02142
.92645 -.00735 -1.82404 .02646
.93694 -.01116 -1.64000 .03079
.95469 -. 01814 -1.48347 .03018
.97841 -. 02801 -1.33169 .04814
1.00655 -. 04128 -1.16406 .06020
1.03646 -. 05720 -.96155 .07333
1.06861 -. 07667 -. 73663 .08790
1.10115 -. 09850 -.52016 .10308
1.12949 -. 11941 -.30370 .11673
1.16046 -. 14490 -. 09006 .13228
1.17651 -. 15917 .07242 .14060.
1.18719 -. 16893 .21615 .14621
1.19419 -. 17576 .31021 .15000
COMPONENT 2 SURFACE = 4
X INPUT Z INPUT PRESSURE COEFFICIENT SOURCE STRENGTH
.85324 -. 03026 .93457 -.02012
.87668 -. 03972 .84384 .00254
.90232 -. 04981 .80092 .00156
.92996 -. 06086 .76470 .00096
.96034 -. 07311 .72408 .00202
1.00693 -. 09260 .67814 .00083
1.04964 -.10995 .63542 .00073
1.09416 -. 12917 .59001 -. 00047
1.1363? -. 14805 .53693 .00054
1.16656 -. 16224 .49758 .00255
1.18399 -. 16998 .4P060 .00091
1.19419 -. 17576 .47067 .00044




INCOMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER CALCULATIONS
***** RAE2215(FOSTER) DROOPED LEADING EDGE-30 DEG FLAP *0*
RE SWEEP ANGLE ITERATION SURFACE
3.800E*06 2.500E*01 7 I
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT
I S US DU/OS H THETAS CFS
1 .0481 Oi00000 4.3001E-01 6.6657E-01 4.6440E00 1.3245E-04 0.
6 .0240 .0586 5.6949E-01 9.38A0E00 2.1288E.00 6.8610E-05 5.8119E-03
11 .0009 .0864 1.8085E*00 1.-1698E*02 2.2451E*00 1.6011F-05 6.8169E-03
16 -. 0022 .1109 3.1798E*00 -3.0232E*01 3.2228E*00 2.6114E-05 4.0713E-04
17 .0009 .1158 3.0136E*00 -3.0799E*01 1.5416E.00 3.3204E-05 5.7090E-03
LAMINAR SEPARATION REATTACHMENT AS TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT
I x S US H DELTAS THETAS BETA RTHETAS CFS
17 .0009 .1158 1.014 1.542E*00 2.401E-04 3.320E-05 0. 3.802E*02 5.709E-03
22 .0200 .1404 2.490 1.600E*00 9.226E-04 1.337E-04 2.654E+00 1.265E*03 3.108F-03
27 .0411 .1651 P.302 1.566E*00 1.562E-03 2.206E-04 3.087E-00 1.930E*03 ?.R13F-0.3
S 32 .0629 .1898 2.230 1.520E*00 2.096E-03 2.839E-04 2.710E-00 2.406E*03 2.P12E-03
37 .0852 .2145 P.210 1.478E*00 2.540E-03 3.288E-04 2.136E+00 2.761E03 2.877E-03
42 .1079 .2392 2.264 1.418E*00 2.810E-03 3.362E-04 1.109E.00 2.893.03 3.122E-03
47 .1313 .2640 2.154 1.468E+00 3.425E-03 4.381E-04 1.947E00 3.585E+03 2.701E-03
52 .1550 .2887 2.085 1.491E+00 4.055E-03 5.332E-04 2.564E+00 4.225F-03 2.478E-03
57 .1791 .3135 2.023 1.506E.00 4.689E-03 6.260E-04 3.058E00 4.813E*03 2.334E-u3
62 .2032 .3384 1.968 1.517E-00 5.341E-03 7.213E-04 3.520E-00 5.395F.03 ?.20E-03
67 .2273 .3633 1.923 1.522E.00 5.984E-03 8.126E-04 3.868E-00 5.939E-03 2.144E-03
72 .2515 .3882 1.884 1.525E.00 6.625E-03 9.021E-04 4.153E.00 6.458E*03 2.087F-03
17 .2757 .4131 1.867 1.512E*00 7.141E-03 9.592E-04 4.030E-00 6.807E*03 2.106E-C3
02 .3000 .4380 1.851 1.501E.00 7.654E-03 1.017E-03 3.943E.00 7.153E+03 2.115F-n3
d7 .3242 .4629 1.834 1.494E*00 8.171E-03 1.077E-03 3.899E+00 7.508E+03 2.114F-03
42 .3485 .4879 1.811 1.495E+00 8.759E-03 1.156E-03 4.045E+00 7.953EF03 2.080E-03
97 .3727 .5129 1.786 1.498E-00 9.367E-03 1.240E-03 4.225E*00 8.415E*03 2.042E-03
102 .3970 .5379 1.774 1.490E-00 9.873E-03 1.297E-03 4.160E*00 8.742E.03 ?.047F-03
107 .4213 .5629 1.762 1.485E+00 1.038E-02 1.354E-03 4.114E+00 9.069E-03 2.04aE-n3
112 .4456 .5879 1.750 1.480E+00 1.089E-02 1.414E-03 4.090E.00 Q.403E.03 2.044-03
117 .4698 .6129 1.730 1.484E*00 1.1SOE-02 1.,00E-03 4.270E*00 Q.861E+03 2.00~-03
122 .4941 .6379 1.711 1.488E00 1.213E-02 1.59E-03 4.463E-00 1.033E*04 1.97?F-03
127 .5183 .6630 1.700 1.485E.-0 1.265E-02 1.650E-03 4.449E-00 1.066E.04 I.Q70F-03
132 .5425 .6881 1.689 1.482F*00 1.318E-02 1.713E-03 4.448E*00 1.100F+04 1.955-03
137 .5667 .7132 1.679 1.479F+00 1.371E-02 1.77RE-03 4.465E-00 1.134E-04 1.5 4E-o3
142 .5'0 .7382 1.662 1.483E00 1.433E-02 1.867E-03 4.634E*00 1.179E-04 I.qQF-03
147 .6151 .7634 1.645 1.488F.00 1.499E-02 1.964F-03 4.841E-00 1.227F*04 1.A q -03
152 .6392 .7885 1.633 1.488F-00 1.558E-02 2.042E-03 4.927E-00 1.267F-04 l.AqOF-03
157 .6633 .8136 1.625 1.484E*00 1.609E-02 2.099E-03 4.891E+00 1.297E04 1.983F-03
162 .6874 .8388 1.618 1.481E*00 1.661E-02 2.158E-03 4.866E*00 1.327F.04 1.AP3E-03
167 .7115 .8639 1.611 1.478E+00 1.712E-02 2.218E-03 4.851E.00 1.357E.04 1.882E-03
172 .7356 .291 1.603 1.476E*00 1.764E-02 2.279E-03 4.844E.00 1.3sRE.04 1.qAOF-3
177 .7597 .9143 1.595 1.475E*00 1.819E-02 2.348E-03 4.880E*00 1.423E*04 1.872E-03
182 .7837 .9394 1.584 1.476E+00 1.878E-02 2.428E-03 4.970E+00 1.461E*04 1.857E-03
187 .8077 .9646 1.577 1.475E#00 1.933E-02 2.494E-03 4.993E+00 1.494E*04 1.851E-03
- 192 .8317 *9898 1.570 1.474E*00 1.986E-02 2.558E-03 5.000E*00 1.526E.04 1.848E-03
0 197 .8557 1.0150 1.563 1.472E+00 2.039E-02 2.623E-03 5.014E.00 1.557C.04 1.843E-03
200 .8700 1.0302 1.559 1.472E*00 2.071E-02 2.662E-03 , 5.026E*00 1.577E*04 1.A40E-03
LIFT' COEFFICIENT 3.131304
SKIN FRICTION DRAG = .001620
PRESSURE DRAG = .020763
PROFILE DRAG COEFFICIENT = .022383
MOMENT COEFFICIENT = -.688498
INCOMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER CALCULATIONS
**00* RAE2215(FOSTFR) DROOPED LEADING EDGE-30 DEG FLAP ***
RE SWEEP ANGLE ITERATION SURFACE
3.800E.06 2.500E*01 7. 2
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT
I X S Us DU/OS H THETAS CFS
1 .0481 0.0000 4.3001E-01 9.4699E-02 3.4708E*01 1.3245E-04 0.
6 .0694 .0829 4.4476E-01 2.8043E-01 2.5020E*00 1.4161E-04 2.1515E-03
11 .0906 .1393 4.6642E-01 4.7478E-01 2.3588E+00 1.6646E-04 2.0617E-03
16 .1119 .1841 4.9162E-01 6.6901E-01 2.2519E+00 1.7214E-04 2.1428E-03
21 .1332 .2225 5.1996E-01 6.7467E-01 2.2585E*00 1.6968E-04 2.0403E-03
26 .1544 .2573 5.4466E-01 7.6515E-01 2.2209E+00 1.6A93E-04 2.0373E-03
31 .1756 .2898 5.7085E-01 8.2739E-01 2.3203E*00 1.6593E-04 1.8977E-03
36 .1968 .3205 5.9762E-01 9.1442E-01 2.303E.00 
1.6233E-04 .888?E-03
4l .2179 .3499 6.2413E-01 8.4A32E-01 2.2263E00 
1.5917E-04 1.8763E-03
46 .2391 .3783 6.4900E-01 9.01CIE-01 2.2133E00 
1.5732E-04 1.8505E-03
j1 .2603 .4059 6.7285E-01 8.1733E-01 2.2505E.00 1.S619E-04 
1.7282E-03
56 .2e15 .4330 6.9542E-01 8.5113E-01 2.2396E00 
1.5575E-04 1.6969E-03
61 .3028 .4596 7.1109E-01 4.1439E-01 2.4069E.O0 
I.5958E-04 1.3371E-03
b6 .3241 .4859 7.2206E-01 4.2122E-01 2.3885E+00 
1.6548E-04 1.2966E-03
71 .3454 .5121 7.3316E-01 4.2790E-01 2.37?OE00 
1.7045F-04 1.226E-03
76 .3666 .5380 7.4435E-01 4.4974E-01 2.344E-00 
1.7466E-04 1.2454E-03
81 .3879 .5638 7.585RE-01 5.7R3E-01 2.213E.00 
1.7624E-04 1.3124E-03
t6 .4093 .5893 7.7347E-01 3.943BE-01 2.3731E-00 
1.7710E04 1.1505E-03
;1 .4305 .6147 7.7697E-01 1.2166E-01 
2.534E+00 1.8536E-04 9.0732E-04
)b .4518 .6401 7.8006E-1 1.2206E-01 2.5259E+00 
1.9330E-04 8.7514E-04
1 1 .4730 .6654 7.8315E-01 1.2246E- 
2.5174E-00 2.0069F-04 8.4745E-04
106 .4943 .6906 7.8931E-01 7.3RA67E-01 2.2344E+00 
2.0523E-04 1.2345E-03
111i .5155 .7157 8.0822E-01 7.6096E-01 2.2408E-00 
2.00l-04 1.2275E-03
lit .5366 .7406 8.1955E-01 -2.6703E-01 
2.8992E100 2.0591 -04 4.2845E-04
121 .5578 .7655 8.1292E-01 -2.6544E-01 
2.9504E+00 2.1Q38E-04 3.6919E-04
124 .5704 .7805 8.0895E-01 -2.6447E-01 1.4885E00 
2.2745F-04 4.6744E-03
NATLURAL TRANSITION
TURBULENT BOUNnARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT
x S US H DELTAS 
THETAS RETA RTHETAS CFS
12' .5704 .7805 .809 1.488E0O0 I.736E-03 
2.274E-04 0. 6.992E.02 4.674E-03
l .5916 .8055 .802 1.497E00 2.245E-03 
2.970E-04 8.269E-01 9.055E-02 4.147E-03
I134- .6048 .8314 .705 1.754.00 3.924E-03 
6.228E-04 1.691E01 1.667E903 2.301E-03
0 . ..... _: 9- 01.3 8.4 8E-00 4.261E 
0 1 -9.783E-02 9.35E-0




SKIN FRICTION DRAG = .000931
PRESSURE DRAG = -. 000533
PROFILE DRAG COEFFICIENT = .000398
MOMENT COEFFICIENT'= -.688498
INCOMPRESSIBLE ROUNDARY LAYER CALCULATIONS
*** RAE2215(FOSTFR) DROOPED LEADING EDGE-30 DEG FLAP *****
RE SWEEP ANGLE ITERATION SURFACE
3.800E*06 2.500E.01 7 
4
LAMINAR BOUNOARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT
I X S US- DU/CS 
H THETAS CFS
1 .8532 0.0000 4.940OOE-01 1.4985E'00 
1.0214E.00 1.6178E-04 0.
6 .8619 .0166 5.2247E-01 1.9273E#00 2.4871E-00 
5.7225E-05 4.6095E-03
11 .8705 .0316 5.5424E-01 2.3276E-00 
2.3843E-00 7.1089E-05 3.9505E-03
16 .8792 .0454 5.8199E-01 8.7705E-01 
2.5039E.00 7.9433E-05 2.9247E-03
21 .8878 .0588 S.9399E-01 9.1599E-01 
2.4632E.00 9.0096E-05 2.6441E-03
26 .8,65 .0719 6.0623E-01 9.5339E-01 
2.4315E00 9.8052E-05 2.4767E-03
31 .9q52 .0847 6.1749E-01 6.9532E-01 
2.4592E.O0 1.0475E-04 2.1973E-03
3o .9138 .0974 6.2642E-01 7.1262E-01 2.4376E-00 1.1127E-04 2.0960E-03
.1 .9225 .1099 6.3546E-01 7.2939E-01 2.4180E*00 1.1&68E-04 2.0192E-03
46 .9311 .1223 6.4452E-01 7.0766E-01 2.4096E*00 1.2126E-04 1.9352E-03
51 .9398 .1346 6.5320E-01 7.1429E-01 2.3942E*00 1.2539E-04 1.8795E-03
56 .948 .1467 6.6196E-01 7.27785E-01 2.3782 E00 1.2 91E-04 1.8365E-03
61 .9571 .1588 6.7080E-01 7.4086E-01 2.3636E.00 1.3192E-04 1.7995E-03 REPRODUCBIITY OF 
TH
66 .9657 .1707 6.7794E-01 5.0933E-01 2.4281E.00 1.3553E-04 1.6091E-03 R OGID L PAG IS POOR
71 .9743 .1826 6.8402E-01 5.1506E-01 2.4167E-00 1.3936E-04 1.5730E-03 ORIGINALPAGE IS POOR
7t .q329 .1944 6.9014E-01 5.2066E-01 2.4057E.00 1.4280E-04 1.5416E-0
9 . 15 .2062 6.9629E-01 5.2A15E-01 2.3947E-00 1.4591E-04 1.5142E-03
66 1.0001 .2178 7.0247E-01 5.3151E-01 2.3844E.00 1.4A72E-04 1.4A97E-03
91 1.0087 .2295 7.0862E-01 5.1007E-01 2.3859E00 1.5131E-04 1.4492E-03
9' 1.0173 .2411 7.1455E-01 5.1472E-01 2.37665.00 1.5380E-04 1.4284E-03
11i 1.0259 .2526 7.2051E-01 5.1928E-01 2.3680E*00 1.5608E-04 1.4092E-03
105 1.0346 .2641 7.2649E-01 5.2374E-01 2.3598E*00 1.5816E-04 
1.391qE-03
111 1.0432 .2755 7.32505-01 5.2811E-01 2.3526E*00 1.6005E-04 
1.3757E-03
116 1.0513 .2869 7.3846E-01 5.0642E-01 2.3570E*00 1.6183E-04 1.3423E-03
121 1.0602 .2982 7.4422E-01 5.1022E-01 2.3504E*00 1.6360E-04 
1.3281E-03
12) 1.0689 .30q5 7.5001E-01 5.1395E-01 2.3442E+00 1.6523E-04 1.3147E-03
131 1.0775 .3207 7.5581E-01 5.1760E-01 2.3383E-00 1.6672E-04 
1.3020E-03
136 1.060 .3320 7.6164E-01 5.2118E-01 2.3326E-00 1.6809E-04 
1.2900E-03
141 1.0946 .3431 7.6752E-01 5.7530E-01 2.3041E.00 1.6933E-04 
1.3141E-03
146 1.1031 .3543 7.7430F-01 6.190OE-01 2.2AA5E.00 1.6989E-04 
1.3257E-03
151 1.1116 .3654 7.8111E-01 6.1539E-01 2.2829E+00 1.7039E-04 
1.315PE-01
15t 1.1201 .3764 7.8793E-01 6.1978E-01 2.2795E00 1.7083E-04 
1.3061E-03
161 1.12 6 .3874 7.9478E-01 6.2407E-01 2.2763E*00 
1.7121E-04 1.2967E-03
!66 1.1371 .39P4 8.0164E-01 6.1688E-01 2.2785E-00 1.7154F-04 
1.2799E-03
171 1.1455 .4094 8.0837E-01 6.1642E-31 2.2774E*00 1.7193E-04 
1.268OE-03
176 1.1539 .4203 8.1512E-01 6.2024E-01 2.2746E*00 1.7226E-04 
1.2591E-03
02 181 1.1624 .4311 8.21R8E-01 6.2397E-01 2.2719E*00 1.7255E-04 
1.2505E-03
C 16 1.1709 .4420 8.2776E-01 4.6060E-01 2.3473E*00 
1.7336E-04 1.1311E-nk
191 1.1794 .4528 8.3275F-01 4.6254E-01 2.3429E+00 1.7465E-04 
1.1219E-03
196 1.1877 .4636 8.3762E-01 4.3649E-01 .2.35?RE00 1.7595E-04 
1.0940E-03
200 1.1942 .4722 8.4139E-01 4.3783E-01 2.3494E*00 1.7702E-04 
1.087nE-03
BOUIJNDAP LAYFR DFVELOPMFNT ON FLAP uIPPE SUPFACE IN SLOT REGION
INCOMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER CALCULATIONS
***** RAE2215(FOSTER) DROOPED LEADING EDGF-30 DEG FLAP *..
RE SWEEP ANGLE ITERATION SURFACE
3.800E#06 2.500E.1 7 3
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT
I x S US H DELTAS THETAS BETA RTHETAS 
CFS
1 .8532 0.0000 .494 1.410E*00 4.508E-03 5.327E-04 0. 1.000E.03 
4.556E-03
6 .8426 .0218 .500 1.402E*00 4.568E-03 5.327E-04 -1.574E*00 1.012E.03 4.596E-03
11 .8320 .0428 .512 1.343E#00 3.826E-03 4.018E-04 -6.808E-00 7.787E-02 5.603E-03
16 .8273 .0573 .893 1.140E00 1.462E-03 R.280E-05 -1.024E*01 2.808E02 1.180E-02
21 .8371 .0697 1.203 1.199E00 1.137E-03 8.114E-05 -8.598E00 3.708E*02 
9.519E-03
26 .8478 .0819 1.327 1.260E+00 1.152E-03 9.948E-05 . -7.704E#0.0 5.017E+02 
7.615E-03
31 .8590 .0939 1.501 1.275E*00 1.129E-03 1.016E-04 -6.864E*00 5.795E*02 6.990E-03
36 .8703 .1058 1.666 1.288E.00 1.134E-03 1.054E-04 -6.085E.00 6.673E.02 
6.464F-03
41 .8818 .1176 1.797 1.305E.00 1.181E-03 I.143E-04 -5.367E*00 7.807E+02 
5.909E-03
46 .8932 .1294 1.862 1.333E*00 1.289E-03 1.326E-04 -4.657E-00 9.386E-02 5.269E-03
51 .9044 .1412 1.859 1.372E*00 1.469E-03 1.629E-04 -3.853E00 1.150E#03 
4.595E-03
56 .9154 .1530 1.801 1.422E*00 1.733E-03 2.084E-04 -2.803E*00 1.426E-03 
3.927E-03
61 .9263 .1648 1.734 1.467E*00 2.042E-03 2.610E-04 -1.636E-00 1.720E*03 
3.420E-03
66 .9371 .1766 1.679 1.499E-00 2.364E-03 3.133E-04 -5.684E-01 1.999E-03 
3.090E-03
71 .9477 .1885 1.650 1.505E*00 2.645E-03 3.529E-04 4.747E-02 
2.213E-03 2.956E-03
76 .9584 .2004 1.624 1.508E400 2.924E-03 3.916E-04 5.532E-01 2.417E.03 
2.A56E-03
81 .9690 .2123 1.603 1.508E+00 3.197E-03 4.280E-04 9.348E-01 2.607E03 
2.788E-03
86 .9795 .2242 1.582 1.510E-00 3.475E-03 4.659E-04 1.302E*00 2.801E*03 2.721E-03
91 .9899 .2361 1.562 1.511E+00 3.758E-03 5.044E-04 1.642E*00 
2.995E-03 2.659E-03
96 1.0003 .2480 1.543 1.513E+00 4.048E-03 5.448E-04 1.984E+00 
3.193E-03 2.597E-03






BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS ON FLAP AT S-START = .00116
INITIAL STREAMWISE VELOCITY PROFILE AT SLOT
0.00000 .10680 .21360 .31608 .40102 .52733 .61525 .67908 .72673 
.79065
.83041 .86129 .90952 .94421 .97290 1.01751 1.05168 1.07939 1.11624 1.11624
1.11624 1.11610 1.11483 1.11356 1.11103 1.10850 1.10596 1.10343 1.09732 
1.08898
1.08063 1.06431 1.05789 1.02285 .95013 .80891 .55286 .64888 .72235 
.79027
.90837 .98482 1.00027 1.00000
:CALCULATED VELOCITY FIELD FOR FLAP UPPER SURFACE
00
***** RAE2215(FOSTER) DROOPED LEADING EOGE-30 DEG FLAP ***'
AT X = 5.95754066 AT X 5.95754066
DX = 1.563E-04 UTAU = 1.218E*01
DELTA= 2.898E*00 CF2(1)= 3.093E-03
DELS = 5.905E-03 CF2(2)= 3.135E-03
THETA = 3.848E-03 CF2(3)= 3.137E-03
H = 1.535E.00 ITER = 1
UO = 8.272E-01 PPF NO= 1
U = 1.934E*02 P(3) = 6.773E*00
X = 5.95738441 X = 5.95754066 X 5.95754066
Y w U uP DfU/DY V EDDY P-GPAA U-INVISCID
0.00000 0. 0. 0. 7.994F+05 -0. 0. 
-5.090104 2.185E*02
.00000 9.253E-02 1.076E-01 2.082F*01 6.661E*04 -2.332E-04 4.109E-07 
-5.090F*04 2.185E*02
.00001 1.851E-01 2.153E-01 4.163E+01 6.526E*04 -4.664E-04 5.989E-06 
-5.090F*04 2.185E*02
.00001 2.738E-01 3.185E-01 6.161F+01 5.845E.04 -6.995E-04 2.528E-05 
-5.089E*04 2.185E*02
.00002 3.474E-01 4.041E-01 7.816E*01 4.892E*04 -9.327E-04 6.231E-05 
-5.089£04 2.185E-02
.00003 4.569E-01 5.314E-01 1.028E*02 3.340E*04 -1.399E-03 1.877E-04 
-5.088E.04 2.185E-02
.00004 5.330E-01 6.200E-01 1.199E#02 2.366E#04 -1.865E-03 3.680E-04 
-5.087F-04 2.185E-02
.00005 5.A83E-01 .. 6.844E-01 1.324E#02 1.738E+04 -2.332E-03 5.803E-04 
-5.086E.04 2.15E,02
.00006 6.296E-01 7.34E-01 1.416F02 1.160E*04 -2.798E-03 7.090E-04 
-5.08Fn-.04 2.1.SE*02
.00007 6.850E-01 7.968E-01 1.541E*02 8.083E*03 -3.731E-03 
1.232E-03 -5.0I3F*04 2.145E*02
.00009 7.195E-01 R.369E-01 1.619E.02 
5.508E*03 -4.664E-03 1.642E-03 -5.042F.0O .2.14EO2".00011 7.462E-01 8.6OE-01 1.679E*02 4 060 5 596 2 039 OROF.04 2.184E-02
.00015 7.871E-01 9.156E-01 
1.771E*02 3.232E*03 -7.462E-03 3.515E-03 -5.076E-04 
2.184E+02
.0001Q 8.180E-01 9.516E-01 1.840E02 
2.509E*03 -Q.327E-03 4.248E-03 -5.073F*04 2.184E02
.00022 8.429E-01 9.805E-01 1.896E-02 
1.905E+03 -1.119E-02 4.248E-03 -5.069E*04 
2.1R3E-02
.00020 8.815E-01 1.025E+00 1.983*02 
1.536E*03 -1.492E-02 3.843E-03 -5.062E*04 2.13E*02
37 9.112E-01 1.060E*00 2.050E+02 1.206E*03 -I.865E-02 2.781E-03 -5.055E.04 2.1E2E*02
.00045 9.352E-01 1.088E'00 2.104E*02 
8.389E*02 -2.238E-02 1.468E-03 -5.048E*04 2.11E-02
60 9.671E-01 1125E*00 2.176E+02 3.591E*0 -2.985E-02 0. -5.034F n4 2.1ROE02
.00075 9.671E-01 1.125E*00 2.176E.02 
0. -3.731E-02 0. -5.020.04 2.179E*02
.0000 9.671E-01 1.125E*00 
2.176F*0
2  
-2.889E00 -4.477E-02 0. -5.006E*04 
2.177E02
.00120 9.670E-01 1.124E*00 2.175E*02 
-8.712E*00 -5.969E-02 0. -4.978E*04 
2.175E+02
.00149 9.659E-01 1.123E*00 2.173E02 
-1.309E*01 -7.462E-02 0. -4.950E.04 2.172Eo02
.00179 9.648E-01 1.122E*00 2.170E.02 
-1.309E*01 -. 9Q54E-02 0. -4.922E-04 2.170E*02
.00239 9.626E-01 1.119E*00 2.166E*02 
-1.3OE+01 -1.194E-01 0. -4.866E04 
2.16h4E02
.0029 9.604E-01 1.116E00 2.161E*02 
-1.309E'01 -1.492E-01 0. -4.810.O04 2.159E*02
.00359 9.592E-01 1.14
E +00 2.156E+02 -1.309F.01 -1.791E-01 0. 
-4*754-*04 2.154E*02
.00419 9.560E-01 1.111E.00 2.151E*02 
-1.489E*01 -2.089E-01 0. -4.698E*04 
2.149Eo02
.00538 9.507E-01 1.1040E*0 2.139E+02 
-1.69E*01 -2.686E-01 0. -4.602F-04 2.136E-02
.00657 9.435E-01 1.095E400 2.123E.02 
-2.159E01 -3.283E-01 0. -4.544E.n4 
2.11E.02
.00777 9.362E-01 1.087E00 2.106*02 
-2.129E+01 -3.880E-01 0. -4.486-04 
2.101E*02
.01016 9.21E-01 1.069 E00 2.074E.02 
-1.797E*01 -5.074E-01 0. -4.366E+04 
2.06BE*2
.01255 9.1?2E-01 1.057E00 2.052E*02 
-2.312E*01 -6.268E-01 0. -4.1BOE*04 
2.044E.02
.01494 9.862E-01 1.031E*00 1.994E 
02 -6.002E*01 -7.462E-01 2.960E-02 -3.995E*04 
2.02OE 02




-8.655E-01 L.01OE-0 -3.747F-04 2.005E02




-9.849E-01 1.725E-01 -3.49E*04 1.989E.02
.02211 4.700E-01 5.572E-01 
1.078E*0
2 
-9.747E*01 -1.104E*00 2.021E-01 -3.183E*04 
1.9HOE.02
.02450 5.622E-01 6.539E-01 
1.265E*02 1.032E*02 -1.224:00 2.018E-01 
-2.859E*04 1.Q72E.02
0 .02689 6.258E-01 7.280E-01 
1.408E.0
2  8.612E.01 -1.343E*00 2.011E-01 -2.525E*04 
1.966E*02
.02928 6.847E-01 7.964E-01 1.540.E02 
7.554F*01 -1.462E#00 1.989E-01 -2.188E*04 1.9,2E02
.03407 7.870E-01 9.154E-01 
1.771E.02 5.925E*01 -1.701E*00 1.820E-01 
-1.642E*04 1.955E.02
.03885 8.532E-01 9.925E-01 
1.920E*02 2.666E*01 -1.940E*00 1.336E-01 
-1.214E*04 1.948E*02
.04363 8.666E-01 1.004E*00 1.950E*02. 
0. -2.179E*00 6.571E-02 -9.007F*03 
1.941E*02
.04841 1.O00E*00 1.000E*0 
1.934E*02 0. -2.418E*00 1.878E-02 
-6.652E*03 1.934E*02
UR BETA US wC
1 0. .. -6.6224E-03 0. 0.
2 2.1396E*01 -6.6224E-03 2.1396E~01 
-1.4169E-01
3 4.2792E+01 -6.6224E-03 4.2792E*01 
-2.8339E-01
4 6.3322E-01 -6.6224E-03 6.3321E-01 
-4.1934E-01
S 8.0340E-01 -6.6224E-03 8.0339E.01 
-5.3204E-01
b 1.0564E-02 -6.6224E-03 1.0564E*02 
-6.9961E-01
7 1.2326E*02 -6.6224E-03 1.2326E*02 
-8.1625E-01
8 1.3605E*02 -6.6224E-03 1.3604E-02 
-9.0094E-01
9 1.4559E+02 -6.62!4E-03 1.4559E#02 
-9.6416E-01
10 1.5840E-02 -6.624E-03 1.5839E*02 
-1.0490E*00
11 1.6636E-02 -6.62?4E-03 1.6636E+02 
-1.1017E00
12 1.7255E+02 -6.62?4E-03 1.7255E-02 
-1.1427E*00
13 I.8201E.02 -6.622?4E-03 1.P201E*02 
-1.2053E00
14 1.8916E'02 -6.62?4E-03 1.8916F+02 
-1.2527E+00
15 1.94l1E.02 -6'622.4E-03 1.9490E-02 
-1.2907E00 .
16 2.0385E.02 -6.6224E-03 2.0384E*02 
-1.3499E*00
17 2.1069E*02 -6.6224E-03 2.1069E+02 
-1.3953E-00
18 2.1624E-02 -6.6224E-03 2.1624E*02 
-1.4320E-00
19 2.2363E+02 -6.6224E-03 2.2362E*02 
-1.4809E-00
20 2.2363E*02 -6.6224E-03 2.2362E*02 
-1.4809E+00
21 2.2363E-02 -6.6224E-03 2.2362E+02 
-1.4809E*00
22 .2.2354E#02 -6.5615E-03 2.2353E+02 
-1.4667E*00
23 2.2327E-02 -6.5460E-03 2.2327E+02 -1.4615E+00
24 2.2300E+02 -6.5305E-03 2.2300E*02 -1.4563E+00
25 2.2247E*02 -6.4993E-03 2.2246E*02 -1.4459E*00
26 2.2193E*02 -6.4679E-03 2.2192E+02 -1.4354E*00
27 2.2139E-02 -6.4162E-03 2.2139E-02 -1.4249E+00
28 2.2086E-02 -6.4043E-03 2.2085E+02 -1.4144E*00
29 2.1956E*02 -6.3265E-03 2.1956E*02 -1.3891E*00
30 2.1779E*02 -6.2179E-03 2.1779E+02 -1.3542E*00
31 2.1602E-02 -6.1066E-03 2.1602E.02 -1.3192E*00 U I
32 2.1256E02 -5.8909E-03 2.1255E+02 -1.?500E.oo 
REPRODLITY F TH
34 2.0492E.02 -6.6224E-03 2.P491E+02 -1.3570E*00
35 1.,035E*02 -6.6224E-03 1.9034E+02 -1.2605E*00
36 1.6206E*02 -6.6224E-03 1.6205E+02 -1.0732E*00
37 1.1076E*02 -6.6224E-03 1.1.076E*02 -7.3348E-01
38 1.3000E*02 -6.6224E-03 1.2999E*02 -8.6087E-01
39 1.4471E*02 -6.6224E-03 1.4471E*02 -9.5834E-01
40 1.5832E*02 -6.6224E-03 1.5832E*02 -1.0485E+00
41 1.8198E*02 -6.6224E-03 1.P198E+02 -1.2051E*00
42 I.9730E*02 -6.6224E-03 1.9729E*02 -1.3066E*00
43 1.9956E-02 -5.6350E-03 1.9956E*02 -1.1245E*00
44 2.0066E*02 2.9756E-02 2.0057E*02 5.9698E*00
CBETA CF2(3) CFR CFS CFC 
w8(3) ALPAN




0**** RAE2215(FOSTER) DROOPED LEAOING EOGE-30 DEG FLAP 0*0**
AT X a 30.58633949 AT X = 30.58633949
Ox = 3.000E-02 UTAU = 4.574E*00
DELTA = 8.316E*00 CF2.(.I)= 1.941E-03
DELS = 1.100E-01 CF2(2)= I.941E-03
THETA = 8.347E-02 CF2(3)= 1.931E-03
S = I.318E.00 ITER = I
UD =1.990E01 PRF No=1048
U = 1.279E*02 R(3) = 1.756E*01
X = 30.55633949 X = 30.58633949 X = 30.58633949
Y W U UP DU/OY V EDDY 
P-GRAD U-INVISCID
0.00000 0. 0. 0. 1.133E*05 0. 0. 
1.357E*04 1.0498E02
.00000 3.550E-02 2.308E-02 2.952E*00 9.452E.03 1.001E-04 8.777E-09 1.357E*04 
1.048E*02
.00001 7.099E-02 4.620E-02 5.908E*00 9.466E*03 4.005E-04 1.394E-07 
1.35AE*04 1.048E-02
.00001 1.065E-01 6.935E-02 8.868E*00 9.478E*03 9.010E-04 7.002E-07 1.358E*04 
1.048E-02
.00002 1.420E-01 9.252E-02 1.183E-01 9.480E+03 1.601E-03 2.192E-06 
1.358E+04 1.048E.02
.00003 2.127E-01 1.389E-01 1.776E+01 9.458E-03 .. 3.598E-03 1.084E-05 
1.358E+04 1.048E-02
.00004 2.829E-01 1.850E-01 2.365E*01 9.368E*03 6.381E-03 3.316E-05 
1.358E+04 1.048E*02
.00005 3.519E-01 2.304E-01 2.947E+01 9.235E+03 9.926E-03 7.786E-05 
1.35RE+04 1.048E-02
.00006 4.198E-01 2.752E-01 3.520E*01 6.035E+03 1.4POE-02 1.027E-04 
1.358E+04 _1.048E*02
8 3.4962E*01 9.6505E-02 3.4799E*01 3.3687E*00
9 4.1743E*01 9.Se59E-02 4.1551E*01 3.9953E*00 REPRODUCBIITy OF TH
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
.00007 4.856E-01 3.189E-01 4.078E.01 4.307E*03 2,415E-02 2.187E-04 1.359E-04 1,.048E.02
.0000 5.460E-01 3.594E-01 4.596E.01 4.019E*03 3.532E-02 4.677E-04 1.359E04 1.048E*02
.00011 6.024E-01 3.975E-01 5.083E*01 2.495E*03 4.757E-02 5.624E-04 1.360E*04 1.048E*02
.00015 6.536E-01 4.32E-01 5.532E.0"1 1.644E*03 7.390E-02 1.010E-03 1.360E.04 1.048E.02
.00019 6.950E-01 4.617E-01 5.905E*01 1.420E*03 1.017E-01 1.818E-03 1.361E*04 1.04PE02
.00022 7.318E-01 4.881E-01 6.242E-01 8.642E*02 1.307E-01 1.945E-03 1.362E*04 1.048E*02
.00030 7.645E-01 5.124E-01 6.553E*01 5.681E*02 1,908E-01 2.884E-03 1.363F+04 1.049E+02
.00037 7.900E-01 5.325E-01 6.810E*01 4.983E+02 2,526E-01 4.442E-03 1.365E*04 1.049E*02
.00045 8.130E-01 5.514E-01 7.052E*01 3.222E+02 3.198E-01 4.372E-03 1.366E*04 1.049E*02
.00060 8.344E-01 5.703E-01 7.294E+01 2.282E-02 4.448E-01 5.709E-03 1.369E*04 1.050E*02
.00075 8.514E-01 5.871E-01 7.508E*01 2.127E*02 5.760E-01 8.363E-03 1.372E*04 1.050E*02
.00090 8.669E-01 6.036E-01 7.719E*01 1.446E*02 7.089E-01 8.193E-03 1.375F+04 1.051E.02
.00120 8.816E-01 6.210E-01 7.942E-01 1.067E*02 9.776E-01 1.075E-02 1.381E*04 1.051E.02
.00149 8.930E-01 6.370E-01 8.146E401 1.023E+02 1.249E*00 1.611E-02 1.387E*04 1.052E.02
.00179 9.034E-01 6.530E-01 8.351E,01 7.091E+01 1.521E00 1.608E-02 1.393E-04 1.053E-02
.00239 9.131E-01 6.702E-01 8.571E*01 5.339E*01 2.069E+00 2.152E-02 1.405F+04 1.055E-02
.00299 9.205E-01 6.864E-01 8.778E*01 4.916E*01 2.619E*00 3.096E-02 1.417E-04 1.057Eo02
.00359 9.263E-01 7.010E-01 8.964E*01 4.727E-01 3.167E*00 4.286E-02 1.429E*04 1.059E*02
.00419 9.315E-01 7.160E-01 9.156E*01 3.430E.01 3.714E*00 4.234E-02 1.441E.04 1.061E02
.00538 9.364E-01 7.332E-01 9.376E*01 2.982E*01 4,795E*00 5.354E-02 1.416F.04 1.065E*02
.00657 9.399E-01 7.533E-01 9.634F-01 3.473+*01 5.826E*00 5.389E-02 1.288E-04 1.0n3E.02
.00777 9.423E-01 7.766E-01 9.932F,01 2.576F*01 6.760F,00 5.495E-02 1.160E.04 1.081E*02
.01016 9.417E-01 8.016E-01 1.025E*02 1.468F+01 8.329E*00 5.914E-02 9.145F.03 1.096E-02
.01255 9.370E-01 8.134E-01 1.040OE02 4.892E.00 9.585E.00 6.599E-02 8.092E*03 1.106E*02
.01494 9.282E-01 8.139E-01 1.041I*02' -4.528E*00 1.058E*01 7.528E-02 7.039E*03 1.117E-02
.01733 9.160E-01 8.021E-01 1.026E*02 -1.316E01 1.135E-01 8.674E-02 6.490Eo03 1.125E*02
.019,72 9.014E-01 7.810E-01 9.987E+01 -1.964E*01 1.193E+01 1.000E-01 5.953F-03 1.134E*02
.02211 8.852E-01 7.529E-01 9.628E.01 -2.417E+01 1.233E,01 1.147E-01 5.607F.03 1.141E-02
.02450 8.682E-01 7.205E-01 9.213E.01 -2.767E*01 1.262E*01 1.303E-01 5.286E*03 1.148E.02
.02689 8.501E-01 6.837E-01 8.743F.01 -3.303E01 1.281E*01 1.465E-01 5.048E.03 1.154E.02
.02928 8.281E-01 6.378F-01 8.156E.01 -2.436F+01 1.298E01 1.626E-01 4.831+03 1.160E02
.03407 8.059E-01 5.923E-01 7.574E*01 -1.505F+01 1.337E+01 1.929E-01 4.493F-03 1.171E*02
.03885 7.896E-01 5.625E-01 7.193E01 -8.992Fo00 1.392E-01 2.177E-01 4.227E*03 1.181E*02
.04363 7.783E-01 5.472E-01 6.998E*01 -3.443F-00 1.469E.01 2.338E-01 4.007F.03 1.189E.02
.04841 7.715E-01 5.453E-01 6.973E*01 1.719E.00 1.571E,01 2.394E-01 3.820E503 1.197E*02
.05319 7.690E-01 5.559E-01 7.108E*01 6.478E*00 1.702E*01 2.394E-01 3.656F*03 1.205E,02
.05797 7.709E-01 5.777E-01 7.38AE+01 1.059E01 1.863E-01 2.394E-01 3.510E03 1.212E02
.06275 7.773E-01 6.088E-01 7.786E*01 1.379E*01 2.0SOEO01 2.394F-01 3.379E+03 1.218E*02
.06753 7.885E-01 6.467F-01 8.270E-01 1.584E+01 2.258E*01 2.393E-01 3.258F.03 1.224E-02
.07232 8.043E-01 6.881E-01 8.799E.01 1.683E*01 2.479E.01 2.390E-01 3.148E*03 1.230E-02
.07710 8.251E-01 7.309E-01 9.347E*01 1.733E*01 2.704E*01 2.383E-01 3.h45E03 1.235E*02
.08188 8.518E-01 7.748E-01 9.909E*01 1.734E*01 2.930E01 2.368E-01 2.948E-03 1.240E02
.08666 8.838E-01 8.177E-01 1.046E+02 1.630E+01 3.150E01 2.338E-01 2.85RE-03 1.245E-02
.09144 9.175E-01 8.564E-01 1.095E.02 1.427E*01 3.351f*01 . 2.2R4E-01 2.773F*03 . 1.249E02 _
.09622 9.481E-01 8.891E-01 1.137E*02 1.192E*01 3.520E*01 2.194E-01 2.691F#03 1.253E.02
.10100 9.719E-01 9.161E-01 1.172F#02 9.A59E.00 3.659E*01 2.058E-01 2.609E*03 1.258E*02
.10578 9.876E-01 9.385E-01 1.200E*02 8.283E'00 3.774E+01 1.870E-01 2.528E.03 1.262E02
.11056 9.961E-01 9.57SE-01 1.225E*02 7.138E00 3.871E*01 1.633E-01 2.446E.03 1.266E*02
.11535 9.997E-01 9.742E-01 1.246E'02 6.383E*00 3.954E.01 1.359E-01 2.3645F03 1.270E-02
.12013 1.001E*00 9.895E-01 1.265E*02 5.159E*00 4.025E*.0,I 1.071E-01 2.283F.03 1.275Eo02
.12491 1.000E*00'' 1.000E*00 1.279E*02 0. 4.051E*01 7.938E-02 2.2015E03 1.79E-02
J UR FTA US WC
1 0. 1.0005E-01 0. 0.
Z 3.50 E.00 9.855E-02 3.491hF.00 3.4922E-01) 7.0;11V000 9.9195-0?7 6.9i72E 00 6.q6?65-01
I , 14r 9 A4 r.0? I 6'Aff*01 ).64.41%.00
8 3.4962E01 9.6505E-02 3.4799E-01 3.3687E-00
9 4.1743E01 9.5e59E-02 4.1551E*01 3.9953E*00
10 4.8344E*01 9.5090E-02 4.8125E01 4.01QOIE00
11 5.4450E*01 9.4076E-02 5.4210E 01 5.1149E+00
12 6.0173E*01 9.2970E-02 5.9913E*01 5.5862E*00
13 6.5431E*01 9.1596E-02 6.5156E+01 5.9848E00
14 6.9767E*01 8.9925E-02 6.9485E*01 6.2654E*00
15 7.3666E*01 8.8133E-02 7.3380E.01 6.4840E*00
16 7.7232E*01 8.5932E-02 7.6947E+01 6.6285E*00
17 8.0134E*01 8.3401E-02 7.9856E*01 6.6755E*00
18 8.2833E*01 8.0644E-02 8.2563E.01 6.6727E+00
19 8.5493E*01 7.7185E-02 8.5239E-01 6.5923E+00
20 8.7798E*01 7.3263E-02 8.7563E*01 6.4?66E*00
21 9.0033E*01 6.9014E-02 8.9818E*01 6.2086E*00
22 9.2347E*01 6.3852E-02 9.2159E*01 5.8925E*00
23 9.4414E-01 5.8375E-02 9.4254E+01 5.5083E*00
24 9.6469E*01 5.2605E-02 9.6336E.01 5.0724E+00
25 9.8636E*01 4.5977E-02 9.8532E01 4.5334E*00
26 1.0063E'02 3.9232E-02 1.0056E+02 3.9470E*00
27 1.0241E*02 3.2945E-02 1.0236E*02 3.3733E+00
28 1.0423E*02 2.6408E-02 1.0419E+02 2.7522E*00
29 1.0629E*02 1.8675E-02 1.0627E*02 1.9848E*00
30 1.0865E.02 9.0347E-03 1.0865E*02 9.8161E-01
31 1.1136E*02 -2.3442E-03 1.1136E-02 -2.6105E-01
32 1.1421E*02 -1.5221E-02 1.1420E+02 -1.7384E+00
33 1.1545E*02 -2.2?47E-02 1.1542E+02 -2.64A9E+00
34 1.1530E*02 -2.6e47E-02 1.1526E.02 -3.0952E+00
35 1.1366E*02 -2.6286E-02 1.1362E-02 -2.9873E-00
36 1.1089E*02 -2.2184E-02 1.1086E.02 -2.4596E+00
37 1.0728E*02 -1.4910E-02 1.0727E-02 -1.5995E+00
38 1.0317E-02 -5.0786E-03 1.0317E+02 -5.2394E-01
39 9.S535E*01 7.6248E-03 9.P532E.01 7.5130E-01
40 9.2807E-01 2.5561E-02 9.2776E.01 2.3719E*00
41 8.7134E-01 4.5473E-02 A.7044E-01 3.9608E00
.42 8.3406E-01 5.8942E-02 8.3261E01 4.9133E-00
43 8.1419E.01 6.46t7E-02 8.1248E+01 5.2639E*00
44 8.1016E*01 6.?403E-02 8.0859E.01 5.0524E-00
45 8.2115E-01 5.2614E-02 8.2001E*01 4.3184E*00
46 8.4595E*01 3.7112E-02 8.4537E*01 3.)387E100
47 8.P255E*01 1.8546E-02 8.P239E.01 1.6366E*00
48 9.2826E*01 -3.4463E-04 9.2626E*01 -3.1991E-02
49 9.7940E01 -1.7192E-02 9.7926E*01 -1.6837E+00
50 1.0336E102 -3.0815E-02 1.0331E*02 -3.1849E00
51 1.0905E*02 -4.0929E-02 1.0896E*02 -4.4621E+00
52 1.1475E*02 -4.7333E-02 1.1462E*02 -5.4?94E.00
53 1.2000E02 -5.0653E-02 1.1985E*02 ' -6.0760E-00
54 1.2449E02 -5.2404E-02 1.2431E-02 -6.5?05E*00
55 1.2816E*02 -5.4272E-02 1.2797E.02 -6.9518E00
56 1.3111E*02 -5.7270E-02 1.3090E+02 -7.5046E*00
57 1.3353E*02 -6.1536E-02 1.3328E*02 -8.2116E*00
58 1.3556E-02 -6.6489E-02 1.3526E*02 -9.0065E*00
59 1.3738E*02 -7.1717E-02 1.3703E*02 -9.8441E+00
60 1.3861E*02 -7.5766E-02 1.3821E*02 -1.0491E+01
X CBETA CF2(3) CFR CFS CFC W8(3) ALPAN
30.5863 5.7325 1.9313E-03 2.2966E-03 2.2851E-03 2.2939E-04 5.3461E*01 2.7029E+01
H OELTA-STAR THETA
1.4482 1.9380E*00 1.33R2E+00
VALUES OF DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS, MOMENTUM THICKNESS,
AND SHAPE FACTOR FOR THE WHOLE BOUNDARY LAYER (LAST PROFILE).
DELS - .602E+00 THETA = 1.192E*00 H = 2.182E00O.
LIFT COEFFICIENT PROFILE DRAG COEFFICIENT
CL = 3.131E+00 CD = 5.369E-02
LIFT DRAG AND MOMENT SUMMARY TABLE
ITERATION LIFT COEFFICIENT 






















ITAPEl=1001,TAPE3=1001 ,T.APE7=1001,TAPE8IO001 ,TAPE9u10019 
VIP.4
2TAPEIO21001 ,TAPE1 1=1001 ,TAPEI2=1001) VIP .5
C INFINITE SPAN THREE DIMENSIONAL HIGH LIFT VISCOUS/POTENTIAL FLOW VIP*7






COMMON /ANGLE/ ANGLE VIP*12
COMMON /CL/ CLCCTCDFCOPDUD(2)tCM VIP*13
COMMON /CPS/ CPS(600) VIP. 14
COMMON/GAMM/GA(600) ,O(600) VIP*1S
COMMON/GRIC/ ZCP(20) ,CPI(20,30)qYGAP VIP. 16





COMMON/XFNO/XF INC (20) ,NXFINO IP2
COMMON/ARC, TOLLi ,TOLL2 VIP .23
COMMON /NUS/ NUS VIP*24
COMMON /NPT/ NPT VIP.25
COMMON/SWEEP/ H1419RRTHl ,KSW VIP*26
COMMON/TOTO/CONS ,GNEOKvKGN0 VIP*27
COMMON/NANGLE/NANGLE VIP .28
COMMON/KPRINT/KPR TNT V IP.29
COMMON /NSIOE/ NSIDE V IP.30
COMMON /ITP/ ITRITRMAX. VIP.)1






COMMON /JMAX/ JMAX VIPo38
COMMON /PARAM/ MACHALPHA.REFAMATIN9REFC9UINREFXREFZiCREF V IP*39
COMMON/FSTART/ CF1,HIi9IETAIVTE VIP*40
COMMON /SANGLE/ SANGLE V IP*41
COMMON/SEG/NCMPTNFLAPtidFNC(4),TE(12),NPU(4),NPL(4)9,DUM(
4 2 ) VIP*42
COMMON /SIG/ SIG(200).SIGMAD(200),SIGMA(891
0 0 ) VIP.43
COMMON /RNE/ RNB V IP.44
COMMON /XIN/ XIN(100) ,ZIN(100),CPIN(100),SU(100) VIP945
COMMON /TRIPUL/ IRIPUPTRIPOP VIP.46
COMMON/DENSE/SSS(200)9,LSO(200) VIP .41
COMMON /TITLE/ TITLE(8) VIP*48
COMMON /VELCOM/ NPOINTNPARTIMAXEXqPRINT VIP.49
COMMON /SCRAT/ ALFS(200),BE7A(200),CD(200)9CFD(200)gCFI(
2 0 0 )9 VIP*50
lCF?(20 0 ),OEL(200),OELST2(200),DELT(200),H(200)9HHDS(200)oH(




4THET22(200) ,THT(200),X(2 00) ,Y(200),CPC(200)9Z(200) ,DUMY(6400), VIP.S4
5XIP(8,100) ,ZIP(8,100) ,C 0IP(8.100) .NPP(8) ,OUMMYII92) VIP*SS
DIMENSION CPU(200),CPL(100) VIPo56
DIMENSION CLS(8),CMS(8)gCOS(8) VIP*57









NXFINO = INT(XXFIND) VIP*66
IPHIL INT(XPHIL) VIP*67
ISOLVE =INT(XSOLVE) VIP*68
IGEM =INT(XGEM) -- VIP*69
115
IF(NXFINDEQ.O) CO TO 30 VIP*70
READ(5,6700)(XFIKD(I) l=1NXFIND) VIP.71







MCASE = INT(CASE) VIP.78
KPRINT = INT(PRINT) VIP.79
IF(MCASE.EQ.O) MCASE I VIP.80
NANGLE = 1 
VIP.81
00 40 NSIDE = 1.8 
VIP 82
00 40 I =1,100 
VIP.83
40 SIGMA(NSIOEI1) = 0. VIP.84
RNB=RNB*IO.E06 
VIP.85
ITR = 1 
VIP.86
ITRHAX=INT(TPMAX) VIP.87












IF(MACH.LT.O.) CALL EXIT VIP.96
CLS(ITR) = CL VIP.97
CMS(ITR) = CM VIP*98
IF(ITR.LE.2) GO 0T 101 VIP.99
ERR = ABS(CLS(ITR)-CLS(ITR-1))/ABS(CLS(ITR)) VIP.1O0
IF(ERR.LT.TOLLI) ITRMAX = ITR VIP.101
IF(IPHIL.GT.ITRMAX) IPHIL = ITRMAX VIP.102
101 CONTINUE 
VIP.103
NSIDE = 0 VIP.104
WRITE(6,7000) VIP.105
WRITE(6,7400) MACHtALPHA*SANGLE9ITR VIP.106
00 60 N=1NCMPT VIP.10
00 50 NS=1,2 
VIP.108
NSIDE = NSIDE*I 
VIP.109
















1 KSEG = NSEG * I VIP.125
GO TO 5 
VIP.126
2 KSEG = NSEG + 2 
VIP.127
IF(NFLAP.EOI) KSEG w 3 VIP.128
GO TO 5 VIP.129
3 KSEG = NSEG + 3 
VIP.130
IF(NFLAP.EGOI) KSEG = 5 VIP.131
IF(NFLAP.EO.2) KSEG • 32 VP.132
GO TO 5 
VIP.133







C CALCULATE BOUNDARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT ON ALL LOWER 
SURFACES AND VIP.138
C UPPER SURFACES OF SLAT AND MAIN WINC VIP.139VIP.140
6 IF(LSEG) 898,7 VIP.142
7 CONTINUE VIP.143
NBL = 200 VIP.144
NSIDE=NSIDE+I VIP.145
IF(NF.EQ.0O) GO TO 14 VIP.146
IF(NSIDEEO.KSEG) NSIDE=NSIDE+1 VIP.147
IF(NSIDE.LE*3) GO TO 16 VIP.148
IF(NSEG.GE.3.AND.NFLAP.EO*2 ) GO TO 15 VIP.149
GO TO 16 VIP.150
15 CONTINUE VIP.IS1
IF(NCMPT.EO.3.AND.NSIDE.EO. 6 ) GO TO 16 VIP.152
IF(NCMPT.EO.4.AND.NSIDE'*EO*4 ) GO TO 16 VIP.152
IF(NSIOE.EQ.8) GO TO 16 VIP.154
KSEG = KSEG + 2 VIP.154










C CALCULATE SOURCE DISTRIBUTION FOR EACH SEGMENT 
VIP.165
LLL = 2(NCMPT-NFLAP)-1 VIP.167
IF(NSIDE.EQLLL) GO TO 12 VIP.168
GO TO 13 VIP.169
12 CONTINUE VIP.170
IF(H(NBL).GT.2.5) N8L =N3L-2 VIP.170
CFI = CF1(NBL) VIP.171
HI = H(NBL) VIP.173
THETAI = THT(NBL) VIP.174





4 ) CDS(ITR) " CDI*CDT VIP.177
IF(NCMPT.EO.I.AND.NSIDE4EO02 ) CDS(ITR) = CDICDT VIP.179
CDI = CDT VIP.180
LSEG=LSEG-I 
VIP.181
GO TO 6 VIP.182
8 CONTINUE VIP.183
IF(NSEG.GE.3.AND.NFLAP.EQ*
2 ) KSEG = KSEG - 2 VIP18
C 
VIP.184
C CALCULATE FLAP BOUNCARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT VIP.185
C 
VIP.187
NSIDE = KSEG VIP.188
REWIND 3 VIP,189













MTRAN = 2 
VIP.200
TRIP = SUD(ITRAN) VIP.201
CALL OVERLAY(FRI5,4,0) VIP.202
CALL OVERLAY(FRIS9390) VIP.203
DO 20 I=19200 
VIP.204
SUD(I) = SSS(I) VIP.204







NSIDE = NSIDE * 2 VIP.210
GO TO 9 VIP.211
11 CONTINUE VIP.212
IF(NFLAP.GT.O) COS(ITR) COT * CDI VIP.213
REWIND 3 VIP.214
MTRAN = 1 VIP.215
C VIP.216
IF(ITR-ITRMAX) 900100091000 VIP.217
900 ITR = ITR + I VIP.218





WRITE(697800) (ITRCLS(TR)tCMSITR),CDS(ITR), ITR=1,ITRMAX) VIP.223
WRITE(6,7500) VIP.224
ITRMAX = KAMAX VIP.226
NANGLE = NANGLEI VIP.226
ITR = I VIP.228
MCASE = MCASE-1 VIP.229
IF(MCASE.GT.O) GO TO 100 VIP.230
CALL EXIT VIP.231
600 FORMAT(IH 10OFIO.5) VIP.232
601 FORMAT(1H ,315) VIP.233
5000 FORMAT(8F10.0) VIP.234
5200 FORMAT(BA10)
7000 FORMAT(IH0O20XvAIRFOIL GEOMETRY AND SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONVIP.235
IS*/) 
VIP.236
7100 FORMAT(IHO2OX,*COMPONE;4T =*,I3,SX,*SURFACE =*,13/) 
VIP.237
7200 FORMAT(IH092OX9,X INPUT* 15X *Z INPUT* 10X *PRESSURE COEFFICIENT* 
VIP.238
1 1OX *SOURCE STRENGTH*/) VIP*239
7300 FORMAT(1H ,lAXvFIO.5,1XgFIO.5,1Ox,FIO.5,2OXFO1.5) 
VIP.240
7400 FORMAT(IHO,20X,aMACH NO. =0,FIOS0.5SXANGLE OF ATTACK =oFl0.59 
VIP*241
1 5XOSWEEP ANGLE =*OFI0.55X,*ITERATION *,13/) 
VIP.242
7500 FORMAT(IHO/1HO,1SX,IOO(lH*)//) VIP*243
7600 FORMAT(IHO,20X,0 LIFT DRAG AND MOMENT SUMMARY TABLE*/) 
VIP.244
7700 FORMAT(IHO,22X,IlTERATI'
N * 13X *LIFT COEFFICIENT* 10X *MOMENTUM COVIP.245
IEFFICIENT* 12X *CRAG COEFFICIENTo/) VIP.246
7800 FORMATIlHO,22XISl8XF1O.SelXF1O.S9l8X9FIO.5) VIP.247




8100 FORMAT(INO,20X 8OUNDARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT ON FLAP UPPER SURFACE 
VIP.251











2 PK(2 0 0 ).RDEL(200),RINSTa(200)gRTRAN(200).PKBAR(200)RTH(200), 
SOURCE.5
35(200)tU(200).DU(200) ,SUJ(200)OUUD(200)THET12(200),THET21(200)9 SOURCE.6
4THET22(200) THT(200) X(?00),Y(200),CPC(200)tZ(200)t SOURCE.7
SXIP(8O100),ZIP(89100),CPIP(8100)#NPP(8) 0UMMY(192) SOURCE.8
COMMON /SIG/ SIG(200),SIGMAO(200)SIGMA(8,00) SOURCE.9





COMMON /NSIDE/ NSIDE SOURCE.15
COMMON /SEG/ NCMPTNFLAPgNFPtNC(4)gTE(4) SOURCE.16
FACTOR = ITR-I SOURCE.17
SIGNPT = .115-.O1*FACTOG SOURCE.18
IF(NFLAP.GIO0) SIGNPT = .15 SOURCE.19
00 5 I=1,NUS SOURCE.20
IF(H(I).GE.3.) Hil) = 3. SOURCE.21
5 CONTINUE SOURCE.22
00 10 I = 19NUS SOURCE.23




B = SIGNPT SOURCE.28
C = -SIGNPT SOURCE°29
00 20 I = 1eNPT SOURCE.30
SIGMA(KI) = TBLU1(SU(I1SUDvSIGMAOl1NUS) SOURCE.31
IF(SIGMA(KI).GE.B) GO TO 70 SOURCE.32
IF(SIGMA(Ktl).LE.C) GO TO 60 SOURCE.33
20 CONTINUE SOURCE.34
GO TO SO SOURCE.35
60 CONTINUE SOURCE.36
SIGNPT = C SOURCE.37
70 CONTINUE SOURCE.38
IS = I - 1 SOURCE.39
IF(I.EO.1) IS = 1 SOURCE.40
SLOPE = (SIGNPT - SIGMA(KIS))/(SU(NPT) - SU(IS)) SOURCE.41
ISS = IS * 1 SOURCE.42
00 40 I = ISS9NPT SOURCE.43
SIGMA(KvI) = SIGMA(KIS) * SLOPE*(SU(I).- SU(IS)) SOURCE.44
40 CONTINUE SOURCE.45
IF(NCMPT.EO.I.OR.NFLAP.EQ.O) GO TO 50 SOURCE.46
MAIN = NCMPT-NFLAP SOURCE.47
KK = MAIN * MAIN SOURCE.48
IF(NFLAP.EQ2.ANC.NFP.E.1) K KK KK * 2 SOURCE.49
IF(K.NE.KK) GO TO 50 SOURCE.50
SS = SUD(NBL) SOURCE.51
00 30 I=1,NPT SOURCE.52




IT 1 I2 SOURCE.57
IF(ISS.GE.NPT) GC TO 50 SOURCE.58
SIGMA(KI'*) = SIGMA(KlI) SOURCE.59
SIGMA(KI*2) = SIGMA(Kl) SOURCE.60
SLOPE = -SIGMA(KIT)/(SU(NPT)-SU(IT)) SOURCE.61
00 80 I=ISSvNPT SOURCE.62








00 10 I = l#N DCPOX.4
IF(I.GT.1) GO TO 1 DCPDX.5
OXI = X(I+1) - X(I) DCPDX.6
OX2 = XII+2) - X(I+1) DCFDX.7
OX = DxI + DX2 DCPDX.8
OUl = UfI*I) - U(I) DCPDX.9
OU2 = U(I12) - U(I*I) DCPDX.10
A = DUI1(DX2/DXI * 2.) OCPDX.11
B = OU2*(DXI/DX2) DCPDX.12
DU(I) = (A-B)/DX DCPDX.13
GO TO 10 DCPDX.14
1 IF(I.EO.N) GO TO 2 DCPDX.15
OXl = X(I) - X(I-I) DCPDX.16
OX2 = X(I+1) - X(I) DCPDX.17
DX = DX Ox 2 CPOX.18
DUI = Ul() - U(I-1) DCPDX.19
OU2 = UI*l) - U(I) DCPOX.20
A = OU2*DX1/DX2 DCPOX.21
8 = DU1DX2/0X1 DCPDX.22
OU(I) = (A+B)/DX DCPDX.23
GO TO 10 OCPDX.24
2 CONTINUE DCPOX.25
OXI = (I-I) - X(I-2) DCPDX.26
OX2 = XII) - X(I-1) DCPDX.27
OX = DX +* OX2 DCPDX.28
DUI = U(I-1) -U(I-2) DCPDX.29
OU2 = U(I) - U(I-1) DCPDX.30
A = OU2*(DX1/DX2 #2.) DCPDX.31
B = DU1*(DX2/DX1) DCPDX.32




INTEGER FUNCTION INSERT(Z,X,NDeNMIS) INSERT.2
DIMENSION X(1) INSERT.3
IHALF(I) = (I * 1)12 INSERT.4
N=IABS(M) INSERT.5
INSERT = 1 INSERT.6
I=1 INSERT.?
IF(N.LE.1) GO TO 24 INSERT.8
ND=MINO(NDtN-1) INSERT.9
IF(M .GE. 0) GO TO 445 INSERT,10
IF(ABS(Z+Z-X(1)-X(N)) ..E. ABS(X(1)-X(N))) GO TO 445 INSERT.11
IF(X(N).GTX(1).AND.Z.GT.X(N)) I=N INSERT.12
IF(X(N).LT.X(1).AND.Z.LTX(N)) I=N INSERT.13
GO TO 24 INSERT.14
445 IGO=1 INSERT.15








GO TO 52 INSERT.24
20 IF(I-1) 40.40,21 INSERT.25




GO TO 5 INSERT.30












GO TO 34 INSERT.42
40 IF(NO) 44,44,43 INSERT.43
44 IF(I.EQ.N) GO TO 24 INSERT.43
IF(ABS(Z-X()) .LE. A8S(Z-X(I +1))) GO TO 24 INSERT.45
GO TO 36 INSERT.46
43 I=MINO(MAXO(I-(ND-1I)/ 2 ) N-ND) INSERT.47
IS=I INSERT.48




DIMENSION XC(4,4), B(4)* CC(4) SMLN.3
C ROUTINE TO SOLVE A SET OF LiNEAR SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS. SMLN.4
NP = N+1 SMLN.5
NM = N-1 SMLN.6
C TRIANGULARIZATION SMLN.7
00 100 K=1,NM SMLN.8
KP = K SMLN.9
R I ./XC(KK) SMLN.10
DO 50 J=KPN SMLN.II
50 XC(K.J)= RaXC(K'J) SMLN.12
B(K) = RoB(K) SMLN.13
00100 I=KPN SMLN.14
S =XC(IK) SMLN.15




C BACK SUBSTITUTION. SMLN.20
CC(N) = B(N)/XC(NgN) SMLN.21
00 200 I=1NM SMLN.22
K N-I SMLN.23
KP = K+1 SMLN.24
S = B(K) SMLN.2S
00 150 J=KPtN SMLN.26







DIMENSION XI)*q Y(1) TBLUI.3
ND=HOD LU1.4
IF(INSERT(XXX.NCNI) EO. 0O) GO TO 43 TELUL.5
TBLUIY(I) TBLUI6




00 50 J=I*M TBLU1.11
PX=I. TBLU1.12
00 42 K=I*M TOLUI.13









PROGRAM POTFLOW RIEPRODUCIBILITY OF THE POTFLOW.4
COMMON/ ANGLE / ANGLE OTFLOW.5
COMMON/ NPT / NPI ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR POTFLOW.6
COMMON /ITR/ ITR,ITRMAX POTFLOW.7
COMMON /JMAX/ JMAX POTFLOW.8
COMMON/NANGLF/NANGLE POTFLOW.9
COMMON /XIN/ XIN(100),ZIN(100)oCPIN(100) POTFLOW.10
COMMON /PARAM/ HACHALPFHAREFAMATIN POTFLOW.11
COMMON /VELCOM/ NPOINTNPARTIMAX9EXvPRINT POTFLOW.12
COMMON/POINT/ARRAY(4950) POTFLOW.13
COMMON/CGAMM/GA(600)90






































IF(ITR.EQ.1.AND.NANGLE.T.) GO TO 45FLO45
IF(ITR.GT.2) GO TO 350 
POTFLOW.46





IF(IGEM.GE.I) STOP 7000 POTFLOW.51
NF=O POTFLOW.53
NP=O POTFLOW.54
NX = NCMPT - NFLAP POTFLOW.55
00 12 N=1,NCMPT POTFLOW.56
IF(N.LE.NX) NPG(N) = 0 POTFLOW.56
IF(N.LE.NX) GO TO 12 
POTFLOW.57
NF=NF*I POTFLOW.59
LPL = NPLIN-I) POTFLOW.60
XTE(NF) = XL(LPL#N-1) POTFLOW.60
ZTE(NF) = ZL(LPLgN-1) POTFLOW.62
12 CONTINUE POTFLOW.63
IF(NFLAP.EQ.O) GO TO 21. POTFLOW.64
00 22 NX=1NFLAP POTFLOW.65
N = NCMPT-NFLAP*NX POTFLOW.66
LPU = NPU(N) POTFLOW.66





IF(L.EQ.1) GO TO 23 POTFLOW.70
.IF(H(L).LE.H(L-1)) GO TO 23 POTFLOw.70
IF(H(L).LE.H(L-2)) GO TO 24 POTFLOW.71




Go TO 25 POTFLOW.*74
24 CONTINUE POTFLOW.75
KGAP = L POTFLOW~.76
Go TO 25 POTFLOW.77









SA =(H1*2 - H2 0 02 o H3**2)/2**H
3  POTFLOW .83
2GAP(NX) = SORT(l12 - SA**2) POTFLOW.84
1F(SA.LT.O.) KGAP = (GAP-I POTFLOW 
.85
NPG(N) =KC-AP POTFLOW.86






NF = 0 
POTFLOW.90
00 40 N=1,NCMPT 
POTFLOW*91
I(EQIOR NPG(N)*EQ 3) GO TO 26 POTFLOW 
.92
NF = F 9 1POTFLOW .94
26 CONTINUE 
POTFLOW.94
D0 30 NSIDEI.*2 
P07FLOW.96
IF(NSIDE.EQ.1) NL=NPU(N .)-I POIFLOW 
.97
IF(NSIDE.EQ.?) NL=NPL(N)-1 POTFLOW 
.98










XC=XUIL*1 N)-XU(LvN) POTFLOW. 
104
ZC=ZU (L#1 N)-ZU(L ,N) POTFLOW.*105
XCOR (NP) =XU(L* N) POTFLOW.106
ZCOR(NP)=ZU(LN) POTFLOW. 107

















THET) = . POT FLOW.116
TE(NP)0O. POIFLOW.1 
17
DELTA (NP) =0. 
OFW.1
IF (ZC.NE.0.) DELTA (NP)=ATAN2(ZC*XC) POTFLOW.1 
19











0 0 ) GO TO 20 POTFLOW.*127
LG=L*INPG(N) POTFLOW.*128
IF(L.EO.NL) NG(NF) = 16 I POIFLOW.*129
IF(LG*LT.1) GO TO 20 
OFW.3
XGPID(LG*NF )=XU'(LgN) POYFLOW.131
ZGR ID(LG.NF )=ZU (L ,N) 
OFW.3
OZOX (LGgNF)=7C/XC POTFLOW.*133
IF(L.LT.NL) GO TC 20 POTFLOW. 134
LL =NPU(N) 
OFW.3

















45 READ(5,501) MACHALPHA POTFLOW.149
GO TO 13 POTFLOW.150
11 CONTINUE POTFLOW.151
00 1 N =1,NCMPT POTFLOW.152
IF(THKTE(N).GT.O.) KTE = 1 POTFLOW,153
1 CONTINUE POTFLOW.154
IF(KTE.EQO.) GO TO 350 POTFLOW.155





IF(MACH.EQ.EM) GO TO 325 POTFLOW.16i
EM=MACH POTFLOW.161
MATIN=O POTFLOW.163







00 50 N=1NPOINT POTFLOW.170
BD=BETA*TAN(OELTA(N)) POTFLOW.172
TANBD(N)=B POTFLOW.173
COSBO(N)=1./S Q RT ( I . B8D~S D )  POTFLOW.173
50 SINBO(N)=BD0COS80(N) POTFLOW.175




































00 225 L=1,NL POTFLOW.202
J=J+1 POTFLOW.203
K=K*1 POTFLOW.204
IF(I.GT.1) GO TO 58 POTFLOw.205
IF(NSIDE.EQ.2) GO TO 55 POTFLOw.206
XC=XU(L*1iN)-XU(L*N) POTFLOW.206
ZC=ZU(L*1N)-ZUILgN) POTFLOW.208





-58 00 100 M=192 POTFLOW.212
LI=L*M-1 POTFLOW.213
IF(NSIDE*EO.P) GO 70 60 PCTFLOW.214
CX=XI-XU(LlgN) POTFLOW.215
DZ=(ZI-ZU(LloN))*BETA POTFLOW.216





































IF(NSICE.EO*2*ANO.LE0.1 ) GO TO 160 P07FLOW.254
IF(L.GT.1) UC(J)=IJC(J)41JL(J-1) POTFLOW.255
IF(L.GT.1) WC(J)=WC(J)*WLfJ-D PCTFLOW.256








GO TO 225 POTFLOW*26S
200 AC(J)=WC(J)-OIOUC(J) POTFLOW.266
AS(L)=UC(J)+OB*WC(J) POTFLOW.267
IF(L.LToNL) GO TO 225 POTFLOW.268





IF(I*LT91I.OQ*I*CT*17) GO TO 215 POTFLOW*274
11=1-11*1 POTFLOW.275
00 210 LL=19NL PGTFLOW.276
IF(LL.NE.11) GO TO 210 POTFLOW.277
AS(LL)=-AS(LL) POTFLOW.278
125
AS(LL*I)=-AS(LL1I) REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE POTFLOW2980
210 CONTINUEPOTFLO 8
215 WRITE(l) ACU,(AS(LL),LL=1,NL) ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR POTFLOW.281





IF(I.LT.IL.OPR.ICT.I2) GO TO 224 POTFLOW.287
II=1-IL*1 POTFLOW.288
DO 222 LL=I1NL POTFLOW.289

















IF(NCMPT.EO.1.OR.ISOLVE.EQ.0) GO TO 275 POTFLOW.306
IF(I.LT.I1.0l.I.CT.12) GO TO 275 PCTFLOW.307
WRITE(3) (AC(II.ol-l))II,1JT) POTFLOW.308










DO 290 JJ=l1J2 PCIFLOW.318
J=J1I POTFLOW.319




GO TO 290 POTFLOW.324
285 IF(JJ.EQ.J2) GO 0TO 286 POTFLOW.325
UL(J)=UCU(N) POTFLOW.326
WL(J)=WCU(N) PCTFLOW.327
























COMMON/SCRAT/ XXS(30).ZZS(30) TS(30),XR(3 ZRZR30),TEMP(30)9 5APR.114
IRAD0(30),XXUt30,4),ZZU(30,4),XXL(304),ZZL(3O04),XPW(3),XPC(3). 5APR.115




DIMENSION XU(30,4) ZU(3094),XL(30,4),ZL(30,4) 5APR.120
PEAD(S5500) NCMPTNSLATINFLAPt(NPU(N),NPL(N).N=1NCMPT) 5APR.121
NF = 0 5APR.122
DO 10 N = It NCMPT 5APR.123
LPU = NPU(N) 5APR.124
LPL = NPL(N) 5APR.125





NMM = NCMPT - NFLAP SAPR.131
IF(N.LE.NMM) GO TO 1b 5APR.132
NF = NF * 1 5APR.133
DELZ(NF) = .005 5APR.134
10 CONTINUE 5APR.135
IM = 1 5APR.136
NPIVOT = NCMPT - 1 5APR.137
IF(NPIVOT.EQ.O) 00O TO 101 5APR.138,
C PIVOT POINTS IN WING CCORDINATES 5APR.139
READ(5,501) (XPW(N)9ZPW(N),N=1,NPIVOT) 5APR.140
C PIVOT POINTS IN COMPONENT COORDINATES 5APR.141
READ(5SO01) (XPC(N),ZPC(N)eN=1,NPIVOT) 5APR.142
C FLAP DEFLECTIONS 5APR.143
READ(5,501) (OELF(N),N=mlNPIVOT) 5APR.144







I = NPIVOT 5APR.151
OX = XPW(I) - XPC(I) 5APR.152
OZ = ZPW(I) - ZPC(I) 5APR.153
TH = DELF(1)/57.2957795 SAPR.154
00 104 NSIDE =192 5APR.155
IF(NSIDE.EO.I) NL NPUIN) 5APR,156.
IF(NSIDE.EO.2) NL = NPLIN) 5APR.157
00 103 L=1,NL SAPR.158
IF(NSIDE.EQ.2) GO TO 105 5APR.159
XPP = XXU(LvN) 5APR.160
ZPP = ZZU(L.N) SAPR.161
GO TO 106 5APR.162
105 CONTINUE 5APR.163
XPP = XXL(LIN) 5APR.164
ZPP = ZZL(LN) 5APR,165
106 CONTINUE 5APR.166
CALL ROTAN(XPPZPPTHtXPC(I),ZPC(I),OX9DZXXgZZ) 5APR.167
IF(NSIOEEOQ2) GO TO 107 5APR.168
XUIL9N) = XX 5APR.169
ZU(LtN) = ZZ 5APR.170
GO TO 108 5APR.171
107 CONTINUE 5APR.172
XL(LIN) = XX 5APR.173





N = N*1 5APR.179
127
5APR.180
NPIVOT = NPIVOT *1 5APR.181
IF(N.GT.NCMPT) GO TO 101 5APR.182
GO TO 102 5APR.183
101 CONTINUE 5APR.184
N = IM 5APR.185
00 110 NSIDE = 192 5APR*186
IF(NSIOE.EQ.1) NL = NPU(N) 5APR.187
IF(NSIDE.EQ.2) NL = NPL(N) 5APR.187
00 109 L =1INL SAPR.188
IF(NSIDE.EQ.2) GC TO Ill 5APR.190
XUI(LN) = XXU(LIN) 5APR.191
ZU(L.N) = ZZU(Lqh) 5APR.192
GO TO 112 5APR.192
111 CONTINUE 5APR.194
XL(LN) = XXI.(LN) 5APR.194





00 113 N =I.NCMPT 5APR.200
WRITE(6,603) N 5APR.201
LPU = NPU(N) 5APR.203
LPL = NPL(N) 5APR.203
WRITE(6,604) 5APR.204







IF(NFLAP.EQ.O) GO TO 120 5APR.213
READ(5,501) SIGMA 5APR.214
00 114 NX =1INFLAP SAPR.215
N = NCMPT-NFLAP-NX 5APR.216
LPU = NPU(N) 5APR.217
SLPI 0. 5APR.218
SLPN = 0. 5APR.219
00 116 L=1,LPU 5APR.220
XK(L) = XU(L,N) 5APR.221
ZK(L) = ZU(LN) 5APR.222
TEMP(L) = XXU(L*N) 5APR.223
116 CONTINUE 5APR.224
IF(NXFIND.EQ.O) CO TO 121 5APR.225
IF(NX.GT.1) GO TO 121 5APR.226
DO 119 I=1,NFINO 5APR.227





T = 0. 5APR.233
DO 117 L =1,LPU 5APR.234
CALL KURV20(TXSZSLPUXKZKXRgZRS*SIGMA) 5APR.235
T = -T 5APR.236
XXS(L) = XS 5APR.237
ZZS(L) = ZS 5APR.238
TS(L) = T 5APR.239
T = * OS(L)/S 5APR.240
T = -T 5APR.241
117 CONTINUE 5APR.242
XXS(1) = (XXS(2)/DS(1) + XXS(2)/DS(2) - XXS(3)/DS(2))*DS(1) 5APR.243
ZZS(1) = (ZZS(2)/DS(1) 0 ZZS(2)/0S(2) - ZZS(-3)/DS(2))*DS(1) 5APR.244
SLP1 = 0. 5APR.245
SLPN = 0. 5APR.246
CALL CURVI(LPUTSXXS!LPPtSLPNgXRTEMP*SICMA) 5APR.247
SLPI = 0. 5APR.248
128
SLPN = 0. 5APR.249
CALL CURVI(LPUTSZZS,SLP1SLPN2R9TEMPSICMA) 5APR.250
IT = I 5APR.252
00 118 L=1LPU 5APR.252
T = TS(L) 5APR.253"
DDX(L) = CURVD(TvLPUTSgXXSXR*SIGMA9IT) 5APR.254
5APR.256ODZ(L) CURVO(T*LPUgTSZZSZRSIGMA9IT) 
5APR.255
IT = 2 5APR.256
118 CONTINUE 5APR.257
DDX(1) = (DDX(2)/DS(1) * DOX(2)/CS(2) - 00X(3)/DS(2))*DS(1) 5APR.258
DZ002(1) = (00Z(2)/DS(1) * 00Z(2)/DS(2) - DDZ(3)/DS(2))*
D S (l) 5APR.259
00 115 L =1,LPU 5APR.260
XNUM = (XXS(L)*e2 * ZZS(L).o2)** l *5 SAPR.261













602 FORMAT(IHO,40X,*AIRFOIL GEOMETRY*/) SAPR.275
603 FORMAT(IHO940KX*COMPONFNT m*913/) SAPR.276
604 FORMAT(lHO930X,0UPPER SURFACE COORDINATES*/) 5APR.277
605 FORMAT(IHO,30X9, LOWER SJRFACE COORDINATES*/) SAPRo278
606 FORMAT(IH0,20XoINPUT* 4 5X,*LOFTEOo/) 5APRo279
607 FORMAT(IHO,5XtFIO.lOXF1O.5,20XtF1O.91OX9FO.5) 5APR.280
608 FORMAT(1HO01XCX*-INQ,6X,*Z-IN*26 X *
X - OU1*o15X,* Z - O UT*/) 5APR.281
701 FORMAT(IHO,40X,°PADIUS OF CURVATURE ON FLAP UPPER SURFACEO/) 5APR.282





SUBROUTINE ROTAN(XZTHXOZOOXDZXXZZ) : SAPR.289
C XtZ INPUT COOROINATES 5APR.290
C TH FLAP OR SLAT DEFLECTION ANLGE - RACIANS (CLOCKWISE POSITIVSAPR.291
C XOZO PIVOT POINT (INPUT COORDINATES) 5APR.292
C OXODZ TRANSLATION TO MAIN AIRFOIL COORDINATES SAPR.293
C XXZZ OUTPUT CCORDINATES SAPR.294
XB = X-XO SAPR.295
ZB = Z-ZO SAPR.296
XB1 = XB*COS(TH) * ZB8SIN(TH) 5APR.297
ZB1 = XB(-1)SIN(TH) * ZB8COS(TF) 5APR.298
XX = XBeI XO * CX 5APR.299




SUBROUTINE KlURVI (NtXYSLPISLPNXPYPTEMP9SSIGMA) APR.304
C THIS SUBROUTINE CETERMJINES THE PARAMETERS NECESSARY TO 
5APR.305
C COMPUTE A SPLINE UNDER TENSION PASSING THROUGH A SEQUENCE SAPR.306
C OF PAIRS (X(I),Y(l)),*..,(X(N)tY(N)) IN THE PLANE. THE 5APR.30?
C SLOPES AT THE TWC ENDS OF THE CURVE MAY BE SPECIFIED OR 5APRo308
C 'OMITTED. FOR ACTUAL COMPUTATION OF POINTS ON THE CURVE IT 
5APR.309










DELS I = S Q R T ( DELX1a
O ELX I1DELY I * D ELY1) 5APR.320
DX1=ELX1/DELS1 5APR.321
DY1 = D ELY1/DELS1 5APR*322
C 
5APR.323
C DETERMINE SLOPES IF NECESSARY 5APR.324
C 5APR.325
IF (SIGMA.LT.O.) GO TO 70 5APR.325





C SET UP RIGHT HAND SIDES OF TRIDIAGONAL LINEAR SYSTEM FOR XP 5APR.329






OS(1) = TEMP(1) 5APR.336
S=DELS1 5APR.337
0X(1) = COS(SLPP1) 5APR.338
DY(1) = SIN(SLPPI) 5APR.339
IF (N*EQ.2) GO TO 30 5APR.340




OX2 = O ELX2/ D ELS2 5APR.345
DY2 =D ELY2/ DELS2 5APR.346
XP(I)=DX2-DX1 5APR.347
YP4()=DY2-DY1 5APR.348
TEMP(I ) = O ELS2 5APR.349




A = DY2O0X1/DX2 5APR.353
B = OYI*DX2/OX1 5APR.355
DX(I) = .50(UX1 * OX2) 5APR.356












DX(N) = COS(SLPPN) SAPR.366
DY(N) = SIN(SLPPN) 5APR.367
OS(N) = DS(N-1) 5APR.368
C 
5APR.369






REPRODUCT2IFT y OF THE
ORIGIN ALi IPAU IS POOR





SINHS=,54 (EXPS-1 .,EXPS) 5APR.377




YP (1) =IAGIN*YP (1) 5APR.38? k
SPDIAG=SINHIN*(SINHS-DEL .S) 5APR.38.
TEr4P (1)=DIAGIN*SPDIAG 5P.8
IF (N.EO.2) (30 TO 50 SAPR.385
D0 40 1=2#NMI 5APR.386
DELS=SIGMAP*TEMP (I) 5APR.387
EXPS=EXP (DELS) 5APR.388
























60 YP( IBAK)-YP(IBAK)-TEMP(iBAKVOYP(IBAKlI) SAPR.407
RETURN 
5P.0




C IF NO SLOPES ARE GIVEN9 USE SECOND ORDER INTERPOLATION ON 
5APR.411







C=- (OELS12+nELS1 )/DELS12/DELSI 5APR*416
C2=0ELS12/DELSI/CELS2 5APR.417
C3=-OELS1/0ELS12/DELS2 5APR.418




0ELN=SQRT( (X(NMI)-X(N) )**2,(Y(NM1V-Y(N)V*2) 5APR.42.





SY=C3*Y (N-2) ,C2*Y (NMI)4SI*Y(N) 5P.2
SLPPN=ATAN2(SYtSX) 5APR.430
GO TO 10 5 APR.431
C 
5APR.432
C IF ONLY TWO POINTS AND WJO SLOPES ARE GIVEN9 USE STRAIGHT 
SAPR.433































C FOR NEGATIVE T START SEARCH WHERE PREVIOUSLY TERMINATED9 
5APR.455
C OTHERWISE START FROM REGINNING 5APR.457
C 
5APR.458










C DETERMINE INTO WHICH SEGMENT TN IS MAPPED 5APR.466
C 5APR.468





























COSHOI = .5*(EXPSI * 1./EXPSI) 5APR.487
EXPS=EXP(SIGMAP*CEL2) 5APR.488




XS = (XP(I)OCOSHC1-XP(I-1)oCOSHD2)/SINHS * 5APR.492
1((X(I)-XP(i))-(X(I-1)-XP(I-1)))/CELS 5APR.493










SUBROUTINE CURVI (NgXtYSLP1SLPNYPSTEMP,SIGMA)- 5APR.500
C THIS SUBROUTINE CETERMINES THE PARAMETERS NECESSARY TO 
5APR.S01
C COMPUTE AN INTERPOLATORY SPLINE UNDER TENSION THROUGH 
5APR.502
C A SEQUENCE OF FUNCTIONAL VALUES. THE SLOPES AT THE TWO 5APR.503
C ENOS OF THE CURVE MAY BE SPECIFIED OR OMITTED. FOR ACTUAL 
5APR.504
C COMPUTATION OF POINTS O4 THE CURVE IT IS NECESSARY TO CALL 5APR.505












C OETERMINE SLOPES IF NECESSARY SAPR.514
C 
5APR.515






C DENORMALIZE TENSION FACTOR 5APR.520
C 5APR.521
10 SIGMAP=ABS(SIGMA)*FLOAT(N-I)/(X(N)-X(1)) SAPR.522C 5APR.523
C SET UP RIGHT HAND SIDE AND TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM FOR YP AND 
5APR.524










IF (N.EQ.2) GO TO 30 SAPR.536



















C PERFORM BACK SUBSTITUTi)N 5APR.554
C 
5APR.S55




40 YP(IBAK)=YP(I B A K )-T E M P8 I BK))*YP(IBAK+ I) 5APR.558
RETURN 
5APR.559
50 IF (N.EQ.2) GO TO 60 
5APR.560
C SAPR.561
C IF NO DERIVATIVES ARE GIVEN USE SECOND ORDER POLYNOMIAL 
5APR.562


















GO TO 10 5APR.578
C 5APR.579
C IF ONLY TWO POINTS AND NO DERIVATIVES ARE GIVEN, USE 5APR.580






FUNCTION CURVD (TN,X,YYPSIGMAIT) 5APR.588
C THIS FUNCTION DIFFERENTIATES A CURVE AT A GIVEN POINT 
5APR.589





C DENORMALIZE SIGMA 5APR.595C 5APR.596
SIGMAP=ABS(SIGMA)*(N-1)/S 5APR.597
C 5APR.598
C IF IT.NE.1 START SEARC WHERE PREVIOUSLY TERMINATED, 5APR.599
C OTHERWISE START FROM BEGINNING 5APR.600C 5APR.601
IF (IT.EQ.1) 11=2 5APR.6025APR.603
C 5APR.603
C SEARCH FOR INTERVAL SAPR.604C 5APR.605
D00 10 I=I1,N 5APR.606
























C PROGRAM TO SOLVE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS AND COMPUTE SOLVE.S
C PRESSURES9 FORCES AND MOMENTS SOLVE.6
C 
SOLVE.6
COMMON /PARAM/ MACHALPHAgREFAMATINgREFC*UINtREFXREFZtCREF SOLVE.7
COMMON /CPS/ CPS(600) SOLVE.8
COMMON /CL/ CL,CCTCOFgCDP,DUD(2)tCM 
SOLVE.9
COMMON /SCRAT/ U( 6 00),V6OO)W(600)A(100,100)9GW(600)9DMM(2O0) 
SOLVE.10






COMMON /ITR/ ITR*ITRMAX' SOLVE.17
COMMON/KPRINT/KPPINT SOLVE.17

















EQUIVALENCE (UA.A) (WA,AI(201)) (CPtA(1801))t 
SOLVE.29























C CALCULATE NOPMAL VELOCITIES REQUIRED TO SATISFY BOUNDARY SOLVE.50
C CONDITIONS AT WING CONTROL POINTS SOLVE.51
C 
SOLVE.52








IF(ITR.EQ.1) GO TO 20 SOLVE.59
00 15 N=1,NCMPT SOLVE.60






READ(1) AT(NSIDE) (AS(J),J=I2JL) 
SOLVE.64
SOLVE.65
00 12 J=1 9 JL SOLVE.66










IF(KPRINT.GT.O) WRITE(6)170) (NW(I) I=1,NWING) SOLVE.74
C SOLVE.75
C SOLVE MATRIX EQUATIONS - DIRECT SOLUTION IF MATRICES SOLVE.76
C LESS THAN 60*60 e ITERATIVE SOLUTION OTHERWISE SOLVE.77
C, SOLVE.78
IF(ISOLVE.GT.0) CO TO 30 SOLVE.79
25 CALL PARTIN SOLVE.80
GO TO 50 SOLVE.81















00 60 II=1J2 SOLVE.97
I=I1 SOLVE.98
IFIII.GT.IT) GO TO 55 SOLVE.99
J=J+1 SOLVE.100
GAI)=GW(J) SOLVE.101
GO TO 60 SOLVE.102
55 IFiII.EQ.Jl) GA(I)=GTU("4) SOLVE.103
IF(II.EQoJ2) GA(I)UGTL(N) SOLVE.104
60 CONTINUE SOLVE.105







C CALCULATE PRESSURES ON WING PANELS SOLVE.113
C SOLVE.114
00 100 I=1,NWING SOLVE.115
READ(8) (UA(J),WA(J),J=lJMAX) SOLVE.116










CP(I) = 1.0-U(I1)U(I) - W(I)W(I) SOLVE.127
V(I) = 1.0 - GW(I)*GW(I) - 0(I)*O(I) SOLVE.128
C IF(ITR.GT.I) CP(I)=(CP(I)#CPS(I) ).5 SOLVE.129




IF(KPRINT.GTO) WRITE(69170) (NS(I)IulNWING) SOLVE.134
C SOLVE.135
C CALCULATE INDEX OF STAGNATION POINT SOLVE.136







IX = 0 SOLVE.143
K=O SOLVE.144







12 = IX * J2 - 2 SOLVE.152




UMX = O SOLVE.157
J=O SOLVE.158





IF(I.EO.I2) GO TO 110 SOLVE.163
IF(CP(I),LTO.) GO TO 110 SOLVE.164
IF(I.EO.IL) GO TO 115 SOLVE.166
UMXS = UMX SOLVE.167
UMX = AMAXI(UMXCP(1)) SOLVE.168
IF(UMX.NE.UMXS) ISTAG =- SOLVE.169
GO TO 110 SOLVE.170
115 CONTINUE SOLVE.171
UMXS UMX SOLVE.172
UMX = AMAXl(UMXCP(I)) SOLVE.173
IF(UMX.NE.UMXS) ISTAG = I SOLVE.174
110 CONTINUE SOLVE.175
ISTG(N)=ISTAG SOLVE.176




CLX(N) = CL SOLVE.181
CMX(N) = CM SOLVE.181
IFIN.LE.1) GO TO 116 SOLVE.182
CLX(N) = CLX(N) - CLXX SOLVE.183
CMX(N) = CMX(N) - CMXX SOLVE.185
116 CONTINUE SOLVE.186
CLXX = CL SOLVE.187
CMXX = CM









135 FORMAT(IHO,2OHPRESSURE COEFFICIENT) 
SOLVE.196








200 FORMAT(HOl,1 4 ,7XF1O.5,5x*Fl0.595(7XtF10.5)) SOLVE.203
300 FORMAT(1HO,6HTIME = F10.5) SOLVE.205
600 FORMAT(1HOIS) SOLVE.206


















































IF(ITRGT.1) GO 70 10 SORTR.28






GTU (N) =O. SORTR,32
GTLIN)=0. 
SORTR.33
OTU (N) =0. 
SORTR .34
OTI (N) =O. SORTR.35








IF(N.EO.1) ISTAG = ISTG(N) SORTR.41
IF(N.EO.2) ISTAG =ISTG(N)-NC(N-1)*2 SORTR.42
IF (N.EO.3) ISTAG=ISTG (N)-NC(N-2)-NC(N-1 1.4 SORTR.43
IF(N.EQ.4) ISTAG = ISTG(N)NCN3)NC(N2)NC(N1)*6 SORTR.44
IF(NPP(K).LE.LU) GO TO 50 SORTR,45
LI=ISTAG-LUIl 
SORTR.46









00 40 1,LL 
SORTR,53












0(J) =05(Ki ,L) jSORTR.63
40 CONTINUE 
SORTR.64
GO TO 95 SORTR.65
50 IF(NPP(K).LT.LU) Go TO 70 SORTR.66







60 CONTINUE SORTR .72
00 65 11.#LL SORTR.?3
IF(L.GT.1) J=J*1 SORTR.74
OS(K1 L) SIGMA (KI L) SRR7
IF (L.GT.1) Q(JV0CS(KltL) SORTR.76
65 CONTINUE SOP TR.76
GO TO 95 SORTR.78
70 LI=LU-NPP4tO SORTR.79
D0 80 L=19LU SORTR.80
IF(L.L7.LU) J=J.1 SORTR.80
IF(L.GT.Ll11) GO TO 75 SOR7R.82
L1=LI*2-L SORTR.82
OS(KL)=SIGMA (KI oL1) SORTR.83
Q(J)=QS(KoL) SOP TR.85





00 90 L=11LL SORTR.91
IF(L.G71) J=Jo SORTR.92























IF(T1KTE(N).EQ*0..OR.ITR.GTeI) GO TO 100 SORTR.1O7
GTU(N)0O. 
SORTR.108


















INPU(4).NPL(4) ,ISTG(4) ,OTU(4),OTL(4) FILL.?
COMMON /SCRAT/ U(6 0 0 ),V(60 0),WC600),A(lO0,100),GW(600)9DMM(200)9 
FILL.8'
IXIP(8,100) ,ZTP(8.100) .C'IP(8,100) .NPP(8) ,PAV(100) ,0UMMY(92) FILL,9
COMMON /POINT/ DELTA(601),THET(600),CHORO(600),oS(8,1OO).oUM(4OO)9FILL,1O















IF(LI.LE.O) GO TO 120 FILL.?!












KUP = NPUM FILL.30
XIP(KoLPU) XU(KUP9N) FILL*31




















Kl = K - 1 FILL.52
CPIP(KI9LPU) (CPIP(KltLPU) c, CPIP(KeLPL))*95 FILL.53
CPIP(K#LPL) CPIP(KI9LPU) FILL*54
GO TO 160 FILL.55
120 IF(ISTAG*GT.1) GC TO 133 FILL.56








KUP = NPU(N) FILL.64
XIP(KgLPU) = XU(KUPqN) FILL*65



















KI :2 K - I FILL*85
CPIP(KI9LPU) (CPIP(KIoLPU) CPIP(KgLPL))*,5 FILL.86
CPIP(KgLPL) CPIP(KltLUY FILL.87
















KUP = NPU(N) 
FILL.98
XIP(KqLPU) = XU(KUPvN) 
FILL.99










































KI = K - I 
FILL*121






















DO 210 L=29LI 
FILL.133
















PAV(Ll) = oS*(CPTP(KlgLl) # CP(L3)) 
FILL.142
00 220 L=29LI 
FILL.143




















C DIRECT MATRIX INVERSION PARTIN.5
C PARTIN.6
COMMON /PARAM/ MACHoALPIIAREFAMATIN PARTIN.7
COMMON /SEG/ NCMPTNFLAPNFP*NC(4))NX(58) PARTIN.8
COMMON /VELCOM/ NPOINT.NPARTITRMAXEX#PRINT PARTIN.8









00 100 I=1,NWING 
PARTIN.17
100 READ(9) (A(IJ),'J=1,NWING) 
PARTIN.17
IF(MATIN.E.1) GC TO 115 PARTIN.19
REWIND 9 PARTIN.20
CALL INVERT(ANWINGNDIM) PARTIN.20
DO 110 I=1,NWING PARTIN.22
110 WRITE(9) (A(IJ),J=x1NWING) PARTIN.23
MATIN=1 PARTIN.24
115 00 120 I=1,NWING PARTIN.24
GW(I)=O. PARTIN.25
DO 120 J=1INwlNG PARTIN.27
GW(1)=G W ( ) * A ( It'J ) *N W IJ )  PARTIN.28
120 CONTINUE PARTIN.29
150 CALL SECOND(TIME) PARTIN.30
WRITE(69300) TIME PARTIN.30






COMMON /PARAM/ MACHgALPHAREFAMATIN DIAGIN.3








NDIM = 100 
DIAGIN.9
00 20 N=1,NCMPT DIAGIN.10
JT=NC(N)-2 DIAGIN.11
00 10 I=1*JT DIAGIN.12
10 READ(3) (A(IJ),'J=l JT) DIAGIN.13
CALL INVERT(AvJTINDIM) OIAGIN.14











COMMON /SCRAT/ NW(60O),RWb( 6 O),NW(60)t(100,Io),GW(100),GS(600)1lRATE.
3
19,A(600) I TRATE.4
COMMON /SEG/ NCMPTNFL4ONFPtNC(4),NX(58) ITRATE.5
COMMON /VELCOM/ NPOINTNPART9,ITRMAXEX9PRINT ITRATE.6
COMMON/ ITR/ 1TR999 I TRM99 ITRATE.7
COMMON/ARC, TOLLi ,TOLL2 ITRATE.8
DIMENSION ITAB(6) !RT.
















JW~o IT RATE *24
MM =0 IIRATE.26
DO 60 N=19NCMPT 17RATE.27
JT=NC(N)-2 ITRATE.28
READ(10) D 17RATE.29
00 50 1=19JT IIRATE.29
IW=IW*1 ITRATE.30
JW =MM ITRATE.32
6W (1W) =0. IlRATE.33
DO 40 j=19JT ITRATE.33
JW=JW.1 ITRATE.35
40 GW (1w) =Gdf(W) .0(1 ,J) OR(JW) RT.3
IF(ASS(GW(IW)-GS(IW)).GT*TOLL2) ITEST I ITRATE.36
IF( IT.LT.IMAX) 65 (IW)=GW( 1W) IIRATE.37
50 CONTINUE 
ITPATE.38




C CALL SECONDtTIME) ITRATE.42
C WRITE(6*400) IT97IME ITRATE.43
IF(ITEST.EO.O) GO TO 90 ITRATE.44
IT1=IT-l ITRATE.45
IF(IT.EQ.IMAX) GO TO 85 IIRATE.46
00 80 1=1,NPOINT ITRATE.47
CNW (I)=O0 ITRATE.48
READ(9) (A(J)tJ=19NPOINT) ITRATE.49
00 70 J=1,NPOINT ITRATE.S0
70 ONW (I)=DNW(I) .A(J)*GW(J) ITPATE.51
*80 RW(I)=NW(I)-CNW(1) ITRATE.52
REWIND 9 17PATE953
IF(IT.LT.IMAX) GO TO 10 . IRATE*54




* WRITE(6,600) (GW(I),1=1#NPOINT) ITRATE.59
RJ TURN 
ITRATE.60
90 WRITE16,500) IT ITRATE,61
100 RETURN ITRATE.62
300 FORMAT(1H0.2OHNO CONVERGENCE AFTER. ,IS,10HITERATIONS,/ ITRATE*63
Is1X,32HLAS7 TWO SOLUTIONJ VECTORS FOLLOW9/I ITPATE.64
'350 FORMAT(1H0,19HSOLUTION JETRI.)ITRATE.65
500 FORMAT(1HO,24HSOLUTION CONVERGED AFTER915.IOMITERATIONS9/) ITRATE.66







REAL A(NROWS, NRCWS), PIVOT, T INVERT.3
INTEGER IPIVOT(125),INDXR(125)*INOXC(125) INVERT.4
N = IA 
INVERT.6
DO 20 J=1l N 
INVERT.?
20 IPIVOT(J) = 0 
INVERT.8
00 550 I=1l N 
INVERT.9
T = 0.0 
INVERT.IO
DO 105 J=l1 N 
INVERT.11
IF (IPIVOT(J).EO.1) GO TO 105 
INVERT.12
DO 100 K=1. N 
INVERT.13
IF (IPIVOT(K).EQ.1) GO TO 100 INVERT,14
IF ( .NOT. (ABS(A(JK)) -ABS(T) .GTo 0.0) ) GO TO 100 INVERT.14
IROW = J INVERT.16
ICOL = K INVERT.16




IPIVOT(ICOL) = IPIVOT(1COL)*1 INVERT.21
IF (IROW.EQ.ICOL) GO TC 260 INVERT.22
00 200 L=1. N INVERT.22
T = A(IROWL) INVERT.24
A(IROWL) = A(ICCL*L) INVERT.25
200 A(ICOLiL) = T 
INVERT.26
260 INOXR(I) = IROW INVERT.27
INOXC(I) = ICOL INVERT.27
PIVOT = A(ICOLICOL) INVERT.29
IF (PIVOT) 270 750, 270 INVERT.30
270 A(ICOL.ICOL) = 1.0 INVERT.31
00 350 L=1. N INVERT.32
350 A(ICOL.L) = A(ICOLtL)/PIVOT INVERT.33
00 540 L=1. N INVERT.34
IF (L.EO.ICOL) GC TO 540 
INVERT.35
T = A(LICOL) INVERT.36
A(LvICOL) = 0.0 INVERT.37
00 450 M=1, N INVERT.37




00 710 I=19 N 
INVERT.42
L = NlI-I 
INVERT.43
IF( INOXR(L) .EC. INDAC(L) ) GO TO 710 INVERT.44
IROW = INDXR(L) INVERT.45
ICOL = INDXC(L) INVERT.46
00 705 K=19 N INVERT.46
T = A(KIROW) INVERT.47
A(KIROW) = A(K;ICOL) 
INVERT.48















C SINGULAR MATRIX INVERT.59
C INVERT.60
WRITE (6, 751)NVERT
751 FORMAT (29H ERROR THE MATRIX IS SINGULAR) INVERT.61






OIMENSION CPU(l) CPL(l),XU(30,4)tXL(3094) LIFT.5
EQUIVALENCE (ARRAY(3001,XU),(ARRAY(3121)9XL) LIFT.6




IF(N.LE.1) CL = 0. LIFT.1l








































COMMON / AKAP / AKAP.AKAP2,CliPIqPI2 18L.4
COMMON / AREA / AREA IBL.5
COMMON / ASCALE / ASCALE IHL.6
COMMON / CL / CLCOTtCDFCOPgSEPTRB(2) IBL.7
COMMON / OU2T / DU2T IBL.8
COMMON / HTURB. / HTURB 18L.9
COMMON / INSTB / INSTBITRAN 18L.10
COMMON / ISEP / ISEPITRIPIATTTE 18L.11
COMMON / 130 / 13D IBL.12
COMMON / NBL / NBL IBL.13
COMMON / NKQV / IDIAGoAHMINMAHSTRTtMXXNtMFAILMSTEP2 IBL.14
COMMON / NLAM / NLAM. IBL.15
COMMON / NOODER / NOROERALFRFLAG IBL*16
COMMON / NPT / NPT IBL.17
COMMON / NTURB / NTURB IBL.18
COMMON / NUS / NUS IBL*19
COMMON / RNR / RNB I8L.20
COMMON / SANGLE / SANGLE IBL21
COMMON /SCRAT/ ALFS(200),BETA(200),CD(2C00)CFD(200)CF(200), IBL.22
ICF2(200),DEL(200),0ELST2(200),DELT(200)9H(2
00),HHDS( 2 0 0 )HI(200) I8L.23
2 PK(2 0 0 ),RDEL(200),RINSTB(200),RTRAN(200),PKBAR(200),RTH(200), 18L.24.
3S(200).U(200).OU(200) ,SD(200O),UUD(200)THET12(200),THET21(200) 18IBL.25
4THET22(200),THT(200).X(200).Y(200),CPC(200)Z(200),OUMMY(2600) IB1L.26
COMMON / SEP / SEP IBL.27
COMMON / TITLE / TITLE(8) IBL.28
145
COMMON / TITLEP / TITLEP(24) IBL*29
COMMON / TRIP / TRIP42) IBL.30
COMMON / TRIPUL / TRIPJPTRIPOP IBL.31
COMMON / XIN / XIN(100),YIN(100)9UIN(10
0 ) IBL.32
















IF(MTRAN.EQ.I) GO TO 3 18L.45
00 2 I=1,NXT IBL.46
HSS(I) = H(I) IBL.47
TSS(I) = ThT(I) IBL.48
OSS(I) = DU(1) IBL.49
CSS(I) = CFD(I) IBL.50
USS(1) = U(I) IBL.51
OTSSII) = 0. 18L.52






COMMON / SOIN / Y(3)iYP(3) ACOE.3
EQUIVALENCE ( Y(I),TH ) , ( Y(2)iP ) 9 ( Y(3),H ) ACOE.4
COMMON /USXX/ US 9 DUS 9 ALPZ 9 ALP 9 K , OAS 9 KDA 
ACOE.5
COMMON /FSOL/ RTF 9 BETA 9 TB POS 9 HHOS e CFl , F , DGDH ACOE.6
COMMON /RPOLY/ C 0 9 E 9 J 9 OCON 9 DDDI 9 DEOH DJDH ACOE.7
COMMON/MATX/ A(44)B8(4),IPR(3) ACOE.8
REAL KDAKtJKCTB ACCE.9




A(1.1) = 1.0 ACOE.13
A(192) =-K*J ACOE.14
A(193) = -KopoDJOH  ACOE.
8(1) = CF12 - DUSO(2.0 * H)OTH * KOA*(TH . p*C'TB) ACOE.16
KCT8 = K*C*TR ACOE.17
A(291) = P*KCT8/TH ACOE.18
A(292) = E - KCTB - K*FIC/TH/HHDS ACOE.19
A(23) = P*DEDH - K*P*T9*DC
O H - P*KCTB*(.O * DGDH)/HHDS ACOE.20
BA = THO(H#1.0) * PO*CTB ACOE.21
8(2) = CFl2*T B - 2.0O US*OPE * K*DUS*(BA) o 2.0*KOA*P*E 
ACOE.22
A(391) = HOS ACOE.23
4A(32) = KD ACOE.24
A(393) = TPO0GDH * KOPADDDH ACOE.25
8(3) = F * TF*HDS*(KOA - DUS) ACOE.26
C DETERM = A(1tl)*(A(2.2)*A(393) - A(3v2)OA(293)) ACOE.27
C 1 .A(1,2)a(A(2,1)*A(3t3) - A(293)oA(391)) ACOE.28
C 1 *A(1t3)*(A(291)*A(3,2) - A(292)*A(391)) ACOE.29
















1 8 ) BOUNO.90
COMMON / SANGLE / SANGLE 
BOUND.10
COMMON / RNB / RN8 
BOUND.11
COMMON / NUS / NUS 
BOUND.12
COMMON / TRIP / TRIP(2) BOUND.13
COMMON / 13D / 13D 
BOUND.14
COMMON / NLAM / NLAM 
BOUND.15
COMMON /INSTB / INSTB8ITRAN 
BOUND.16
COMMON / iTURB / HTURB 
BOUND.17
COMMON / ISEP / ISEF.ITRIPIATTTE BOUND.18
COMMON / ZZ / ZZ') 
80OUND.19
COMMON / NTURB / NTURS 
BOUND.20
COMMON / NBL /NBL 
BOUND.221
COMMON/NXT/NXT BOUND.23
COMMON / CL / CLCOTCDFCDPSEPTRB(2) BOUND.23BOUNO.24
NUS = 200 BOUND.25
NBL = 0 BOUND.26
TRIPS=TRIP(1) BOUND.27
THTZ = 0. BOUND.28
IF(SANGLE .GT. 0.) 550.575 BOUNO.28
550 IF(HTUR .NE. 0.) 575,525 
BOUND.29
C CALCULATE CSTAR TO DETERMINE IF LAMINAR ANALYSIS 
IS TO BE BOUND.30
C PERFORMED. IF SO, USE RTHI TO OBTAIN STARTING THETA. BOUND.31
525 CONTINUE BOUND.32
CALL INIT(UUDRTIHTI). BOUND.33
IF(I30 .EQ. 1) 5609570 
BOUND.34
560 HTUR9 = HT1 
BOUND.35
GO TO 571 
BOUND.36
570 HTURB = 0 
0BOUND.37
571 THTZ = RTHI/(U(1)*RNB) 
BOUND.38




700 PKZ = .0855 
BOUNO.42
OU(1) = ABS(OU(l)); BOUNO.43
900 ZZERO=PKZ/CU(1) BOUND.44
ZZ(1)=ZZERO BOUND.46
GO TO 1100 
80UND.476




IF(HTURB .NE. 0.) 1200,1300 BOUND.50
1200 ITRAN = 1 
BOUND.51
INSTB =1 BOUND.52
THT(1) = THTZ BOUND.53
IF(MTRAN.EO.2) MTRAN = 3 BOUND.S4
IF(MTRAN.EQ.3) NUS 10 BOUND.55




1375 CALL TRANSIT(TRIPS) ROUND.59
IF(MTRAN.EO.I) GC TO 1380 BOUND.60
NF = NFLAP-NFP+*1 BOUND.61
NXT = ITRAN BOUND.62
IF(ITRAN.GT.100) NXT = 100 BOUND.63
IF(X(ITRAN).GT.XTE(NF)) GO TO 1800 BOUNO.64
NUS = 100 BOUND.65
NXT = NUS BOUND.66





IF(TE .NE. 0. .OR. NBL .EQ. NUS) GO TO 1800 BOUND.72
IF(ISEP .EQ. 1)IF(IATT .EO. 2)1400,1700 80UND.73
1400 CONTINUE BOUND.73
1600 CALL TURR BOUNO.75
1602 NBL=NTURB BOUND.76
IF(MTRAN.EO.3) GC TO 18R0 BOUNO.76
IF(NBL.LT.NUS) GC TO 1900 BOUND.77
IF(NBL.EO.NUS.ANO.HINUS).GT.3..OR.H(NUS).LTlI.) GO TO 1900 BOUND.78
GO TO 1700 BOUNO.79
1900 CONTINUE BOUND.80
IF(H(NBL)*LT.1.) THT(NbL) = I.I*"HT(NBL-1) BOUNO.82
IF(H(NBL).LT.1.) H(NBL) = I.IH(NBL-1)  BOUNO.82
IF(RTH(NBL).LT.0.) H(NBL) = 1.1*H(NBL-1) BOUND.83
IF(RTH(NBL).LT.0.) THT(NBL) = 1.1*THT(NBL-1) BOUNO.84
00 2000 I = N8L'US BOUND.85
SS = S(I) BOUND.86
H(I) = TBLU1(SS9S,H,1,N3L) BOUND.87









COMMON /SCRAT/ ALFS(200),BETA(200),CD(200),CF0C200)),CFI(200) ORAG.3
ICF2(200),DEL(200)0DELSY2(200),DELT(200),H(200),HHOS(200)'HI(
2 0 0 ) DRAG.4
2PK( 200),RDEL(200),RINSTB(200),RTRAN(200),PKBAR(200),RTH(200)9 
DRAG.5
3S(2000)U(20 D0) 0U(200) EU(200)9UUD(200),THETI2(200),THET21(200)t DRAG.6
4THET22(200),THT(200),XPf2C00)Y(200)CPC(200)Z(200)DUMMY(260.0) ORAG.7
COMMON / AREA / AREA DRAG.8
DATA TWOPI/6.283185308/ ORAG.9
COMMON / NUS / NUS DRAG.10
COMMON / NORDER / DUM2,ALFRFLAG DRAG.11
COMMON / NBL / NBL DRAG.12
COMMON / INSTR / INSTBITRAN DRAG.13
COMMON / CL / CL.COTCDFgCOPgSEPTRB(2) ORAG.14
COMMON /CF / CF(200) DRAG.15
COMMON /CD / COS(200) DRAG.16






NMI =NBL - I DRAG.2
CI = CFD(l) 1)D 23
DO 400 I=1,Nul DRAG.24
DDX=X(I1)I-X(I) DRAG.25
DDY=Y(Il)-Y(I) ORAG.26
OS = S(1*1) - SIT) DRAG.27
CIPLI = CFO(II) DRAG.28
A=(CIPLI - CT)/DS ORAG.29
B=CI -AS(1I) DRAG.30
DXX=.5*A (S(lI)4o2-S(1)0*2)*8*DS ODRAG.31
DINCX = DXX*ODX/DS ORAG.32
DINCY = DXXOD0Y/DS DRAG.33
CF(I+1)=INCY *SIN(ABS(ALFR))*DINCX *COS(AES(ALFR))*CF(I) DRAG.34
CI = CIPLI DRAG.35
400 CONTINUE 
DRAG.36
100 DO 200 I = ITRANNBL 
DRAG.37
Fl=.5*(H(I)*5.) ORAG.38
IF(H(I).GT.2.6) FI = 3.8 ORAG.39
CDS(I)=2.OTHT(I)OI(I)ooF I  DRAG.40
200 CONTINUE DRAG.41
CO = CDS(N8L) DRAG.42
CDT =CD - DRAG,43






ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
CPOLY.2
SUBROUTINE CPOLY( H ) CPOLY.3
COMMON /RPOLY/ C , D , . J , DCDH 00DM r DEDH r DJDH
COMMON / FSOL / RTH, BETA, TB, HDS, HHOS9 CFl. F DGODH CPOLY.4
REAL J CPOLY.5
C CPOLY.6
HOD = (H*1.0)*(H*3.O)o(H+5.0) CPOLY.7
O =-16.0/HO CPOLY.8
ODOH = 16.0*(3.0H*oH + 18.0*H + 23.0)/ (HD*HD) CPOLY*9
HE = H*(H*1.0)*(12.0) CPOLY.10
E = -2.0/HE CPOLY.11
OEDH = 2.0*200(3 H  60*H * 2.0)/(HE*HE ) 
CPOLY.12
J = E - D CPOLY.14
OJDH = DEDF - DOOCH CPOLY.14
HC = Ho(H+1.0O)(+2.0 ) t(H+3.0)*(H14.O) CPOLY15
C = -24.0/C CPOLY.16








US(1) = SCRT(Uj(1)U(1) * SINAZ2) ARC.5
NM1 N -1 ARC.6
ALFS41) = ASIN(SINAZ/US(1)) ARC.7
00 100 I=1N1 1 ARC.8
UT = U(I+) ARC9
US(I+1) = SOQT(UIoUT.SINAZ2) ARC.10
SA = SINAZ/US(I41) ARC.11
ALFS(I1)= ASIN(SA) ARC.12
TA = TAN(ALFS(I.1)) ARC.13
OS = S(*1)-S(I) ARC14








COMMON /SCRAT/ ALFS(200)BETA(200),OUMI(3200),S(200)9U(200)9 FAT.3
1DU(200),DUM2(1000),THT(200) FAT.4
COMMON / INSTB / INSTBeITRAN FAT.5
COMMON / SOLN / Y(3),YP(3) FAT.6
COMMON / SANGLE / SANGLE FAT,?
COMMON / RN9 / RINF FAT*8
COMMON / HTURB / HTUR3 FAT.9
COMMON / NUS / NUS FAT 10
EQUIVALENCE ( Y(1)9TH ) * ( Y(2),P ) , ( Y(3),H ) FATll
COMMON /USXX/ US 9 DUS 9 ALPZ , ALP * K e CAS , KOA FAT.12
COMMON /FSOL/ RTI , BET , TB 9 HOS 9 HHDS * CF1 F r DGOOMH FAT13
COMMON /RPOLY/ C 0 , Z J , DCDH DODH e OEOH , OJDH FAT14




US = TBLU1(SS.SU,1UNUSi FAT,19
OUS = TBLUI(SSvSDU,;,NUS) FAT.20
C WARNING--VARIABLE OUS =!DU/DS)/US. NOT MERELY DU/DS. FAT.21
DUS = DUS/US FAT.22
ALP = A SIN( SINAZ/US) FAT.23
DAS = -SINAZ/(US*COS(ALP))oDUS FAT 24
K = TAN(ALP) FAT.25
KDA = KDOAS FAT.26
RTH = US*TH*QINF FAT.27
IF(RTH.LTO..) GO TO 230 FAT*28
Z = ALOG(RTH) FAT.29
TKI = 0.01952 - 0.3868*Z 4 0.02834*ZeZ - 0.000720*Z-Z FAT.30
TK2 = 0.19151 - 0.8349Z * 0.06259*Z*Z - 0.001953*Z*ZbZ FAT.31
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SUBROUTINE FUAT (NSSYYoYYPtItIO) FMAT.2
DIMENSION YY(3)v YYP(3)gCC(4) FMAT.3
COMMON / SOLN / Y(3),YP(3) FMAT.4
EQUIVALENCE ( Y(l),TH g * ( Y(2)9P ) . ( Y(3).H ) FMAT*.
COMMON / MATX/ A(4,4) 9 8(4) * IPR(3) FMAT.6
COMMON /USXX/ US * DUS * ALP7 9 ALP , K * DAS # KDA FMAT.7




P = YY(2) FMAT.12
H : YY(3) FMAT.13
CALL ACOE(SS,IND) FMAT.14












0 0 )9 INIT.4
ICF2(200),DEL(200O),0ELST2(200),ELT(200)h(200),HHDS(200)OUM(200)INIT5S
2PK(2 0 0 ),RDEL(200),RINSTS(200),RTRAN(200),PKBAR(200)9RTH(
2 0 0 )9 ,INIT.6
3 S( 2 0 0 ),U(2 0 0),DU(200),SUD(200).UUD(200)9THETI2(200),THET21(200)9 INIT.7
4THET22(200),THT(200),X(200),Y(200),CPC(200)tZ(200)D0UMMY(2600) INIT.8





COMMON / 130 / 130 INIT.14
DATA NTAB/16/ INIT.IS
COMMON / SANGLE / SANGLE INIT.16
COMMON / RNB / RNR INIT.17
C GIVEN A CALCULATED VALUE OF Co* A TABLE SEARCH IS PERFORMED TO INIT.18
C OBTAIN AN INITIAL RTHETA AND H. hIIT.19
DATA (HTAB(1)q Il16) / INIT.20
1 2.54 92.54 12.54 ,2.38 91.78 ,1.70 *, INIT.21
2 1.60 e1.56 *1.54 ,1.53 91.51 91.50 9 INIT.22
3 1.47 *1.45 .1.44 *1.43 / INIT.23
DATA (RTHTAB(I)q I=916)G / INIT.24
1 0. P57.1 *80.88 100. ,200. 9245. , INIT.25
2 295. .350. 9400. .430. 9450. 9550. 9 INIT.26
3 640. 720. 9805. 9875. / INIT.27
DATA (CSTART(I), 1=1916) / INIT.28
1 0. o2.E4 4.E4 96.E4 98.E4 ,1.E5 * INIT.29
2 1.2E5 ,1.4E5 . 1.6E5 9l.8E5 *2 O 5 92.SE5 9 INIT.30
3 3.0E5 93.5E5 94.E5 ,4.5E5 / INIT.31-
GO TO (4.2,4.34,3,4,3),NSIDE INIT.32
3 CONTINUE INIT.33
IF(NFLAP.GT.) GC TO 4 INIT.34
GO TO 2 INIT.35
4 CONTINUE INIT.36
130 = 0 INIT.37
HI = 0 INIT.38
PIOVIBO = .01745329 INIT.39
V = SIN(SANGLEoPIOV180) INIT.40
DELX = SUD(2) - SU0(I) INIT.41
DUlOx = (Ul() - UI())!DELX INIT.42
CSTAR = (VoV/CUIOX)oRNB  INIT.43
CSTAR = ABS(CSTAR) INIT.44
IF(CSTAR .GT. 1.3E*05) 509100 INIT.45
50 130 = 1 INIT.46
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HI = TBLUI(CSTRCSTART9HTA6,2NTAB) 
INIT47
100 RTHI TBIUI(CSTARCSTARTRTHTAB929NTAB) INIT.49
IF(CSTAR.GT.S.EOS) GO TO 10 INIT.SO
GO TO 20 INIT.51
10 CONTINUE ' INIT.52
Hi = 1.41 INIT.53
RTH1 = 1000. INIT.54
20 CONTINUE INIT.55
HH1 = HI INIT.56
RRTHI = RTHI INIT.57
KSW = 130 INhIT.5
GO TO 5 INIT.59
2 CONTINUE INIT.60
HI = HHI INIT.61
RTHI = RRTH1 INIT.62










3S( 200),U( 2 00)U(200OO),SUJD0200)tjLUD(200),THETI2(200O)THET21(200)9 
INPUT.6
4THET22(200),THT(200),X(200)VY(200),CPC(200)9Z(200),DUMMY(
2 6 00) INPUT.?
COMMON/IPRINT/IPRINTKSKIP INPUT.8
COMMON / RNQ / RNB INPUT.9
COMMON / TRIPUL / TRIPUP INPUT.1
COMMON / ANGLE / ANGLE INPUT.11
COMMON / NUS / NUS INPUT.12
COMMON / NPT / NPT INPUT.14
COMMON / TRIP / TRIP(2) INPUT.14
COMMON / TITLE / TITLE(8) INPUT.15
COMMON / NODDER / NOPDERALFRFLAG INPUT.16
COMMON / TITLEP / TITI.EP(24) NPUT.1
COMON/XIN/ XIN(100)*YIN(100),CPIN(100) SU(100) INPUT.18
OIMENSION UIN(100) INPUT.20
COMMON / CL / CL.CDOTCDFgCDP*SEPTRB(2) INPUT.21
COMMON / HTURR / HTURB INPUT.2I
COMMON / SANGLE / SANGLE INPUT.22
COMMON / SINAZ2 / SINAZ2 INPUT.23
NUS = 200 INPUT.24
PI=3.14159265 INPUT.25
ALFR=ANGLEOPI/180. INPUT.27
HTURB = 0. INPUT.27
SINAZ = SIN(SANGLE*0.01745329 2 52 ) INPUT.28
SINAZ2 = SINAZ*SINAZ INPUT.29
NORDER=1 INPUT.30
KKK 1 INPUT.31
IF(KKK.EQ.1) GO TO 1 INPUT.32
GO TO 2 INPUT.34
1 CONTINUE INPUT.35
00 3 I = I1NPT INPUT.35
UIN(I) = SORT(I.-CPIN(I)) INPUT.36
3 CONTINUE INPUT.38
.2 CONTINUE INPUT.39
00 4 I = 1INPT INPUT.39







OU(1) = ABS(CU(I)) INPUT.46
00 10 I = 1,NUS
X(I) = TBLUI(SUD(I)9SU,XINI9NPT) INPUT.48




IFEPODUC1T TTV OF THE
ORIGINAL 2 '
IF(X(2) .LE. X(1))1100,1400 INPUT.51
1100 I=2 INPUT.52
1200 IF(X(I1) ,LF X(I)) 130091500 INPUT.53
1300 1 = I1 INPUT.54
GO TO 1200 INPUT.55
1400 I = 1 INPUT.56





COMMON /SCRAT/ SCRAT(5200),THT(200),X(200),Y(200),CPC(200) INSTA8.4
COMMON/NSEP/NSEP INSTAB.5
COMMON / TRIPUL / TRIPUPDUM4 INSTAB.6
COMMON / NUS / NUS INSTAB.7
COMMON / INVALK / INVALK INSTAB.8
COMMON / NTURB / NTURB INSTAB,9
COMMON / ISEP / DUMI~ITRIPDOUM29,UM3 INSTAB.IO10
COMMON / KSFP / KSEP INSTABI11
COMMON / ISTART / ISTART INSTAB.12
COMMON / OU2T / DU2T INSTAB.13
DIMENSION S(I),PK(1).RT(1),RD(1),RI(1) INSTAB,14
IPASS 1 INSTAB.15
TRIPX = TRIPUP INSTAB.16
IF(TRIPX ,EQ. 1.) 4009500 INSTAB17
400 CONTINUE INSTAB.18
TRIP = S(NUS) INSTAB.19
500 IF(KSEP .LT. NUS)6009700 INSTA8.20
600 KFLAG=1 INSTAR.21
GO TO 800 INSTAB.22
700 KFLAG = 2 INSTAB.23
800 CONTINUE INSTAR.24
00 2400 1=19N INSTA8.25
RLOG = ALOG(RT(I)) INSTAB.26
IF(RT(I).LE.650,) GO TO 100 INSTAB.27
PKC = .69412 - .23992*RLOG + .0205*RLOG* 2 INSTAR.28
GO TO 200 INSTAB.29
100 PKC = - .4709 o.11066ORLOG - .0058591oRLOGO*2 INSTAB.30
200 CONTINUE , INSTA8.31
IN = I INSTAS.32
GO TO (130091400),KFLAG INSTAR.33
1300 IFiKSEP.EO.I) 1200,1400 INSTA8.34
1200 CONTINUE INSTAB.35
GO TO 2500 INSTAB.36
1400 IF(INVALK .EO. 1)15001600 INSTAB.37
1500 WRITE(6,6000) INSTAR.38
6000 FORMAT(IHILAMINAR SEPARATION*) INSTAB.39
GO TO 2500 INSTAB.40
1600 IF(PKC.GE.PK(I)) GO TO2800 INSTA8.41
IF(TRIP .LE. S(IN) .ANO. IN .NE. NUS)180092400 INSTAB.42
1800 IF(TRIPOP *EO. 0.) 240091900 INSTAB,.43
1900 IF(RT(I) *GE. 200.) 2000,2100 INSTAR.44
2000 IT = IN INSTA8.45
ITRIP = 1 INSTAB.46
NSEP = 5 INSTAB.47
GO TO 3200 INSTAB.48
2100 DO 2300' I=I,N' INSTAB.49
IF(RT(II) .GE. 200.) 220092300 INSTAB.50
2200 IT = II INSTAB.51
IN = II I. STA8.52
ITRIP = 1 INSTAB.53
NSEP = 5 INSTAB.54
GO TO 3200 INSTA8.55
2300 CONTINUE INSTA8.56
2400 CONTINUE INSTAB.57





GO TO 3200 INSTAB.62
2500 ISEP = 1 INSTAB.63
IF(KSEP .EQ. I)GC TO 2600 INSTA8.63
IF(RT(IN) .LT. 125.) 330092575 ST.6
2575 PKT = .0227.0007575*RT(IN)-.000001157*RT(IN)RT(IN) INSTAR.65
IF(PKT .GE. PK(IN))GO TO 3300 INSTAB.66
2600 IATT=2 INSTAB.67
IT=IN INSTAB.68
NSEP = 3 INSTAB.69
GO TO 3200 INSTAB.70
2800 CONTINUE INSTAB.71
GO TO 2900 INSTAB.73
3300 CONTINUE INSTAB.74
NSEP = 2 INSTAB.75
2900 IF(IN .EQ. NUS)320093000 INSTA8.75
C IF TRIP . S(IN) SET TRIP EQUAL TO S(IN). INSTAB.76
3000 IF(TRIP .LE. S(IN)) 3100,3200 INSTA8.77








COMMON /SCRAT/ SCRAT(3600),S(200)US(O 200)DU(200) INTBL.3
COMMON / NUS / NUS INTBL.4
COMMON / NTIRB / NTURB INTBL.5
COMMON / INST8 / INS(BITRAN INTBL.6
DIMENSION G(3)*SCRA(3),iCRA(3) INTL.7
COMMON /CONTRL/ IEND INTBL.8
COMMON / SOLN / Y(3)%YP(3) INTBL.9
EXTERNAL FMAT 
INTBL.IO
Sl = Sil) INTBL.11
S2 = S(I+1) INTBL.I1
15 CONTINUE 
INIBL.13
CALL MERSON(3,SI S2?Y,FMATtHEST,HMINALWNCeYP9GSCRATCRAIND) INTBL.14










C INITIALIZE SOME TERMS INTBL.23
IND =0 INTBL.2
IEND = 0 
INTBL.24
HEST = l.E-05 INTBL.25
HMIN = 1.E-08 
INTBL.26
S2 = 0.0 
INTBL.27
ALWNC = 1.E-03 INT8L.28
I = ITRAN INTBL.29





COMMON /SCRAT/ ALFS(200)*BETA(200),CD(200).CF (200)*CFI(200). LAMINAR.3
ICF 2 (200),DEL(200),0ELST2(200)90ELT(200)tH(200),HHDS(200)*HI(200)9 
LAMINAR.4




4 THET 2 2(2 00),THETA(200),X(200),Y(200),CPC(200),Z(200)9DUMMY(2
6 0 0 ) LAMINAR.7
COMMON / RNP / RNB LAMINAR.8
COMMON / NUS / N LAMINAR.9
COMMON / NLAM / NLAM LAMINAR.10
COMMON / KSFP / KSEP LAMINAR.11
COMMON / INVALK / INVALK LAMINAR.12
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COMMON / ZZ / ZZ(4) LAMINAR.13
COMMON / OUT / DU2T LAMINAR.14
DIMENSION OU?(3),SS(3) LAMINAR.15
C THE FOLLOWING DATA S. DEFINES COEFFICIENTS FOR THE CUBIC FO LAMINAP.16
DATA C1/.4140848557 /, C2/-5.6932810302/t C3/6.5043150606 /e LAMINAR.17
1 C4A/8.550205550/, C48/55.573995455 / LAMINAR.18
C THE FOLLOWING DATA S. DEFINES COEFFICIENTS FOR THE CUBIC FI LAMINAR.19
DATA D1/.04870877648/, 02/.78169607867 /9 03/1.7944503366 /9 LAMINAR.20
1 04A/2.401088104 /04+8/-.91455761599 / LAMINAR.21
C THE FOLLOWING DATA S. DEFINES COEFFICIENTS FOR THE CUBIC GI LAMINAR.22
DATA El/.14979607851/, E2/.98086769883 /9 E3/4.1234674158 /9 LAMINAR.23
1 E4A/-13.13432892/, E48/-10.896754750/ LAMINAR.24
F(OOQ2,03,Q4P)= 04*P*P*P + 03*PoP * Q0OP * 01 LAMINAR.25
DF(Q0203,049P) = 3.*04*P*P# 2.*03*P* 02 LAMINAR.26
DIMENSION KTAB(24),PFO(24)*PFI(24)*PGI(24), LAMINAR.27
1 PKTAB(9),SLTAB(9).HTAPB9) LAMINAR.28
DATA PKTAB/2.04* 1.05. .52, .25, .209 .14, .12, .10, .08/9 LAMINAR.29
I SLTAB/1.589 1.03, .69, .5, .463. .404, .3829 .359, .333/9 LAMINAR.30
2 HTAB/1.399 1.64t 1.889 2.00, 2.07* 2.18, 2.23. 2.28, 2.34/ LAMINAR.31
REAL MU LAMINAR.32
REAL KTAB LAMINAR.33
DATA KTAB / 0.08559 0.08 0.07, 0.06, 0.05. LAMINAR.34
1 0.04, 0.03, 0.02, 0.019 0.0 -0.01. LAMINAR.35
2 -0.029 -0.03, -0.04, -0.059 -0.06. -0.07, LAMINAR.36
3 -0.08 -0.09, -0.109, -0.11, -0.12# -0.13, LAMINAR.37
4 -0.133/, LAMINAR.38
5 PFO / 0.0, 0.0258, 0.0736, 0.1225. 0.1724, LAMINAR.39
6 0.22369 0.2761, C.3299. 0.3848* 0.4411, 0.4986. LAMINAR.40
7 0.%572, 0.6167, 0.6777. 0.7404, 0.8053, 0.8729, LAMINAR.41
8 0.9433, 1.0166, 1.09299 1.1723, 1.25399 1.3372, LAMINAR.42
9 1.3686/9 LAMINAR.43
* PFI / 0.1296, 0.1236. 0.1129, 0.1025, 0.0925, LAMINAR.44
O 0.08309 0.07389 0.0651. 0.0567, 0.0487. 0.0411, LAMINAR.45
* 0.03389 0.0270, 0.0207. 0.0149, 0.0095, 0.0048. LAMINAR.46
* 0.0010, -0.0019, . -0.0039, -0.00519 -0.00559 -0.0051LAMINAR.47
* -0.0047/, LAMINAR.48
o PGI / 0.2626, 0.2535. . 0.23779 0.22289 0.2087. LAMINAR.49
o 0.1953v 0.1827, 0.1710. 0.1600, 0.14989 0.14049 LAMINAR.50
o 0.1319. 0.1240, 0.11619 0.1073. 0.09709 0.0853, LAMINAR.5I
O 0.07289 0.0601. 0.0470 - 0.0335, 0.01979 0.0054. LAMINAR.52
O 0.0/ LAMINAR.53
C CURLES METHOD LAMINAR.54
C NOTATION Z=(THETA/C)9*2 * RNB LAMINAR.55
C INITIAL CONDITIONS LAMINAR.56
CONST = 5. LAMINAR.S7
ILITE = 1 LAMINAR.58
KSEP = N * 1 LAMINAR.59
INVALK = N * I LAMINAR.60
FACT = 2.22 LAMINAR.61
NTAB = 9 LAMINA.62
NKTAB = 24 . LAMINAR.63
ISAV = 0 - LAMINAR.64
00 25 I = 2950 LAMINAR.65
IFIU(I).LT.0.1) 23926 LAMINAR.66
23 ISAV = I LAMINAR.67
25 CONTINUE LAMINAR.68
26 ISAV = ISAV#1 LAMINAR.69
IF(ISAV.LE.2) GO TO 28 LAMINAR.70
N = N - ISAV + 2 LAMINAR.71
NLAM = N LAMINAR.72
00 27 I=29N LAMINAR.73
ITEMP = ISAV *.I-2 ' LAMINAR.74
U(I) = U(ITEMP) LAMINAR.75
DU(l) = DU(ITEMP) .. LAMINAR.76
CPC(I) = CPC(ITEMP). LAMINAR.77
27 CONTINUE LAMINAR.78
28 SUM = 0. LAMINAR.79
A = 0.45 LAMINAR.80
GI = 0. S GINNI = 0* LAMINAR.81
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ZSAV = 1. LAMINAR.82
Z(1) = ZZ(I) LAMINAR.83
PK(1) = Z(1) e OU(I) LAMINAR.84
THETAIl) = SORT(2(I)/RNB) LAMINAR.85
RTHETA(1) = QNB 4 U(1) *.THETA(I) LAMINAR.86
RDEL(1) = 0. LAMINAR.87
Fl = TaLU1(PK(1)q,(TABPFlv39NKTAB) I LAMINAR.88
SL2 = FI LAMINAR.89
SL = SORT(SL2) LAPINAR.90
CF(1) = 0. LAMINAR.91
F = O0. LAMINAR.92
IF(OU(I) *EQ. 0.) 50.75 LAMINAR.93
50 H(l) = 2.554 LAMINAR.94
GO TO 85 LAMINAR.95
75 H(1) = (5L-2.*PK(I)-F*.5)/PK(1) LAMINAR.96
85 OEL(1) = H(1) 4 THETA(1) LANINAR.97
NMI = N - 1 LAMINAR.98
NM2 = N - 2 LAMINAR.99
UMINI = TBLUI(-2.OS(2),SU,2,N) LAMINAR.100
UO = TPLUI(-S(2) SU,2,N) LAMINAR.101
U201 = TBLUI(S(N)+S(?),S,U,2,N) LAMINAR.102
U202 = TBLUI(S(N)*.2.S(2),S9U92,N) LAMINAR.103
SS(1) = 0. LAMINAR.104
SS(2) .= S(2) LAMINAR.105
SS(3) = S(3) LAMINAR.106
SSOLO = SS('3) LAMINAR.107
OU2(1) = (U(3)-2.oU(1)*UMINI)/(4.*S(2)**2) LAMINAR.108
DU2(2) = (U(4)-2.oU(2)*UO)/(4.*S(2)**2) LAMINAR.109
DU2(3) = (U(5).2.eU(3) U(I))/(4.*(S(3)-S(2))oo2) LAMINARo11 0
C LAMINAR.11I
C INITIALIZATION ENDED WITH PRECEDING STATEMENT. LAMINAR.112
C LAMINAR.113
C LAMINAR.114
00 2700 I = 2,N LAMINAR.115
USIMI = U(-1)o5 LAMINAR.116
U51 = USIm LAMINAR.117
200 IF(I *EQ, 2) 400,300 LAMINAR.118
C LAMINAR.119
C LAMINAR.120
C CALCULATE NN WHERE NN IS THE NUMBER OF INTEGRATION STEPS TO BE LAMINAR.121
C TAKEN IN THE INTERVAL (S(I-1),S(I)). LAMINAR.122
C LAMINAR.123
300 NN = (AB(DU(I)) + ABS(DU(I-I)))*.5/CONST * 1. LAMINAR.124
IF(DU(I).GE.O.) KN=l LAMINAR.125
GO TO 500 LAMINAR.126
400 NN = 1 LAMINAR.121
500 OSOV2= .5*(S(I)-S(I-1))/FLOAT(NN) LAMINAR.128
OS = 2.*DSOV2 LAMINAR.129
C - LAMINAR.130
C LAMINAR.131
C - THE FOLLOWING 00-LOOP INTEGRATES THE MOMENTUM-INTEGRAL EQUATION LAMINAR.132
C FROM S(t-1) TO S(I) IN NN STEPS. LAPINAR.133
C LAMINAR.134.
00 1300 KK=1.NN LAMINAR.135
S2 = S(I-1) * FLOAT(KK)ODS LAMINAR.136
U2 = TBLUI(S2,SUI1N) LAMINAR.137
U52 = U2**5 LAMINAR.138
OU2T = TBLU1(S2,SS*DU2,913) LAMINAR.139
OUT = 78LU1(S29S0UIN) LAMINAR.140
700 ITER = 0 LAMINAR.141
TIMI = (1. * FACT4GINMI)OUSI LAMINAR.142
800 ITER = ITER * 1 LAMINAR.143
TI = (1. * FACTaGI)*U52 LAMINAR.144
900 SUMTEMP = SUM * (TI1M 1 TI)OOSOV2 LAMINAR.145
Z(1) = A * SUMTEMP / U2**6 LAMINAR.146
IF(Z(I).LT.O.) GO TO 1175 LAMINAR.147
PK(I) = Z(I)oCUT LAMINAR.148
IF(PK(I) .LT.-.12) 100091100 LAMINAR.149
1000 INVALK = I LAMINAR.150
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IF(Z(I) .LT. 0.) 1010,1020 LAMINAR.152
1010 WRITE(6,6400) LAMINAR.152
6400 FORMAT(* INVALID K. 7(*13*) ) 0.O/* ANALYSIS IS TERMINATED.*) LAMINAR.53
GO TO 1175 LAMINAR.155
1020 THETA(I)=SRT( Z (I)/RN) LAHINAR.156
RTHETA(I)=RNB*U(I)*THETA(I) LAMINAR.156
GO TO 2900 LAMINAR.158
1100 MU = Z(I)*2 * U2 * DU2T
IF(PK(I) .GT. .0855 .AND. KK .EQO. NN) GO TO 2100 LA INAR.159
FO = TBLUI(PK(I),KTAF8,PFO,1NKTAe) LAMINAR.160
GO = 0.66 * 3.PKlI) LAMINAR.161
IF(OU(l).GE.O.) U = 0. LAMINAR.162
F = Fn - U*GO LAMINAR 
163
GI = F-0.45 * 6.*PK(1) LAMINAR 164
IF(DU(I).GE.O.) GO TO 1200 LAMINAR.165
IF(ITER.GE.2.AND.ABS(1.-Z(I)/ZSAV).LT..0001) GO TO 1200 LAMINAR.166
ZSAV = Z(1) LAMINAR167
IF(ITER.LE.25) GO TO 800 LAMINAR.168
1175 INVALK = I LAMINAR.170
THETA(I) = THETA(I-I) LAMINAR.170
RTHETA(I) = RTHETA(I-1) LAMINAR.171
GO TO 2900 
LAMINAR.172
1200 SUM = SUMTEMP 
LAMINAR.173
IF(DU(I).GE.O.) CI = 0. LAMINAR.174
GINMI = GI 
LAMINAR.175




C FOLLOWING EVALUATES H(I),CF(I),OEL(I) LAMINAP.179
C LAMINAR.180
1500 IF(Z(I) .LT. 0.) GO TO 1175 LAMINAR.181
THETA(I)=SORT(Z(I)/RNB) LAMINAR.182
RTHETA(1)=RN' * U(I) * THETA(I) LAMINAR.183
Fl = TBLU1(PK(I),KTA8.PF1l1NKTA8) LANINAR.184
GI = T8LUl(PK(1)KTARBPGI91,NKTAP) LAMINARP185
IF(DU(I).GE.O.) wU = 0. LAHINAR.186
SL2 = F1 - MU*Gl 
LAMINAP.187
IF(SL2 .LE. 0.) EO TO 2800 LANINA.188
SL = SQRT(SL2) LANINAP.189
CF(I) = 2.*SL/RTHETA(l) LAMINAR.190
PKT = PK(I) LAMINA.191
IF(ABS(PKT) .LT. .01) 160091900 LAMINAR.192
1600 IF(PKT .LT. 0. ) 1700,1800 LAMINAR.193
1700 H(I) = .5/SQRT(F(O,D2,D3,D4BPKT) - MUOF(ElE2,E3#E4B9PKT)) LAMINAR.194
I *(DF(02,03i)4B,PKT) - MUO
D F(E2,E3,E489PKT)) LAMINAR.195
2 -.5*(OF(C2,C3,C48 PKT) - MU*3.) - 2. LAMINAR.196GO TO 2000 LAMINAR.197
1800 H(1) =..5/SQRT(F(D1029D30D4APKT) - MU*F(ElE2,E3,E4APKT)) LAMINAR.198
1 *(DF(0203,04APKT) - MU*DF(E29E3tE4APKT)) LAMINAR.199
2 -.5*(CF(C2.C3,C4AsPKT) - MU*3.) -2. LAMINAR.200GO TO 2000 LANINAR.201
1900 h(I) = (SL-F*.5)/PK(I) -2. LAMINAR.202
2000 DEL(I) = H(I)*THETA(I) LAMINAR.2Q3
RDEL(I) = H(I)ORTHETA(1) LAMINAR.204
GO TO 2200 LAMINAR.20
2100 THETA(I)=SORT(Z(I)/RNB) LAMINAR.206
SUM = SUMTEMP LAMINAR.207
IF(DU(I).GE.O.) .GI,= 0.. LAMINAR.208
GINMI = GI LAMINAR.209
U51 = U52, LAMINAR.210
RTHETA(1)= RNB* U(I) o THETA(I) LAMINAR.211
H(I) = TBLUI(PK(1)gF TAB,HTAB1,NTAB) LAMINAP.212
SL = TBLU1(PK(I),P(-TABSLTAI891NTA8) LAMINAR.213
CF(I) = 2.*SL/RTHETA(I) LAMINAR.214
DEL(I) = H(I)*THETA(1) LAMINAR.215
RDEL(I) = H(I)oRTHETA(1) LAMINAR.216
2200 CONTINUE LAMINAR.217
SS(1) = S(I) LAMINAR.218
IF(I.EQ.N) GO TO 2210 LAMINAR.219
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SS(2) = S(Il1) LAMINAR.220
SS(3) = S(I?) LAMINAR.221
GO TO 2220 LAMINAR.222
2210 SS(2) = S(I) * S(2) LAMINAR.223
SS(3) = S(I) + S(3) LAMINAR.224
2220 CONTINUE LAMINAR.225
GO TO (2250*225092700) .ILITE LAMINAR.226
2250 DU2(1) = D02(2) LAMINAR.227
OU2(2) = Dii2(3) LAMINAR.228
GO TO (230092600)9 ILITE LAMINAR.229
2300 IF(I.4 .GT. N) 250092400 LAMINAR.230
2400 OU2(3) = (U(*3)-2.*U(I*2)* U(Ie1))/((S(I.3)-S(I*2))*(-SI (ILAMINAR.231
11))) LAMINAR.232
GO TO 2700 LAMINAR.233
2500 DU2(3) = (U201-2.*U(N-1)*UIN-3))/(4.*(S(h)-S(N-1))**2) LAMINAR.234
ILITE = 2 LAMINAR.235
GO TO 2700 LAMINAR.236
2600 OU2(3) = (U202-2.OU(N)*U(N-2))/(4.*(S(N)-S(N-1))*2) LAMINAR.237
ILITE = 3 LAMINAR.238
2700 CONTINUE LAMINAR.239
GO TO 2900 LAMINAR.240












IF(E.GE.I.) IC = 0 MERSON.10
E5 = ABS(E)*5. MERSON.11
IF(Z.GT.x.ANO.H.LT.0..OR.Z.LT.X.AND.H.GT.O.) H=-H MERSON.I12
10 IF(IC.EQ.O0) GO TO 14 MERSON.13
XS=X MERSON.14





IF(H.GT.0..AND.O.GE.0..OR.H.LT.0..AND.Q.LE.0.) GO TO 16 MERSON.20





00 75 ISW=9I5 MERSON.26.
CALL FUNC(NtXgYgFtIND) MERSON.27
IF(IND .EQ. 1) GO TO 9999 MERSON.28
DO 70 I=19N MERSON.29
Q=H3*F(I) MERSON.30
GO TO (21922,23,24,25)9XSW MERSON.31
21 T(I)=Q MERSON.32
R=O MERSON.33
GO TO 26 MERSON.34
22 R=.5*(O.T(1)) MERSON.35




GO TO 26 MERSON.40








IF(ISW.NE.5) GO TO 70 MERSON.48
IF(IC.EQ.0) GO TO 70 MERSON.49
R=ABS(Y(I)) MERSON.50
IF(R.LT.1.E-03) GO TO 28 MERSON.51
R=E5*R MERSON.52
GO TO 30 MERSON.53
28 R=E5 MERSON.54
30 IFIQ.GE.R.ANDoIX.EOoI) 50 TO 32 MERSON.55




IF(AOS(H).GE.HMIN) GO TO 40 MERSON.60
H=SIGN(HMINH) MERSON.61
IX=O MERSON.62
40 00 42 J=1N MERSON.63
42 Y(J)=G(J) MERSON.64
X=XS .MERSON.65
GO TO 14 MERSON.66
50 IF(Q.GE..03125*R) IE=O MERSON.67
70 CONTINUE MERSON.68
GO TO 171975,73,74975)9ISW MERSON.69
71 X=X*H3 MERSON.70
GO TO 75 MERSON.71
73 X=X*.5H3 MERSON.72
GO TO 75 MERSON.73
74 X = X * .5*H MERSON.74
75 CONTINUE MERSON.75
IF(IC.EO.0) GO TO 80 MERSON.76










COMMON /SCRAT/ ALFS(200),BETA(200),CD(200)9CF (200),CFI(200)* OUTPUT.3
ICF2(200),DEL(200),DELST2(200),OELT(200)H(200)oHHOS(2OO)9HI(200)? OUTPUT.4
2PK(200),ROEL(200),RINSTB(200),RTRAN(200),PKBAR(200)gRTH(200)9 OUTPUT.5
3S(2 0 0 ),U(200)*DU(200)tSUD(200)UUD(200)9THETI2(200),THET211200)9 OUTPUT.6
4TUHET22(200),THT(200).DUMHY(3400) OUTPUT.7
COMMON / SOLN / Y(3)*YP(3) OUTPUT.8
EQUIVALENCE ( Y(1),THETA),( Y(2),P ) , ( Y(3)tTH) OUTPUT.9
COMMON /USXX/ US ,9DUS v ALPZ 9 ALP e K , CAS * KDA OUTPUT.10I
COMMON /FSOL/TRT- ,T8ETA 9 TB * THOS 9THHOS , TCFI , F ODGDH OUTPUT.11
COMMON /RPOLY/ C * 0 , E 9 J 9 CCDH , DODD DEOH 9 DJDH OUTPUT.12
COMMON /MATX/ A(3#3) , 8(3) 9 IPR(3) OUTPUT.13
COMMON /XXXX/ X ,.DSDX , XW 9 YW 9 XS 9 YS OUTPUT.14




I = NTIURB OUTPUT.19
ALFS(I) = ALP OUTPUT.20
H(I) = TM OUTPUT.21
THT(I) = THETA OUTPUT.22
CFI(I) = TCF1 OUTPUT.23
HHOSiI) = THHDS OUTPUT.24
RTH(I) = TRTH OUTPUT.25
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BETA(I) = TRETA OUTPUT.26
THETI2(I) = pOJ OUTPUT.27
THET21(I)= P*E OUTPUT.28
THET22(1)= P*C*TB OUTPUT.29
CF(I) = CFI(I)/COS(BETA(I)) OUTPUT.30
CF24I) = CFI(I)*TAN(BETA(I)) OUTPUT.31
OELT(I) = THT(I)HHDS(I) OUTPUT.32
DEL(I) = THT(I)*H(I) OUTPUT.33
DELST2(1)= P*D OUTPUT.34






ICF 2 (2 0 0 ),DEL(2 0 0 ).OELST2(200),DELTA(200),H(20O),HHOS(200)OHI(200)PRINTER.4
2 PK(2 0 0),RDEL(200),RINSTB(200),RTRAN(200),PKBAR(200),RTH(20
0 )" PRINTER.5
3 S( 2 0 0 U) U200 )DUS( 2 0 0 )SD(200)SU 00)UUD(200)THET2(200)THET21(200),PRINTER6








COMMON / NBL / NBL PRINTER.15
COMMON/MTRAN/ MTRAN PRINTER.16








IF(ITR.GT.I.AND.ITR.LT.ITRIAX) GO TO 50 PRINTER,25
IF(13D,EQ.1) GO TO 1 PRINTER.26
GO TO 2 PRINTER.27
1 CONTINUE PRINTER.28
ITRAN = 1 PRINTER,29




I = I PRINTER.34
IF(ITRAN.GE.190) NSEP=6 PRINTER.35
GO TO 15 PRINTER.36




IF(I.GT.200) I = 200 PRINTER.41
IF(I.GE.197) GO TO 21 PRINTER.42
IF(I.EQ.ITRAN) GO TO 25 PRINTER.43
IF((I - KSKIP).GE.ITRAN) 20,10 PRINTER.44
20 1 = ITRAN PRINTER*45
GO TO IS PRINTER.46




GO TO 80 PRINTER,51
65 WRITE(6,7200) PRINTER,52
GO TO 400 PRINTER.53
70 WRITE(6,7300) PRINTER.54




IF(MTRAN.EO.?) GO TO 400 PRINTER.58
WRITE(696900) PRINTER.59
WRITE(67700) PRINTER.60
I = ITRAN 
PRINTER.61
GO TO' 35 PRINTER.62




RETA(I) = BETA(I)@57.29578049 PRINTER.65
WRITE(6,6500) IX(I),S(I),U(I) H(1),DELTA(I),THT(1),BETA(I)t PRINTER.66
1 RTH(1)*CFO(I) PRINTER.67
IF(I.EQ.NBL) GO TO 50 PRINTER.68
IF((I * KSKIP).GE.NBL) 40930 PRINTER.69
40 I = NBL 
PRINTER.70
GO TO 35 PRINTER.71
50 CONTINUE 
PRINTER.72
IF(MTRAN.GE.?) GC TO 400 PRINTER.73
IF(MSEP.EO.I) WRITE(6,7500) PRINTER.74.
IF(IPRINT*E.0.OR.SANGLE.EQ.0.) GOTO 300 PRINTER.75







GO TO 110 PRINTER.82




150 ALFS(1) = ALFS(I)*57o2
957804 9  PRINTER.85
WRITE(6,6300) IX(I),S(I),OUDS(I)tALFS(I)tELST2(I), PRINTER.86
1 THETI2(1),THET21(1)9THET22(1)gCFI(I) PRINTER.87
IF(I .EQ. NBL) GO TO 300 PRINTER.88
IF((I.KSKIP) .GE. NBL) 2009100 PRINTER.89
200 I = NBL 
PRINTER.90







400 CONTINUE PR INTER.98
RETURN PRINTER.99
6000 FORMAT(IH ,3x,0146X *Xo 9X *S* 9X *DU/DSO 6X oALPHAO PRINTER.1,00
I 7X *CELO lX *THETA* 9X *THETA* 9X *THETA* 10X *CFO) PRINTER.101
6100 FORMAT(1HO,55X,91 0 ) PRINTER.102





6600 FORMAT(IHOSOX,LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT*/) PRINTER.108
6700 FORMATIlHOo35X,*RE* 9X *SWEEP ANCLE 9X *ITERATION* 9X *SURFACE*) PRINTER.109
6800 FORMAT(1HO,30XEIO.3,5XEO.3,1OX95I91OX9IS) PRINTER.110
6900 FORMAT(1HO,50XTURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT*/) PRINTER.111
7000 FORMAT(IHO,5OX,*CROSS-FLOW PARAMETERS*) PRINTER.112
7100 FORMATIIHOSX9,NATURAL TRANSITION*) PRINTERol3
7200 FORMAT(IHO,5x,9LANINAP SEPARATION NO REATTACHMENT
o )  PRINTER.114
7300 FORMAT(IHO,5X,*LAMINAR SEPARATION REATTACIMENT AS TURBULENT PRINTER.115
IBOUNOARY LAYER* )  PRINTER.116
7400 FORMAT(IHO,5X,o8OUNDARY LAYER TRIP*) PRINTER.117
7500 FORMAT(IHO,5X,*TURBULENT SEPARATION*) PRINTER.118
7600 FORMAT(1HO92X,01l 7X Xo 8EX *S* eX *US* 14X oDU/DSO 14X PRINTER.119
I oH* 14X oTHETASo 1OX *CFS*/) PRINTER*120
7700 FORMAT(IHO2XOpI 6X *X* BX *So 8X *US* 9X *He 13X *DELTAS* 8X PRINTER.121
I oTHETASo 8X *BETA* 11X *RTHETAS
0 9X *CFSo/) , PRINTER.122
7800 FORMAT(IHO5OX,*INCOMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER CALCULATIONS*//) PRINTER.123
7900 FORMATIlHO,5OXB8A10) PRINTER.124
8000 FORMAT(IH ,5X,26F LIFT COEFFICIENT =,F10.6) PRINTER.125
8100 FORMAT(IH ,5X926- SKIN FRICTION DRAG- qF0.6) PRINTER.126
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8200 FORMAT(lH SX*26H PRESSURE DRAG =*FlO.6) PRINTER.127
8300 FORMAT(IH 95x,26FPROFILE DRAG COEFFICIENT "sFlO.6) PRINTER.128




C COMPUTE ARC-LENGTH ALONG WALL SCHORD.4
S(1)=O. - SCHORD.5










NMI = NOUT-1 SMOOTH.5
DEL=XX(N)/FNMI SMOOTH.6
X(1)=XXl) SMOOTH.7
X(NOUT) = XX(N) SMOOTH.8
DEL =(XX(N)-XX(1))/FNMI SMOOTH.9
00 200 I=2,NMI SMOOTH.10
200 X(I) = X(I-I)+DEL SMOOTH.11
S(1) = YY(1) SMOOTH.12
S(NOUT) =YY(N) SMOOTH.13
C PERFORM 2ND ORDER LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION. SMOOTH.14
DO 300 I=2#NMI SMOOTH.15





DO 450 1=2,NMI S0OOTH.21













COMMON / NUS / NUS TRANSIT.8
COMMON / NLAM / NLA TRANSIT.9
COMMON / INSTB / INSTBITRAN TRANSIT.10
COMMON / HTURB / HTURB TRANSIT.11
COMMON /.ISFP / ISEPlITRIP9IATToTE TRANSIT.12
COMMON/NSEP/NSEP TRANSIT.13






CALL INSTAB(NLAMS,PKRTHtRDELTRIPTEISEPt ATTINST89ITRANo TRANSIT.20
IRINSTB,PKINS.TRIPOP) TRANSIT.21
IF(INSTB .EQ. NUS) 100,200 TRANSIT.22




GO TO 600 TRANSIT.26
200 IF(TE) 600,300,600 TRANSIT.27
300 IF(IATT-ISEP) 400,500,500 TRANSIT.28
400 NLAM=INSTB TRANSIT.29
ITRAN=INST B  TRANSIT.309











2 0 0 ) TRCALC.5
COMMON/NSEP/NSEP TRCALC.6
COMMON / ISTART / ISTART TRCALC.7
COMMON / NUS / NUS TRCALC,8
COMMON / KSEP / KSEP TRCALC.9
COMMON / INVALK / INVALK TRCALC.10





100 RTN(IT) = RT(IT) TRCALC.16
NSEP = 5 TRCALC.17
IF(TRIP.G.S(IT)) NSEP = 3 TRCALC.18
GO TO 2200 TRCALC.19
200 TE=O. TRCALC.20
SKDOX=O TRCALC,21
IF(KSEP .LT. N) 300940.0 TRCALC,22
300 KFLAG = I TRCALC.23
GO TO 500 TRCALC.25
400 KFLAG = 2 TRCALC.26
500 00 1600 I = INP1,N TRCALC.267
IT=l TRCALC.27
C TEST FOR SEPERATION TRCALC.28
1100 GO TO (1200,1300),KFLAG TRCALC.29
1200 IF(KSEP .EQ. I) 125091300 TRCALC,30
1250 CONTINUE TRCALC.32
GO TO 1800
1300 IF(INVALK .EO. 1) 1400,1500 TRCALC.33
1400 CONTINUE TRCALC,34
IF(ITR999.LT.IPHIL)GO TO 1800 TRCALC.35
WRITE(696000) TRCALC.36
6000 FORMAT(IHI~LAMINAR SEPARATION-) TRCALC.37






RLOG = ALOG(RT(1)) TRCALC.44
IF(RT(I).LE.750.) GO TO 600 TRCALC.45
IF(RT(I).LE.1100.) GO TO 730 TRCALC.46
PKBC = 1.59381 - .45543oRLOG * o032534*RLOG062 TRCALC.47
GO TO 800 TRCALC.48
600 PKBC = - .09P5 .00007"RT(I) TRCALC.49
GO TO 800 TRCALC.50
700 PKBC = - .12571 .,000114286*RT(I) TRCALC.51
800 CONTINUE TRCALC.52








NSEP = 5NSEP = 5 TRCALC.60
RTN(IT) = TBLU1(TRIPS,RTlN) TRCALC.61
S(IT)=TRIP TRCALC.62




IF(KSEP .EQ. I) GO TO 2000
IF(RT(IT) .LT. 125.) 260091950 TRCALC.65
1950 PKT = .0227-.0007575RT
( IT) - .000001157oRT(IT)*RT(IT) TRCALC.66




GO TO 2200 
TRCALC.70
2100 CONTINUE TRCALC.72
NSEP = 1 TRCALC.73
2200 CONTINUE TRCALC74
HT = 1.4754/ALOG10(RT (IT)) *1.9698 TRCALC.74
GO TO 2700 
TRCALC.75
2600 CONTINUE TRCALCo77







COMMON / CL / DUM(4),SEPTRB(2) TURB.S
COMMON / CONTRL/ IEND TURB.6
MSEP = 0 TURB.7








IF(IND .EQ. 0) 30921 TURB.16
21 CONTINUE TURB.17
MSEP = 1 TURB.17
SEPTRB(1) = 1* TURB.19
GO TO 40 TURB.19




COMMON /USXX/ US e OUS 9 ALPZ 9 ALP , K , DAS KDA XSEP.3
COMMON /FSOL/ RT1 e BETA , TB , PDS , HHDS , CF1 , F * DGOH 
XSTEP.4




FXNEW = COS(ALP * BETA). XSTEP.8
FYNEW = SIN(ALP + BETA) 
XSTEP.9
XSNEW = COS(ALP) XSTEP.10
YSNEW SIN(ALP) XSTEP.11
XW = XW + STEP*(FXOL0 +.FXNEW) XSTEP.12
YW = YW + STEPO(FYOLD * FYNEW) 
XSTEP,13
XS = XS + STEP*(XSOLD + XSNEW) 
XSTEP,15
YS = YS * STEP*(YSOLD * YSNEW) 
XSTEP.15
FXOLO = FXNEW XSTEP.16
FYOLD = FYNEW XSTEP.17
XSOLO = XSNEW XSTEP.18




XW = 0.0 XSTEP.23





FXOLD COS(ALP 0BETA) XSTEP.27
FYOLD = SIN(ALP 4 BETA) xTP2
XSOLD = COSIALP) XSTEP.29





C THREE DIMENSIONAL INFINITE SWEPT WING BOUNDARY LAYER 
PROGRAM INSPAN*4
C FINITE DIFFERENCE 4ETHOD USING AN EDDY VISCOSITY METHOD TO INSPAN*6
C CLOSE THE NUMERICAL METHOD 
SPN.
COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(2OO),CBETA(200),Y(100),JY(2S),JYT(25)9DY(25)9INSPAN.7
I XX(25),YPL(lOO) ,YD(lOO),CE(2 0 0),YOD(100),U(100,3),UT(100)tV(100)9INSPANB8
2 GAI4I UOO).GAMF(100),H(
2 00) ,US(100),YY(100),UR(100),UUR(100)9 INSPAN.9
3 UP(100) ,W(100.3),8(400) .BW(400) ,YYUELC100),GNUT(100,3)tDU(2OO) 
, INSPAN.10
4 UrABLE (100) ,DUDI(lOOJ),PS(100,3),SP(10093)gTHETA(2OO)9 
INSPAN.11
5 DXD(20,30) ,PPC(20930) ,UUC(20,30) ,UEDGE(100) ,WP(100) ,XPG(100) 
, INSPAN.12
6 UPG(100) ,WC(100) ,BETA(100) ,RTAB(SO) vG(99) ,GW(99),A3(100) ,A31 
(100) INSPAN.13
7.A 4 (lOO),XTEfAP(50),STEMP(50),DLJMMY(
3 52 ) IlNSPAN*14
COMMON /SEG/ NCMPTNFLAPNFPNC(4),rHETE(12),NPU(4),NPL(4)91STG(4)INSP~AN.15
IlUCU( 4 ) 9UCL ( 4 ) ,WCU(4),9WCL 14),9XTE (4) tZTE (4) ,DELZ (3) 9NG (
3 )qNPG( 4 ) INSPAN.16











COMMON /TITLE/ TITLEM8 
INSPAN.23 a
COMMON /X*IN/ XIN(100),Z!N(100),CPIN(100)9
5 U(1 0 0 ) INSPAN.24
COMMON /RNH/ RNR 
NP.2
COMMON /NPT/ NPT 
INSPAN.26 r





























C INPUT INITIAL DATA INSPAN.43
NF =NFLAP-NFP*1ISPN4
MC = NCMPT-NFLAP*NF INSPAN.45
NST =NPT - NPU(MC) *NPG(MC) NAN4
NRU = NPU(MC) INSPAN.46
NGRID = NG(NF) INSPAN.47
SU(1) =0., INSPAN.48
00 10 1=2,NPT INSPAN.49
DDX =XIN(I) - XIN(I-1) INSPAN*50
DDZ =ZIN(I) - ZIN(I-1) INSPAN.51
ODS =SORT(DD)X*2 + DDZ**2) INSPAN '.52
SU(I) = SU(I1) # DDS INSPAN.53
10 CONTINUE INSPAN.54
IF(ITR.GT.1) GO T0 16 INSPAN.55
IF(NF.GT.1) GO TO 16 INSPAN.56
1F(NXFIND.EO.O) C0 TO 16 INSPAN.57
DO 17 1 =19NPT INSPAN*58





00 19 1 =19NPTM TNSPAN.64
IM I*NXM-1 INSPAN.65
XTEMP(I) = XIN(IN') INSPAN.66
STEMP(I) =SU(IM) INSPAN*67
19 CONTINUE INSPAN.68
DO 15 1=19NXFIND INSPAN.69
XFINDII) = TRLUI(XF'INO(I),XTEMPSTEMP,1,NPTM) INSPAN.70




XSTART = (SU(NST) * SXU(NF))*REFC INSPAN.75
YGAP = ZGAP4NF) INSPAN.76
TRIP = TRIP*REFC INSPAN.77
KLAM = 1 INSPAN.78
IF(XSTART.GT.TRIP) KLAM INSPAN.79
SUO~i) =0. INSPAN.80
OELX = SU(NPT)/199. INSPAN.81
00 20 1 =29200 INSPAN.82
SUO(I) SUD(I-1) + DEIX INSPAN.83
20 CONTINUE INSPAN.84




OUX = T8LUJ1(SSSUDDSS,1,NXT) INSPAN.89
CFX TBLUI(SStSUD*CSS#1,NXT) INSPAN,90
UGAP =TBL(U1(SS9SUDUSS.1.NXT) INSPAN.91
IF(KLAM.EO.2) DELTX zTBLUl(SS9SUODTSS91,NXT) INSPAN.92




601 FORMAT(1H0929X**S-STARTO 23X *FLAP-TRANSITION*) INSPAN.97
CALL OVERLAY(FRIS,3,1) INSPAN.98.






ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
OVERLAY (FR 15,3,1) ONR.I
PROGPAM 8OUNflRY BUDY.
COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(?00),CRETA(200),Y(100)9JY(25).jyT(2S),DY(25).8OUNDRY. 4
I XX125),'rPL(100) .ygr(100)CF(200),YDO(I00).U(l0093),UT(100) ,V(100),BOUNDRY.5
2 CA141 (00),GAMF(100),H(200) ,US(100),yY(100),UP(100),UUR(100), BOUNDRY.6
3 UP(100),W(If,0,3),8(400O),8W(400).YYDEL(100) *GNLT(1OO,3).DU(200). 8CUNDRY.7
4 UTABLE(100) .DUDY(100,3).PS(100.j) ,SP(100,2) TIETA(200), BOUNDRY.8
5 0XD(20.JD) ,QPC(20930),UUC(20,30),UEDGE(100) .WP(100) ,XPG(100). 80'JNDRY.9
6 UP-3(100) .wC 100) .8ETA(100),PTA8(SO),G(99),GW(99),AJ(100) ,A31 (100)8OUNDRY.10
79A4(100)9DUMv-YC452) BOUNDRY.1I
*COMOON/ GEO /' CF1,)HIRTNUNUTAUR0,DELSTI-ETA1.ZCKF.1TERKL. eOUNDPY.12
I KYGtKX.JP4X BOUNDRY.13
COMMOCN /XIN/ XIN(10OhtZIN(100) .CPIN(100) .SU(100) BOUNORY.14
COMHON /NPT/ NPT BOUNDPY.IS
COMMON/IPRINT/IPPINT.KSK1P BOUNDRY.16
COM?'CN /SANGLE/ SANGLE 8CUNDRY.17
COMM~ON /RN8/ PtS8 HCUNDR'r.18
KX = 0 8OUNORY.*19
C INPUT DATA. 8OUNOPY.20*
CALL DATIN(2) BOUNDRY.21
C PPIrqT-OUT INPUT O)ATA. BOUNDRY .22
IF(IPRINT.GT.0) CALL DATOUT(l) BOUNDPY.23
100 CALL DATIN(l) 8OUNORY.24
KX =KX'1 ECUNDPY .25
CALCLATE INITIAL PQOFILE. 8OUNDRY.*26
CALL VELIN EGUNDRY.27
C POINTOUT STAPTINf: PRCFILE. BOUNDRY.28





SUBROUTINE DATIN(L) DAT IN.2
DAT IN.3
COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(200),CBETA(200),Y(100),JY(25),JYT(25),DYC25).DATIN.4
I XX(25),YPL(100).YD(100),CF(200) ,YDD(100),U(100,3),UT(I00),V(100),DATIN.5
2 GAt4I (100),GAMF(l00).H(2O0) ,US(100) ,YY(100),UR(100),UURflDO), DAT IN.6
3 UP(100) ,U(100,3) .8(400) ,BW(400) ,YYDEL(100),GNUT(100,3),D)U(200), DATIN.7
4 UTABLE(100) ,DUDY(l00,3),PS(100,3),SP(100,2),THETA(200), DATIN.8
5 OXD(20930) ,PPC(20,30) ,UUC(20.30) ,UEDGE(100) .WP(100) ,XPG(100) , DATIN.9
6 UPG(100) ,WC(100) ,BETA(100) ,RTAB(50)tG(99),GW(99),A3(l00),A31 (100)DATIN.10
* 7*A4(100),DUMMY(452) DATIN.11
COMMON/ GEO / CF1,HIRTHUNUTAURODELSTIPETAIZCKFITERKL9 DATIN.12
1 KYGKXgJMX OAT IN.13
COMMON/NPT/ NPT DATIN.14
COMMON/UIN/UTN(100) OATTN.15
COMMON /XIN/ XIN(100) .ZIN(100) ,CPIN(100),SU(100) DATIN.16
COMMON/PARAM, MACH9ALPIFAREFAqMATINvREFC*UINF DATIN.17
COMMONFSTART/ CFINHINvTHTINUTE DAT IN.18
COMMON /RNB/ RK8 DAT IN. 19
* DIMENSION IY(11),IYT(11).EY(11) ,EDD(50) .EAMI(50) DAT IN.20
DATA (IY(I) t I1191)/296919,13916#19922,25929932941/ DATIN*21
DATA (IYT(I) , I1,11)/5s9,12,15,18,2l,24928931940999/ DATIN*22
DATA (EY(I)q 1~zl,11)/.00031259.0006259.001259,O025,.O059.01,.029 DATIN.23
* 1.049.089.169.32/ DATIN.24
DATA (EDD(1) , 1=1 50)1.0' .01,.02, .03. .04, .05. .06. .07, .075. .08, .085DAT IN.2S
1 9.099.0959.19 .1059.1 19.1 159.12. .1259.139 DATIN.26
* 2 .135, .14,.1459.159.155, .16, .16S,.11l,.175,,18DATIN.27
3 ,.185.9.9. 9S..2,.25..3,.35..4..45..5,.55v DAT IN.28
4 .6, .659.7. .75. .8,.85, .9,.95,1 .0/ DAT IN.29
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DATA (EAMI(1) ,1150)/9*1.,.998,9965.95.993,.9929.99,9889 DATIN.30
1 .986,.9835,.981,.978..9759.972, .9695,.9659 DAT IN.31
2 .9615, .958, .954, .95. .946, .942, *9375, .9339 OAT IN.32
3 ,9289.923. .869,.806,.736, .659, .58, .5,.429 DAT IN.33
4 .341, .263,.19,.1279.077, .044, .02, .006, .0/ OAT IN.34
C STANDARDl ARRAY DATIN.35
KYG =50 DATIN.36
DO 1 I1,111 DAT IN.37
JY(I) = Y(I) DATIN.38
JYT(I) = IYT(I) DATIN.39
DY(I) =EY(I) DAT IN.40
-I CONTINUE DAT IN.41
DO 2 1=1950 DAT IN.42
YDO(I EDD(1) DAT IN.43
GAMI(I) EAPMI(I) DATIN.44
2 CONTINUE DATIN.45
GO TO (50t99)9 L DATIN.46
50 CONTINUE DAT IN*47
UN = RNB*UTE/REFC DATIN.48
CFI =CFIN DATIN.49
MI =HIN OAT IN*50
THETAI =THTIN/REFC DATIN.51
DO 10 11,#NPT DTN5
UIN(I) = SORT(I.- CPIN(I)) DA71N.53
10 CONTINUE DAT IN.54
RTH = THTIN*RNB*UTE OATIN,55
RETURN DATIN.56
99 CONTINUE DAT IN.57
KL =11 OAT IN.58
CALCULATE STANDARD Y APRAY. OAT IN.59
Y (1) =0 * AT N.60
DO 200 K=1,KL DATIN.61
KS=JY (K)' DATIN*62
KF=JYT(K) OAT IN.63
DO 200 KO=KSKF DAT IN.64




COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(2 00),CBETA(200),y(l0o)tJY(25),JYT(25),orY(25)9DATOUT,
4
1 XX(25),YPL(10O)hYD(100)tCF(200) ,YDD(100),U(10093),UT(100),V(100),DATOUT.5S
2 GAMI (lOO),GAP4F(1OO),IH(200)US(10)YY(100),UR(1Oo),UUR(1OO)o DAYOUT.6
3 UP(100) ,W(100'3) ,8(400) ,8W(400) ,YYOEL(100) ,GNUT(100,3),DU(200)9 DATOUT.7
4 UTABLE(100) .DUDY(100,3),PS(10093) ,SP(100,3) ,THETA(200), DATOUT.8
5 DXD(2 O, 3O),PPC(2O,30),UUC(20,3O),(JEDGE(100),WP(100)tXPG(1OO)9 
DATOUT.9
6 UPG(100),WC(100),BETA(100),RTAB(50)oG(
9 9 ) ,GW(99),A3(100I,A31(100)DATOUT.10
79A4 (100) ,DUHMY(452) DATOUT.11
* COMMON/ GEO / CF1,HIRTHUNUTAURDDELSTHETA1,ZCKFITERKL9 DATOUT.12
I KYGtKXtJMX DATOUT.13
COMMONPHIL/IPHIL AOT1
COMMON/ ITR/1TR999 ,ITRM99 DATOUT. 15
GO TO (1009200).L DATOUT. 16
100 CONTINUE DA70UT.17
IF(1TR999.LT.IPHIL)GO TO 500 DATOUT. 18
WRITE (6,1) DATOUT,19
* WRITE(693) (JJY(J),JYT(J)vDY(J)9 Jr19KL) DATOUT,20
* WRITE46,4) (Y(J)g J=1,KF) OATOUT.21-
500 CONTINUE DATOUT.??
DO 170 1,1KYG910 DATOUT.23
KA= i 0AT OUT.*24
IF(KAo9-KYG)15591559157 DATOUT*25
155 K8=1.9 DATOUT*26
GO TO 160 DATOUT .27
157 KB=KYG DATOUT.28




IF(KB-KYG)170,180,180 REPRODUCIBITIrT OF THE OATOUT.32
170 CONTINUE OATOUT.33
180 CONTINUE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR OATOUT.33
RETURN 0ATOUT.35
200 CONTINUE OATOUT.36

















LZ3 = JMX*2 DATOUT.54
00 395 J=1.LZ3 DATOUT.55
IF(J-LZI) 391,3919394 DATOUT.56
391 CONTINUE DATOUT.57
KX = 3 DATOUT.58
IF(ITR999.LT.IPHIL)GO TO 395 DATOUT.59
WRITE(6,41) YOD(J)v GAMI(J)9 Y(J),YO(J),GAMF(J)9U(J9KX) DATOUT.60
GO TO 395 DATOUT.61
394 CONTINUE DATOUT.62
GO TO (390,392,384), LZ2 OATOUT.63
390 CONTINUE OATOUT.64
IF(ITR999.LT.IPHIL)GO TO 395 OATOUT.65
WRITE(6,41) YDD(J)g GAMI(J), DATOUT.66
GO TO 395 DATOUT.67
392 CONTINUE DATOUT.68
KX = 3 DATOUT.69




1 FORHAT(IH120OX*aINSPAN OUTPUT FOR FLAP UPPER SURFACE*//1HO,30X, DATOUT.73
1/UFS) DATOUT.78141 FORMAT(IH94XHJ3X2JYX3HJYD6X2HY/(IH 312F5F.44X04F24)6)) TOUT75
4 FORMAT(IHO, 30X, I7HSTANDARD Y ARRAY./ (IN 910F10.5)/) 
DATOUT.76










42 FORMAT(IH t2RX94FI2.4) DATOUT.83
END
SUBROUTINE PCALC PCALC.2
C SURFACE PRESSURE GRADIENTS AND EFFECTIVE SWEEP ANGLE 
PCALC.3
COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(200),CBETA(200),Y(10O)tY((25) JYT(25)DY(25)PCALC.4











COMMON /XIN/ XIN(100)*ZIN(100),CPIN(100),SU(1O0) PCALCi13
COMMON /NPT/ NPT PCALC.14
COMMON /SANGLE/ SANGLE PCALC.15
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COMMON/ XSTAPT / XSTART PCALC.16
SINAZ = SIN(SANGLE*O.01745329252) PCALC.17
DO 10 I = I NPT PCALC.18






SUBROUTINE SEARCP(JgKR) SEARCH.2I SEARCH.3
COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(200)gCBETA(200)tY(100),JY(25),JYT(25).DY(25),SEARCH.
4
1 XX(25),YPL(100),YD(100).CF(20? ),YDO(100),U(100,3).UT(100),V(100),SEARCH.5
2 GAMII(100),GAMF(100).H(200) .US(100)tYY(100),UR(100),UUR(100), SEARCH.6
3 UP(100),W(100,3),B(400),8W(400),YYDEL(100),GNUT(100,3),OU(200)9 SEARCH.7
4 UTABLE(100).DUDY(100.3))PS(100.3),SP(100,3),THETA(200)' SEARCH.8
5 DXD(20,30),PPC(20,30),UUC(2030)9UEDGE(100) WP(100)gXPG(100)* SEARCH.9
6 UPG(100),WC(l 0 0 ),BETA(100)tRTAB(50)G(99),Gw(99),A3(100)tA31(100)SEARCH.10
7,A4(100),DUMMY(452) SEARCH.11




OY1 = YD(J)-YDO(KR) SEARCH.15
IF(ABS(DYI)-1.E-8) 200,200,100 SEARCH.16





300 0Y3= YDD(KR)-YDD(KR-1) SEARCH.22
DY2=YD(J)-YDD(KR-1) SEARCH.23
OG = GAMI(KR)-GAPI(KR-1) SEARCH.24
GAMF(J) = GAMI(KR-I) * (DG*DY2)/(DY3) SEARCH.25
RETURN SEARCH.26













COMMON/ GEO / CFIHIoRTHUNUTAU,RDDELSTPETAIZeCKFeITER9KLe VELCAL.11
1 KYGgKX,JMX VELCAL.12
L= l  
VELCAL.13
UTAU = SORT(CFI/2.) VELCAL.14
C ROUTINE TO CALCULATE STARTING PROFILE* VELCAL.15
0 = (2.8034 -.8468*ALOG(HI) * .979*ALOG(RTH)) VELCAL.16
RD = EXP(Q) VELCAL.17
DELS = RD/UN VELCAL.18
00 200 J=19KF VELCAL.19
YPL(J) = UTAU*Y(J)*UN VELCAL.20
200 CONTINUE VELCAL.21
C BEGIN ITERATION LOOP. VELCAL.22
ITER = 0 VELCAL.23
210 CONTINUE VELCAL.24
300 ITER = ITER#I VELCAL.25
DELS = RD/UN VELCAL.26
KP=2 VELCAL.27
00 400 J=IKF VELCAL.28
CALCULATE THE STARTING PROFILE VELCAL.29
IF(YPL(J)-4.)3309340#310 VELCAL30
310 IF(YPL(J)-30.) 340,340,350 VELCAL.31
170
C LOWER REGION. 
VELCAL-32
330 UT(J) = UTAU*YPL(J) VELCAL*33
GO TO 360 VELCAL.34
C MIODLE REGION. 
VELCAL.35
340 0D ALOG(YPL(J)) VELCAL.36
UT(J) = UTAU*(2.3977-2.7043*o * 3.5181*D*2 - .5289oD*o3) VELCAL.37
GO TO 360 VELCAL.38
C OUTER REGION. 
VELCAL.39
350 UT(J) = UTAU*(5.4 * 2.389*ALOG(YPL(J)-5.03)) VELCAL.40
360 CONTINUE VELCAL.41
YD(J) = Y(J)/DELS VELCAL.42
IF(YD(J)-1.) 3709380,380 VELCAL.43
CALL ROUTINE FOR GAMMA SEARCH. VELCAL.44
370 CALL SEARCH(JqKR) VELCAL.45
GO TO 390 VELCAL.46
380 GAMF(J) = 0. VELCAL.47
IF(LEO.2) GO TO 10 VELCAL.48
JMX = J VELCAL.49
L=2 VELCAL.50
10 CONTINUE VELCAL.51
390 UP(J)=UT(J)*GAMF(J) * I.-GAMF(J) VELCAL.52
400 CONTINUE VELCAL.53
CALCULATE THE BNORY. LAYER THICKNESS AND MOMENTUM THICKNESS. VELCAL.54
OELS = 0. VELCAL.55
THETAI = 0. VELCALS56
00 500 J=29KF VELCAL,57
ODY = Y(J)-Y(J-1) VELCAL.58
DUD = UP(J) * UP(J-1) -.VELCAL.59
DUS = UP(J)°*2 + UP(J-1)o*2 VELCAL.60
DELS = DELS *(I.-.5DOUD)aDDY VELCAL.61
THETAI= THETAI*.5*(DUD-DUS)*ODY VELCAL,62
500 CONTINUE VELCAL.63




600 RD = (1.#C)0PD VELCAL.68
IF(ITER-25) 21097009700 VELCAL.69




COMMON/ SCRAT / ILFS(200)CBETA(200),Y(100)*JY(25)gJYT(25)90Y(25)tVELIN.3
1 XX(25),YPL(100),YD(100) CF( 2 00)*YDD(I00)U(1i003),UT(100),V(100)VELIN.4
2 GAMI(100),GAMF(IO),H(200),US(100),YY(100)*UR(100),UUR(100)9 
VELIN.5
3 UP(100),W(100,3),0( 4 0 0 ),W(400),YYDEL(100)tGNUT(1009003)DU(200) 
VELIN.6
4 UTABLE(100).DUDY(100,3),PS(100,3),SP(100,3) ,THETA(200), VELIN.7




















5 3 2 9 2 5 2 ) VELIN,25
WE = SINAZ VELIN.26
YY(1)=O VELIN.27
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US(1) O0. REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
VELIN.28
I = VELIN.29
I = 3 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR VELIN.30
UUR(1) OP VELIN.31
UR(I) = 0. VELIN.32
U(llI) = 0. VELIN.33
UEDGE(1) = 0. VELIN.34
GAP = 2. 
VELIN.34
KGAP = INT(GAP) VELIN.36
GO TO (10,20,20),KGAP: VELIN.37
10 CONTINUE 
VELIN.37
KKK = 2 VELIN.38
YGAP o0. 
VELIN.40
GO TO 40 VELIN.41
20 CONTINUE VELIN.41










DGAP = .333*YGAP 
VELIN.48
OTGAP = 667*YGAP VELIN.49
GO TO(192) KLAM VELIN.50
I CONTINUE 
VELIN.S5
ITE = 0 
VELIN.52
OZ = 6.5*0STARX 
VELIN.53
A = -RN8*DUX/12. VELIN.54
7 ITE = ITE * I 
VELIN.55
OELTX = 10.O*STARX/(A*oOZ*2 * 3.) VELIN.56
ERR = (DELTX-DZ)/DELTX VELIN.57
ERRA = ABS(ERR) VELIN.58
IF(ERRA.LE.O.00 1 ) GO TO 8 VELIN.58
ONEW = ABS(DELTX-O Z ) VELIN.50
IF(ITE.LT.2) GO TO 11 
VELIN.61
IF(ITE.GE.3) GO TO 14 VELIN.62
IF(DNEW.LE.DOLD) KCON = 1 VELIN.63
IF(DNEW.GT.DOLO) KCON = 2 VELIN.64
14 GO TO(11,12),KCON VELIN.65
11 CONTINUE 
VELIN.66
OZ = (1.*ERR)*DZ VELIN.66
GO TO 13 VELIN.67
12 CONTINUE 
VELIN.68
DZ = (1.-ERR)*DZ VELIN.70
13 CONTINUE 
- VELIN.71
DOLD = ONEW VELIN.72
IF(ITE.LT.25) GO TO 7 VELIN.73
8 CONTINUE VELIN.74
DLAHODA = RNB
* D UXADELTX4 * 2  VELIN.75
2 CONTINUE 
VELIN.76
OLGAP = OELTX*REFC VELIN.77
WRITE(6,605) DELTX VELIN.78
605 FORMAT(1HO,25XOBOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS ON FLAP AT S-START =*, VELIN.78VELIN.79
IFO1.5) 
VELINoeO
GO TO(5*6) KLAM VELIN.81
6 CONTINUE 
VELIN.82
UN = RNB*UGAP/REFC VELIN.83
CFI = CFX VELIN.84
HI = HX 
VELIN.85




00 30 J = 2,100 VELIN.89
IF(Y(J).GTYGAP) GO TO 35 VELIN.90
IF(Y(J).GT.DTGAP) GO TO 32 VELIN.91
IF(Y(J).GT.DLGAP) GO TO 31, 
VELIN.92
ETA = Y(J)/DLGAP VELIN.93
GO TO(3,4) KLAM VELIN.93
3 CONTINUE 
VELIN.95
C CALCULATE LAMINAR PROFILE 
VELIN.96





YY(J) = Y(J) VELIN.97
GO TO 30 VELIN.98
4 CONTINUE VELIN.99
UUR(J)= UP(J) VELIN.100
IF(UUR(J).GT.19) UUR(J) = 1. VELIN.101
YY(J) = Y(J) VELIN.102
GO TO 30 VELIN.103
31 CONTINUE VELIN.104
UUR(J) = UPOT VELIN.105
YY(J) Y(J) VELIN.106
GO TO 30 VELIN.107
32 CONTINUE 
VELIN.108
ETA = (YGAP-Y(J))/OGAP VELIN.109






KKK = J VELIN.115
KGAP = KGAP - I VELIN.161
40 CONTINUE VELIN.117
NF = NFLAP-NFP+1 VELIN.117





IF(ITR999.LT.IPHIL)GO TO 42 VELIN.122
WRITE(6,6000) (UP(J),JzlI JMX) VELIN.123
GO TO 42 VELIN.124
41 CONTINUE VELIN.12
UN = RNB*UTE/REFC VELIN.126
CFI = CFIN 
VELIN.127
HI = HIN 
VELIN.128





YMAX = YGAP + Y(JMX1I) VELIN.132
DO 900 J = KKK100 
VELIN.133
YY(J) = Y(J-KKK*2) * YGAP VELIN.134
UUR(J) = UP(J-KKK+2) VELIN.135





N = JYT(KL) VELIN.141
136 CONTINUE 
VELIN.141
YQ = Y(N)-YY(KF) VELIN.142
IF(YO) 139,1399137 VELIN.143
137 N=N-1 VELIN.144
GO TO 136 VELIN.145
139 CONTINUE 
VELIN.146
JMX = N+ 1 
VELIN.147
C FIX OUTER VALUES. 
VELIN.148
Ill = N*1 
VELIN.149
112 = JYT(KL) VELIN.150
D00 141 JJ=I1lII2 
VELIN.151
UR(JJ) = UUR(KF) VELIN.152
KYM = JJ VELIN.153
141 CONTINUE VELIN.154
YY(KF*1) = Y(N#1) VELIN.155
YY(KF+2) = Y(N+2) VELIN.156
YY(KF#3) = Y(N*3) VELIN.157
KST = 1 VELIN.158
JP = KST-1 VELIN.159
KE = JYT(KL) VELIN.160
KKK N VELIN.161
JP = JP*l VELIN.162
DO 300 J=29KKK VELIN.163
200 CONTINUE VELIN.164
YS = YY(JP) VELIN.165
173
C SEARCH THE ARRAY. 
VELIN.166
Y02 = YS-Y(J) VELIN.167
IF(ABS(YO2)-1.E-9) 909,201,909 VELIN.168
909 IF(Y02) 20992019204 VELIN.169VELIN.170
209 CONTINUE VELIN.171
JP = JP+1 VELIN.172
GO TO 200 VELIN.173
201 CONTINUE VELIN.174
C EXACT SPOT. VELIN.175
UR(J) = UUR(JP) VELIN.176
GO TO 220 VELIN.176
204 CONTINUE VELIN.178
00 210 N=194 VELIN.179
KK2 = N+JP-3 
VELIN.1780
IF(KK2.LT.2) KK2=2 VELIN.181
B(N) = UUR(KK2) VELIN.182
XC(NqI) = 1.0 VELIN.183
XC(N*2) = YY(KK2) VELIN.183
XC(N93) = XC(N92)**2 VELIN.184
XC(Nt4) = XC(N92)0* 3  VELIN.186
210 CONTINUE VELIN.187




UR(J) = CC(I),CC( 2 )Y(JJ)CC(3)*(Y(JJ)e*2)*CC(4)*(Y(JJ)**
3  VELIN.190
220 CONTINUE VELIN.192
KY4 = J-1 VELIN.193
300 CONTINUE VELIN.194
KY4 = JYT(KL) -1 VELIN.195
US(1) =0. VELIN.196
C PERFORM THE SMOOTHING. VELIN.197
US(2) = UR(2) VELIN.198
U(291) = US(?) VELIN.199
IF(KSWAT.LE.1) GO TO 500 VELIN.200
00 320 LT=192 VELIN.201
DO 330 J=39KY4 VELIN.202
IF(LT.EO.2) GO TO 315 VELIN.202
US(J) = (UR(J-1) * UR(J) * UR(J*I))/3.. VELIN.203
GO TO 330 VELIN.205
315 CONTINUE VELIN.206
U(JqI) = (US(J-1) * US(J) * US(J1I))/3. VELIN.206
330 CONTINUE VELIN.208
US(KY4*1) = IS(KY4) VELIN.209
320 CONTINUE VELIN.210
GO TO 600 VELIN.211
500 CONTINUE VELIN.21
00 510 J =39KY4 VELIN.213






U(KY419,I) = U(KY4AI) VELIN.216
00 400 J=1s20 VELIN.217
YCP(J) = REFCOYCP(J) VELIN.219
UUC(J) = SORT(I.-CP(Jq1)) VELIN.220
400 CONTINUE VELIN.221
UYI TBLUI(OLGAPgYCPUUCl92 0 ) VELIN.22
UY1 SQRT(UY1**2 * WEDo2) VELIN.222
UY2 = TBLUI(DTGAPYCPUUC,1920) VELIN.223
UY2 SORT(UY2*02 * WEo2) VELIN.224
00 410 J=2,JMUX 
VELIN.225
ULUUE(J) = IRLUI(Y(J),YCP9UUCl120) VELIN.226
410 CONTINUE 
VELIN.227
00 450 J=2,JMX VELIN.228
*IF(Y(J).GT.Y6AP) GO TO 440 VELIN.229
IF(Y(J).GT.OTGAP) GO TO 430 VELIN.230
IF(Y(J).GT.DLGAP) GO TO 420 VELIN.231
URE = SORT(UFOGE(JMX)**2 * WE
0
*2) VELIN.232
U(JlI) = U(J.I)*UY1/URE VELIN.233
GO TO 450 VELIN.234
174
REPRODUC' TT OF T
ORIGINAL _POOR
420 CONTINUE -vELIN.235
URATIO = SORT(UECGE(j)0*2 *WE*02)/URE 
VELIN.236
U(jI) = UJI)'OURATIO 
VELIN.237
GO TO 450 VELIN.239
430 CONTINUE VELIN.240
U(JvI) =U(J,I)*UY2/URE VELIN.240
GO TO 450 VELIN.242
440 CONTINUE VELIN.243
U(J 9 1) = U(J.I) VELIN.244
450 CONTINUE VELIN.245




6002 FORMAT(IHO,40X,*INITIAL STREAMWISE VELOCITY PROFILE AT 
SLOT*) VELIN.247
WRITE(6,6000) (U(Jq3) ,J=9J4X) 
VELIN.248
6000 FORMAM(H 91OF1O.5) 
VELIN*249








COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(2OO).OBETA(200),Y(100)9JY(25)*JYT(25)9n)Y(25),WIT.
1 XX(25),YPL(100) YD(IOO),CF7(200),YDD(100),U(1O003)Li)T(100)tV(100)9WIT.
2 GAMI (100) ,GAMF(100),H(200),US(IOO) ,YY(100),UR(100) 
.UUR(100), IWRITE.5
3 UP(100),W(100,3) ,R( 4 0 0 ),BW( 4 00),YYDEL(100)9GNUT(100#3)9
0 U(20O)9 wRITE.6
4 UTA8LE(1OG) .DUOY(lOO3)),PS(1OO,3),SP(10093)tTHETA(200)9 
WRITE.7
5 DXD(20930) ,PPC(20,30) 9UUC(20930) ,UEDGE(100),WP( 100) 
,xpG(100) , WRITE.8
6 UPG(100) ,WC(100),8ETA(100),RTAB(50)gG(
9 9 ) ,GW(99) ,A3(100) ,A31(100)WFH1TE.9
79A4(I00) ,OUMMY(45?) 
WR!TE.10




COMMON /SANGLE/ SANGLE 
WRITE.13
COMMON/ XSTAPT / XSTART 
WRITE. 14




















00 10 J= 11'JMX 
WRITE-25












W(1I) = 0. 
WRITE.32
00 20 J = J14X9KF 
vRITE*33




00 95 J=2,KF 
WRITE.36
U(JqI) =U(JI)*COS(ALPAN + 9ETA(J))/COS(BETA(J)) 
bRITE.37










C TI-IS OVERLAY CAL.CULATES DOWNSTREAM POUNDARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPS.
DE VEL OP.*
COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(200),C BETA(200),Y(100),JY(25),JYT(25),DY(25),DEVELOP.
6
I XX(25),YPL(IOO),YD(100),CF1200)yD(100) ,U(1OO,3),UT(100),V(100),DEVELOP.7
2 GAMI(100),G&MF(100),D(200.),US(10) ,YY(100) UP(IOO),UUR(1OO), DEVELOP.8
3 UP(I00),W(If0.3),B(400),8 W(400) ,YYDEL(100),GNUT(10093),OU(200), OEVELOP.9
4 UTABLE(I00) *DUOy(i0o,3),P sHioO3)vSP(IO003)9DUMMY(200)9 DEVELOP.IO
5 OXO(20930) .PPC(20.30) ,UUC(20930) ,UEDGE(100),WP(100),XPG(100), DEVELOP.I1
6 UPG(100) ,WC(100).BETA(100),RTAF3(50),T(99),Dbi(99),A3(l00),A31(100)OEVELOP.12
79A4(100)gDUNCE(452) DEVELOP.13
COMMON/ GEG / CFJ.HIPTNUNUTAXRDDELTT-ETAIZCKFITEPKL, DEVELOP.14
1 KYGtKXgJOB DEVELOP. 15
COMMON /XIN/ XIN(100) ,ZIN(100),CPIN(100),SU(100) DEVELOP.16
COMMON /NPT/ NPT DEVELOP.17
COMMON/ XSTART / XSTART DEVELOP. 18
COMMON /SANGLE/ SANGLE DEVELOP.19
COMMON/ SZ4 / UTAUUDDELS.,THETA.HOELTACF2,XMX,-GNU DEVELOP.20
COMMON /TITLE/ TITLE48) DEVELOP.21
DIMENSION X (3) .U8 (3) .CF2(3) ,P(3) DEVELOP.22
COMHON/SZ3/X .U8 DEVELOP.23














COMMON/ CURVI / R(3) OEVELOP.38







C OMMO N/ UVEL IUEND DEVELOP.46
COMMONXTRIPKCOCE. TRIP DEVELOP .47
COMMON/W8/W8 (3) DEVELOP.48




COMMON/DENSE/ SUD(200),USD(200) DEVELOP .53
COMMON/UIN/UIN( 100) DEVELOP.54-
COMMON/XTB/XT8 (30) DEVELOP.55




DIMENSION 6(99) .CM(99) DEVELOP.60




WVPR 6H NO OEVELOP.65
DO 1 I=1,NPT DEVELOP .66
XPG(I) = SU(I)*REFC DEVELOP,67





CALL SETUP2(LPRXKPLSTI'LST2,ITR90XI,0X2,tCXJMX1 JMX# DEVELOP.72
IXXSTARTNPRFU8U8INP9DU) DEVELOP.73
R(1)=R(2)=R(3)= 10000000. DEVELOP.74
KSTP = 2 DEVELOP.75
UEND = U8(3) OEVELOP.76
C VELOCITY PROFILF INPUT DEVELOP.77
CALL VINPUT DEVELOP.78
CALL PRINT(1) DEVELOP.79
M = 1 DEVELOP.80
LHV = 1 DEVELOP.81
DXS =OX DEVELOP.82
DDELT = 0. DEVELOP.83
PS(2,3)= -P(3) DEVELOP.84
90 CONTINUE DEVELOP.85
LOX = I DEVELOP.86
IF((M.EQ.2).ANO.(KCP.EO.1)) GO TO 5346 DEVELOP.87
USURF = U8FNT(X(3),U8IN) DEVELOP.88
UH(3) = USURF DEVELOP.89
IF(KWAL.LE.1) U8(3) = USURF/(1.*Y(JMX)/R(3)) DEVELOP.90
5346 CONTINUE DEVELOP.91
CF3 = CF2(3) DEVELOP.92
CALL CFCALC(CF2.YUtGNUXgU8 9AQ) DEVELOP.93
IF(KSEP.EO.1) GO TO 5554 DEVELOP.94
CFSQRT = SORT(CF2(3)) OEVELOP.95
UTAU = UMX*CFSORT DEVELOP.96
OUDY(I.3) = CF2(2)/AO DEVELOP.97
CALCULATE BOUNDRY LAYER THICKNESS. DEVELOP.98
DELTA = THICK(YUU89JMX) DEVELOP.99
CALCULATE REMAINOEP OF U PROFILE FROM EDGE OF R.L. TO OUTER LIMITS DEVELOP.100
IF(KCP.EQ.1) GO TO 11 DEVELOP.101
00 66 J=JMX100 DEVELOP.102
U(J,3) = U8() DEVELOP.103
66 CONTINUE DEVELOP.104
C cOuacoo Ices ecOnsOmewoo* ***oE 105
GO TO 12 DEVELOP.106
11 CONTINUE DEVELOP.107
JMM = JHX + 3 DEVELOP.108
DO 67 J = JMM100 DEVELOP.109
U(J.3) = U8(3) OEVELOP.110
67 CONTINUE DEVELOP.I11
12 CONTINUE DEVELOP.112
CALCULATE THE DUDY PROFILE. DEVELOP.113
CALL DERIV(JMXDELTAYDUDYU) OEVELOPo114
164 TH2 = THETA DEVELOP.115
165 HSV = H DEVELOP.116
167 KALL = '1 DEVELOP.117
170 GO TO (10920). KWAL DEVELOP.118
176 10 CONTINUE DEVELOP.119
176 R(3) = TRLUI(X(3),XPGgRTAB,INPT) DEVELOP.120
202 R(2) = TQLUI(X(2),XPGRTA81lNPT) DEVELOP.121
207 20 CONTINUE DEVELOP.122
CALCULATE THE DISPLACENENT THICKNESS AND MOMENTUM THICKNESS, AND THE DEVELOP.123-
C SHAPE FACTOR. DEVELOP.124
207 H = SHAPE(DELSTtETA.PYUU8,JMXX9YYDELXKALL) DEVELOP.125
221 IF(H.LT.1.26) H=1.26 OEVELOP.126
225 IF(KCP.EO.2) GO TO 5573 DEVELOP.127
227 IF(X(3).GT.XSTART) GO TO 5573 DEVELOP.128
233 XPZ = X(3) DEVELOP.129
234 GO TO (5551,5555), M DEVELOP.130
242 5551 CONTINUE DEVELOP.131
242 XPZ = XSTART DEVELOP.132
244 5555 CONTINUE DEVELOP.133
CALCULATE THE BOUNDARY-LAYER PRESSURE GRADIENT BASED ON INPUT CP. OEVELOP.134
244 CALL PFIELD(MXPZP,YXTB) DEVELOP.135
252 U(JMX,2) = UA(3) DEVELOP.136
253 U(JMX,3) = U8(3) DEVELOP.137
254 w(JMX,2) = W8(3) DEVELOP.138
256 W(JMX93) = WR(3) DEVELOP.139
177




IF(X(3).GT.XSTART) GO TO 5541 DEVELOP.143




UP(JMX) = U8(3) DEVELOP.147
WP(JMX) = W8(3) DEVELOP*148
LPR = LSVFN(XXSTARTLHVHHSVTHETATH29CF29CF3) DEVELOP.149
NDEL = 1 DEVELOP.IS
CALL HTYDEL(HqYO,2) DEVELOP.151
00 5553 J = 1,JMX DEVELOP.152
UTABLE(J) = U(J3) DEVELOP.153
5553 CONTINUE DEVELOP.154
UD = TALUI(YDYYDEL.UTABLE,2,JMX) DEVELOP.155







IF(KSEP.EQ.1) KRTNN = I DEVELOP.162
CALL ARRANGE(KRTNN) DEVELOP.163






FI = .5*(HS + 5.) DEVELOP.168
USHAX = SQRT(U8(3)0o2 # W8(3)o2) DEVELOP.169
USINF = USIN 
DEVELOP.170
UETE = USMAX/USIKF DEVELOP.171
CDT = 2.*(THTS/REFC)*UETE*Fl DEVELOP.172
CALL PRINT(10) DEVELOP.173
00 5556 J=1,JMX OEVELOP.174
US(J) = US(J)/USPAX DEVELOP.175
5556 CONTINUE 
DEVELOP.176
NF = NFLAP-NFP*l. DEVELOP.177
IF(NF.EQ.1) WRITE(12) JMXS(US(J),Y(J)g






C IF(X(2)*DX2-XX(KP)) 1119111,109 OEVELOP.183
C 109 X(3) = XX(KP) DEVELOP.184
C GO TO 113 
DEVELOP.185
111 OXI = OX2 
OEVELOP.186
X(3) = X(2)+fXI DEVELOP*187
IF(KCP.EOQ.) GO TO 5577 DEVELOP.188
USURF = U8FNT(X(3),UBIN) DEVELOP*189
U8(3) = USURF DEVELOP.190
IF(KWAL.LE.1) U8(3) = USURF/(1.*Y(JMX)/R(3)) DEVELOP.191
OU8X = TBLU1(X(3),XPGgDU91NPT) OEVELOP.192
DU8X= 12.*DUAX*U8IN DEVELOP.193
P(3) = USURF*DUBX DEVELOP. 194
JP2 = JMX * I DEVELOP.195
JL6 = JMX-6 DEVELOP.196
00 81 J = 1JP2 DEVELOP.197
GO TO (80982)tKWAL DEVELOP.198
80 UEDGE(J) = USURF/(1., Y(J)/R(3)) DEVELOP.199
GO TO 81 DEVELOP.200
82 UEDGE(J) = UP(3) DEVELOP.201
81 CONTINUE OEVELOP.202
U(JMX+193) = UEDGE(JMX+1) DEVELOP.203
U(JMX*293) = UEDGE(JMX*2) DEVELOP.204
GO TO 5578 DEVELOP.205
5577 CONTINUE DEVELOP.206





ITR = 1 DEVELOP.212
100 CONTINUE 
DEVELOP.212
NPRF = NPRF+I 
DEVELOP.213
CALL ROUTINE TO EXAMINE ITERATION COUNTERS CONCERNED WITH INITIAL 
DEVELOP.214
C PROFILE AND INTERMEDIATE PROFILES GENERATED BY THE PROGRAM. 
DEVELOP.215
CALL SPEED(LST2,1TRR,ITRtVtUgJMXXYLN) DEVELOP.216
IF4LOPT.EQ.2) GO TO 5999 OEVELOP.217
IF(ITR.LE.I) GO TO 6000 DEVELOP.218
5999 CONTINUE DEVELOP.219
DELTA = THICK(YUUBJMX) OEVELOP.220
IF(ITR.GT.1) GO TO 6000 OEVELOP.221
GO TO (30940)o KWAL DEVELOP.222
30 CONTINUE DEVELOP.223
R(3) T= LUI(X(3),XPGRTABTlNPT) DEVELOP.224
40 CONTINUE DEVELOP.225
IF(KCP.EO.1) GO TO 6001 DEVELOP.227
USURF = UBFNT(X(3),U8IN) DEVELOP.227
U8(3) = USURF DEVELOP.228
IF(KWAL.LE.1) U8(3) = USURF/(I.*Y(JMX)/R(3)) DEVELOP.229
OU8X = TBLUI(X(3)vXPGDUi9NPT) OEVELOP.230
DU8X = 12,aDU8X*UBIN DEVELOP.231
P(3) = USURF*DU8X DEVELOP.232
00 83 J = IJP2 DEVELOP.233
GO TO (84,85),KWAL DEVELOP.234
84 UEDGE(J) = USURF/(.*Y(J)/R(3)) DEVELOP.235
GO TO 83 DEVELOP.236
85 UEOGE(J) = U8(3) DEVELOP.237
83 CONTINUE 
DEVELOP.238
U(JMX*l3) = UEDCE(JMXI) DEVELOP.239
U(JMX#293) = UEDOE(JMX*2) OEVELOP.240
GO TO 6002 DEVELOP.241
6001 CONTINUE DEVELOP.242







DO 5 J = 2,JMX DEVELOP.249
IF(ABS(V(J)).GT.U8(3)*.25).GO TO 6 DEVELOP.250
GO TO 5 DEVELOP.251
6 CONTINUE DEVELOP.252
IF(V(J)) 7,7.8 DEVELOP.253
7 VIJ) = -.25OU8(3) DEVELOP.254
GO TO 5 DEVELOP.255




JJ = 1 DEVELOP.260
CALL MATRIX(B9GiJMX-ItII9JJ) DEVELOP.261
c DEVELOP.262




GO TO'(9099059)9 LST2 DEVELOP.267
9059 CONTINUE DEVELOP.268
CALL TESTILN.ITR,*1LST2) DEVELOP.269
U(JMX93) = U8(3) DEVELOP.270
w(JMX93) = W8(3) DEVELOP.271
CALL OPTION(ILNgLST2,DX29DXIDXMAX ITRXLOPT*KRP2,LOX) DEVELOP.272
GO TO (909100,900), LOPT DEVELOP.273



















C START OF AITKEN-LOOP ALI*11









2 VAL(J)=(VAL(T)O(X-ARG (J))-VAL(J)O(X-ARG(I)))/H ALI.17
OELT2=ABS(VAL(J)-VAL(IEND)) ALII19
IF(J-2)6,693 ALI,19







































C ROUTINE RE ARRANGES HOUNDARY LAYER PARAMETERS FOR INPUT 
TO SOURCE 21MAY.82
COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(2OO),CBETA(200),Y(100)gJY(25),JYT(25)tY(25)2
1MAY. 8 3
1 XX(25),YPL(100),Y (100)YCF(200).YDD(100),U(10 0 93)tUT(100)V(100)921MAY.84




5 DXD(20,30),PPC(20,30),UUC(20,30),UEDGE(100) WP(100),XPG(100). 21MAY.88
6 UPG(100),WC(100),BETA(t00),RTAB(50)G(99),GW(99),A3(100)9A31(










IF(K.EO.1) GO TO 10 21MAY.98
GO TO 30 21MAY.99
10 CONTINUE 21MAY.101
NUS = 200 21MAY.101
SUD(1) = 0. 21nAY.102
USD(1) = UPG(I) 21MAY.103
XSUM = 0. 
21MAY.104
DELX = XPG(NPT)/199. 21MAY.105
K = 2 
21MAY.106
H(I) = HSS(I) 5APR,816
180
7HETA(I) =TSS(I) 5APR.817
CF(I) = CSSM1 5APR.818
00 15 1 =29NUS 21MAY.11O
SUO(fl = SUD(I-I) *DELX/REFC 21MAY.111
15 CONTINUE 21MAY.I 12
00 16 I=29NUS 21MAY.I 13
SSUD = SUO(I)*REFC 26APR.72
USD(fl = TBLu1l(SSUDXPGgUPG91#NPT) 26APR.73
16 CONTINUE 21MAY.115
00 20 1 =2,NIJS 21MAY. 116
XSUM = XSUM # DELX 21MAY.117
IF(XSUM.GT.X(3)) GO TO 100 21MAY.118
H(I) = HSS(I) 5APRo819
THETA(I) = TSS(I) 5APR.820
CF(I) =CSS(I) 5APR.821
20 CONTINUE 2 IMAY. 122
30 CONTINUE 21MAY*123
IF(KN.EQ.1.ANID.X(3).LT.XPG(NPT)) GO TO 90 7JUNE.183
IF(XSUM.GT.X(3)) GO TO 100 21MAY.125
SLOPE =DELX/(X(13)-(XSUM-DELX)) 21MAY.126
Hil) =H(I-1) + SL0PE*(HS-H(I-1)) 21MAYol27
THETA(l) = THETA(I-1) # SLOPE*(TPTS/REFC -THETAU1-1)) 21MAY.128
CF(I) =CF(I-I) * SLOPE*(CFS-CF(1-1)) 21MAY. 129
I =. I#1MY.3
XSUM =XSUM # DEIX 21MAY. 131
IF(KN.EO.1) GO TO 90 21MAY.132
GO TO 100 21MAYoI33
90 CONTINUE 21MAY. 134
NBL = I 21MY. 135
HSLOPE = H(I-1) - t4(I-2) 21MAY*136
TSLOPE =TiFETA(I-1, - THETA(I-2) 21MAY.137
00 95 1 =N6LNUS 21MAY.138
H(I) = MCI-1l 4 HSLOPE 21MAY.139
THETAII) =TI4ETA(I-1) + TSLOPE 21MAY. 140






COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(200),CRETA(2O0),D(100),JY(25),JYT(25),DY(25),-CFCALC.4
1 XX(25),YPL(100) ,YO(100),CF(200) ,YOLH100),T(100,3),UT(100),VC100),CFCALC.5
2 GAMI (100),GAMF(100),DM(200) ,US(100),YY(100),UR(100),UUR(100), CFCALC.6
3 UP(100) 9W(100,3),PE400),F3W(400).YYDEL(100) oGNUT(10,3).DU(2OO), CFCALC47
4 UTAHLE(100) .Duny(l0093) .PS(10093) .SP(100,3) .DUMMY(200). CFCALC.S
5 DXOC20,30),PPC(20,30),UUC(20,30),UEDGE(100),WP(100),XPG(100), CFCALC.9
6 UPG(I0).WC(100) ,8ETA(100),RTAB(50),G(99)gGW(99),A3(100),A31(100)CFCALC.10
7*A4(100) ,DUNCE(452) CFCALC.1 1
COMMON /XIN/ XIN(100),ZlIN(100),CPIN(100),SU(100) CFCALC. 12
COMMON /NPT/ NPT CFCALC.13
DIMENSION CF2(3),X(3),U8(3flP(3) CFCALC,14:'
COMMON/SZ1/ JMXLMXNPUTS, ITRMXWTKWALDXU8IN CFCALC.15
COMMON/ OU8X / DU8X CFCALC.16
COMHON/SHAPEJSPCNNSUMXUMINJMNMCASE CFCALC.17
COMMON/PRANK/KEY CFCALC. 18
COMMON/ CURVI / P(3) CFCALC.19
COMMON/PLU8/ NCPX ,NCPY*KCPqYDELP CFCALC.2O
COMMON/ PRESSUR / P CFCALC.21
COMMON/ SZ4 / UTAUUDOELSTHETAHDELTADUMXMXOMM CFCALC.22
COMMON/KSEP/KSEP CFCALC.23
DIMENSION Y(I0O)*U(10093),OUM(3) CFCALC.24
UMX =U(193) CFCALC .25
Jsp 1 CFCALC.26
KEY 1CFCALC.27









IF(JSP.LT.(JMX-2)) GO TO 110 CFCALC.36
C JSP JMX CFCALC.37
CNNS = .999 CFCALC.38
MCASE = I CFCALC,39
GO TO 120 CFCALC.40
110 CONTINUE CFCALC.41
JMN = JSP CFCALC.42
UMIN = UMX CFCALC.43
00 115 J=JSPJMX CFCALC.44
UMNS = UMIN CFCALC.45




C 116 IF(R(3).LE.1.OE+6) GO TO 117 CFCALC,50
116 CONTINUE CFCALC.51
IF(JMN.LT.(JMX-I)) GO TO 118 CFCALC.52
C 117 IF (UMIN.LT.U8(3)*.10) GO TO 118 CFCALC.53
IF(UMIN.GE.UMX*.95) GO TO 121 CFCALC.54
MCASE = 2 CFCALC.5
CNNS = 1.001 CFCALC.56
GO TO 120 CFCALC,57
118 CNNS = .999 CFCALC,58
MCASE = 3 CFCALC.59
IF(ABS(UMX-UMIN)/UMX -.0005) 119,1199120 CFCALC.60
119 KEY = 2 CFCALC.61
121 MCASE = 1 CFCALC.62
CNNS = .999 CFCALC.63
JSP = JMX CFCALC.64
JMN = JMX CFCALC.65
UMX = U8(3) CFCALC.66
120 CONTINUE CFCALC.67
AQ = GNU/U8(3)*o2 CFCALC.68
AQ = GNU/(UMXoo2) CFCALC.69
IF(KCP.EQ.1) GO TO 10 CFCALC.70
DUBX = TBLU1(X(3),XPGsDU91.NPT) CFCALC.71
OU8X= 12.*DURX*U8IN CFCALC.72




XAl = Y(3)*Y(2)/(Y(2)*Y(3)) CFCALC.77
XA2 = Y(3)*Y(2)*(Y(3)+Y(2))*(Y(2)-Y(3)) CFCALC.78
CF2(1) = AOQ(2.U(493)-9.AU(3,3) * 18.eU(2.3))/(6.o(Y(2)-Y(l))) CFCALC.79
CF2(2) =AQ'(-U(3.3) 4 4.*U(2,3)}/(2.*(Y(2)-Y(1))) CFCALC.80
CF2(3) = (U(313)*Y(2) 0e3 - U(293)*Y(3)**3)/XA2 CFCALC.81
CF2(3) = CF2(3) * U8(3)*DU8X*XAP/(GNUo288.) CFCALC.82
CF2(3) = AO"CF2(3) CFCALC.83-
CF2(1) = 12.*CF2(l) CFCALC.84
CF2(2) = 12.*CF2(2) CFCALC.85
















DATA AZERO / 3.887303655222904 / ChEBERF.5
DATA A(1) /-1.381631420019799 / CHEBERF.6
DATA A(2) / .647316404854584 / ChEBERF.7
DATA A(3) /-.305931024422036 / CHEBERF.8
DATA A(4) /.138679747202030 / CHEBERF.9
DATA A(5) /-.059247456591259 / CHEBERF.10
DATA A(6) / *236917518249282E-01 / CHEBERF.11
DATA A(7) /-.8847362635?4045E-02 / CIEBERF.12
DATA A(8) / .308566171136092E-02 / CHEBERF.13
DATA A(9) /-.100638635123798E-02 / CHEBERF.14
DATA A(10) /.307546328843079E-03 / CHEBERF.15
DATA A(II) /-.e82619837553631E-04 / CHEBERF.16
DATA A(12) / .238450961660726E-04 / ChEBERF.17
DATA A(13) /-.607910028505827E-05 / CHEBERF,18
DATA A(14) / .146597217338083E-05 / CHEBERF.19
DATA A(15) /-.033515993427206E-05 / CHEBERF.20
DATA A(16) / .007280579544232E-05 / CHEBERF.21
DATA A(17) /-.001505791176668E-05 / CHEBERF.22
DATA A(18) / .000297094742055E-05 / ChERERF.23
DATA A(19) /-.000056021273938E-05 / ChEBERF.24
DATA A(20) / .000010113162390E-05 / ChEBERF.25
DATA A(21) /-.175065048SE-10 / ChEBERF.26
DATA A(22) /.0291038139 E-10 / CHEBERF.27
DATA A(23) /-.0046532645E-10 / CHEBERF.28
DATA A(24) / .0007164815E-10 / CHEBERF.29
DATA A(25) /-.0001063749E-10 / ChEBERF.30
DATA A(26) / .0000152467E-10 / CHEBERF.31
DATA B(27) / .0 / CHEDERF.32










DATA AAZERO / 1.97070527225754 / CHEBERF.43
DATA AA(1) /-.143397402717750E-01 / CHEBERF.44
DATA AA(2) / .297361692202619E-03 / CEBERF.45
DATA AA(3) /-.980351604336237E-05 / CHE8ERF.46
DATA AA(4) / .043313342034728E-05 / CHEBERF.47
DATA AA(5) /-.002362150026241E-05 / CHEBERF.48
DATA AA(6) / .000151549676581E-05 / CHEBERF.49
DATA AA(7) /-.000011084939856E-05 / CHEBERF.50
DATA AA(8) / .0904259014E-10 / CHEBERF.51
DATA AA(9) /-.0080947054E-10 / CHEBERF.52
DATA AA(10) / .0007853856E-10 / CHEBERF.53
DATA AA(11) /-.000081791SE-10 / CHEBERF.54-
DATA AA(12) / .q0715E-15 / CHEBERF.55
DATA AA(13) /-.10646E-15 CHEBERF.56
DATA AA(14) / .01315E-15 / CHEBERF.57
DATA AA(15) /-.00170E-15 / C)EBERF.58
DATA AA(16) / .00023E-15 / CHEBERF.59
DATA AA(17) /-.00003E-15 / CHERERF.60
DATA 88(18) / .0 CHEBERF.61
DATA 88(19) / .0 / CHEBERF.62
2 X=4./Y CHEBERF.63
COEFF=4.*X*X-2. CHEBERF.64









C ROUTINE CALCULATES MATRIX COEFFICIENTS COFISH1.3
'COMMON/ SCRAT / OLFS(200),CBETA(?00),Y(100)9JY(25),JYT(25),DY(2
5 )9COFISH* 4
1 XX(25),YPL(100) .YD(100),CF(200),YDD(100) ,U(100,3),UT(100).V(100)9COFISH.
5
2 GAMI (100) ,GAMF(100).D(200) ,US(100) .YY(100) ,UR(100),UUR(100) , COFISH.6
3 UP(IDO) W(00,v3) ,(400)t,6W(400),YYDEL(100) .GNUT(10093) ,DU(200)., COFISH.7
4 UTABLE(100) .DUD'(1003),PS(100,3),SP(lOO,3)9DUMMY(2OO)9 COFISH96





EQUIVALENCE (G( 1) U(2,3)) COF 1$. 14
COMMON/5ZI/ JMXLMXNPUTSITRMAWT9KWALOX9U8IN COFISH. 15
CQMMON/SZ3/XoU8 COFISH. 16
COMMON/ SZ4 / UTAU,UnDELSTHETAHDELTACF29XMX9GNU COFISH.17
COMMON/ PRESSUR / P COFISH.18.
COMMON/ CURVI / P(3) COF ISH.19
DIMENSION h1(3)q)!2(3)e$J( 3 ) COF ISH.20
COMMON/W8/WB (3) COFI151.21
EQUIVALENCE (GW(1),W(2v3)) COFISH.22
RCON = 1. COF ISH.23
C A2 =WT*P(3) e(1.-WT)*P(2!) COFI151.24
JMXI =JMX-1 COF ISH.25
DO 100 J-1,JMX COFISH.26
A30J) = GNU o GNUT(J92) COFI151.27
100 CONTINUE COF ISH.28
I =2 COF ISH.29
DO 110 J=2.JmX COF ISH.30
A4(J) = DUY(GNUTIJgV)*12. COFI151.31
110 CONTINUE COFI151.32
DO 900 J=29JAXI COF ISH.33
IF((KWAL.EO.?).OP.(R(3)/DELTA.GT.1.OE1O)) GO TO 202 COFISH.34
201 H41(3) =P(3)/(R(3).+Y(J)) COFISH.35
H42(3) = 2./(P(3)+Y(J)) COFISH.36
H1(2) =R(2)/(R(2)+Y(J)) COFISH.37
H42(2) =1?./(P(2)#Y(J)) COFISH.38
H43(2) = 12(2,**2 COFISH.39
H-3(3) = H2(3O*02 COF ISH.40
GO TO 210 COFI151.41
202 HiC)) = 1. COFI151.42
H42(3) = 0. COFISH.43
H142) =1. COFI151444
H42(2) = 0. COFISH.4S
H3(2) m 0. COFISH.46'
H43(3) = 0. COP ISH.47
210 Al =(12./(X(3)-X(2)))*(W*H1(3)*UP(J) + (I.-WT)*Hl(I)* COFISH.48
1 U(JPI)) COFI151.49
c AW =(12./(X(3)-X(2)))*(WT*I(3)*WP(J) * (I.-WT)OHI(I)* COFISH.50
C 1 w(JpI)) COP ISH.51
H33 =WTOH3(3) + (I.-WT)*H3(2) COP ISH.52
A31(J) = A30J) * GNUT(J92) COP 151.53
A32 =A3(J)- GNU COFISH.54-
PS(Jg1.1)= PS(JtI) -(P(3)-'P(2)) COFISH.55
A5 V(J) COP 151.56
H22 =WT*H2(3) # (I.-WT)*H2(2) COFISH,57
A8 =RCON*H22*A4(J) *(GNU *RCONOA32)*H33 COFISH.58
X2 =A) COP 151.59
AW =Al COP ISH.60
IF(J-2) 3059305v301 COFIS$.61
301 IF(J-JMXI) 32093109310 COFISH-.62
305 A6 =(Y(J*l)-Y(J-l))/12. COFISH.63
A7 =A6**2/4. COP 151.64
C LOWER BOUNDARY CONDITION. COFISH,65
xl A40J) + (WT*H2(3)#(l.-WT)*H2(2))*A31(J) COFISH,66
XIl XI/A6 -, AS/A6 - A3(J)/A7 - RCON*A32*H22/A6 COFISM.67
X3 = A5*H2(3) # 2.OA3(j)/A7 + A8 COFISH.68
X4 =A4(J) # 4WT*H2(3) # (I.-WT)*H2(2))*A31(J) COFISH.69
X4 =A5/A6 - A3(*j)/A7 - X4/A6 + RCON*A32@I422/A6 COFISH.70
184
X5 = A5*H2(2) 2.0A3(J)/A7 A8 COFISH;71
C LEFT HAND SIDE. I COFISH.72
8(1) = X2 * WT3 COFISH.73
B(2) = WT*X4 COFISH.74
BW(1) = AW + WT2.*A3(J)/A7 COFISH.75
BW(2) = WT.X4 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE COFISH.77
C RIGHT HAND SIDE. ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR COFISH.78
00O 0 COFISH.79
01 = 0 0 COFISH.80
Owl 0. COFISH.81
02 = X2 - (I.-WT)*X5 COFISH.82
OW2 = AW - (1.-WT)*2.*A3(J)/A7 COFISH.83
03 = -X4"(.-WT) COFISH.84
OW3 -(1.-WT)OX4 COFISH.85
04 = (I.-WT)oH1(2)*PS(J,I) + WTHI1(3)oPS(JI*1) COFISH.86
QW4 = 0. COFISH.87
GO TO 500 
COFISH.88
C UPPER BOUNDARY, 
COFISH.89
C UPPER BOUNDRY CONDITION. 
COFISH.90
310 00 312 L=19 LMX COFISH.91
IF(J.EO.JYT(L)) GO TO 315 COFISH.92
312 CONTINUE 
COFISH.93





JJ = 4(J-2)-2 COFISH.96




X1 = XI/A6 - A5/A6 - A3(J)/A7 - RCON*A32*H22/A6 COFISH.98
C LEFT HAND SIDE (UPPER B.C.) 
COFISH.99
B(JJ1) = 0. COFISH.100
BW(JJ+1) = 0. COFISH.101
8B(JJ+2) = WTOX1 COFISH.102
BW(JJ+2) = WTOX1 COFISH.103
C RIGHT HAND SIDE(UPPER B.C.) 
COFISH.104
00 = 0. COFISH.105
OWO = o0. 
COFISH.106
01 = -(1.-T)oX1 COFISH.107
OWl = - (1.-WT)OXI COFISH.108









JJ = 4*(J-2)-2 COFISH.113
XI = A4(J) + (WToH2(3) + (1.-WT)o
H 2 (2)!* A31(J) COFISH.1i4
XI = XI/A6 - A5/A6 - A3(J)/A7 - RCON*A32*H22/A6 COFISH.115
C LEFT HAND SIDE (UPPER B.C.) WHEN STEPSIZE CHANGES. COFISH.116
B(JJ+1) = WT*X1 COFISH.118
8W(JJ+1) = WT*XI COFISH.118
C RIGHT HAND SIDE (UPPER B.C.) WHEN STEP SIZE CHANGES. COFISH.119
B(JJ#2) = 0. COFISH.120
BW(JJ#2) = 0. COFISH.121
00 = -(l.-WT)X1I  COFISH.122
OWO = -(1.-WT)OXl COFISH.123
01 = 0. COFISH.124
Owl = 0. COFISH.125
317 CONTINUE COFISH.126
X3 = A5*H2(3) + 2.OA3(J)/A7 * A8 COFISH.127
X4 = A4(J) + (WT*H2(3)o (1.-WT)*H2(2))*A31(J) COFISH.128
X4 = AS/A6 - A3(J)/A7 - X4/A6 + RCONoA32*H22/A6 COFISH.129
X5 = A5*H2(2) + 2.*A3(J)/ A T # A8 COFISH.130
B(JJ+3) = X? * WT*X3 COFISH.131
BW(JJ*3) = AW * WT*2.a3(J)/A7 COFISH.132
02 = X2 - (1.-WT)*X5 COFISH.133
QW2 = AW - (1.-WT)*2.*A3(J)/A7 COFISH.134
03 = -x4O(.-WT) COFISH.135
OW3 = -(1.-WT)0 x4 COFISH.136
04 = (1.-WT)*HI(2)*PS(JI) +WT*HI(3)*PS(J
I +1) COFISH.137
04 = 04 UB(3)oWT*X4 COFISH.138
OW4 = -W8(3)*WT*X4 COFISH.139
185
Qi
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THEC COFISH.140
c T.O.s. ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR COFISH.141
GO TO 500 COFISH.142
320 00 400 L=I1LMX COFISH.142
IF(J.EO.JYT(L)) CO TO 420 COFISH.143
400 CONTINUE COFISH.144
A6 = (Y(J*I)-Y(J-I))/12. COFISH.145
A7 = ((Y(Jol)-Y('J))*(Y(J)-Y(J-1) ))/144. COFISH.146
JJ = 4(J-2)-2  
COFISH.14
Xl = Ai(J) * (WT*H2(3) * (I.-WT)*H2(2))*A31(J) COFISH.148
X1 = XI/A6 - A5/A6 - A3(J)/A7 - RCON*A32*H22/A6 COFISH.149
C L.H.S. COFISH.150
B(JJ#I) = 0. COFISH.151
BW(JJ1*) = 0. COFISH.152
B(JJ*2) = WT*X1 COFISH.153
BW(JJ'2) = WTeXI COFISH.154
C R.H.S. COFISH.156
00 = 0. COFISH.156
OWO = O. COFISH.158
01 = -(l.-WT)X1I COFISH.159
OWl = - (.-WT)oXl COFISH.160
GO TO 450 
COFISH.160
420 A6 = (Y(J*1)- Y(J-2))/12. COFISH.161
A7 = (( -YY(J1) ) -))*(Y(JY(J-2)))/1 4 4. COFISH.162
JJ = 40(J-2)-2 COFISH.163
X1 = AA(J) * (WT*H2(3) * (1.-WT)*H2(2))oA3
1 (J) COFISH.164
Xl = XI/A6 - A5/A6 - A31J)/A7 - RCON*A32*H22/A6 COFISH.165COFISH*166
C L.H.S. COFISH.167
B(JJ*I) = WT*XI COFISH.168
B(JJ*2) = 0. COFISH.169




QWO = -(I.-WT)*X1 COFISH.173
01 = 0. COFISH.174
Owl = O. COFISH.175
450 CONTINUE 
COFISH.176
X3 = A5*H2(3) * 2.*A3(J)/A7 . A8 COFISH.177
X4 = A4(J) + (WT*H2(3) + (1.-WT)*H2(2))e*31(J) COFISH.178
X4 = A5/A6 - A3(J)/A7 - X4/A6 * RCONOA32*H22/A6 COFISH.179
X5 = A5*H2(2) * 2.*A3(J)/A7 * A8 COFISH.180
C LEFT HAND SIDE. 
COFISH.181
BIJJ*3) = X2 * WT*X3 COFISH.182
9W(JJ*3) = AW + WTo2.*A3(J)/A7 COFISH.183
B(JJ*4) = WT*X4 COFISH184
BW(JJ+4) = WT*X4 COFISH.185
C R.H.S. COFISH.186
02 = X - (.-WT)*X5 COFISH.187
QW2 =AW - (1.-WT)o2.*A3(J)/A COFISH.188
03 = -x4*(1.-WT) COFISH.189
OW3 -(I.-WT)*X4 COFISH.190
04 = (I.-WT)HI(2)*PS(Jgl) * WT*HI(3)*PS(J.3) COFISH.191
QW4 = 0. COFISH.192
500 CONTINUE COFISH.193
IF(J-2) 5109510520 COFISH.194
510 OR = 0. COFISH.195
ORW = 0. COFISH.196
GO TO 530 COFISH.197
520 OR = 00QU(J-292) COFISH.198
ORW = OWO*W(j-2v2) COFISH.199
530 CONTINUE COFISH.200
G(J-1) = OR Q01U(J-192) * 02*U(J.2) + 03*U(J+12) - 04 COFISH.201






ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
SUBROUT1NE DATAINCXSTAPT) -DATAIN.2





3 UP(100),W(10093) ,B(400),BW(400),YYDEL(100) ,GNLT(10093),DU(200)' DATAIN.6
4 UTABLE(100).DUOV (100.3) ,PS(l00,3),SP(100,3),DUMMY(200)9 DATAIN.7
5 DXD(20.30) .PPC(20,30).UUC(20,30) ,UEDGE(100) .WP(100) ,XPG(100). DATAIN.8
6 UPG(100) .WCUOO0) BETA(100),PTAB(50),G(99),GW(99)9A3(100),431(100)DATAIN.
9
7tA4(I00) ,DUNCE(452) OATAIN.10
COMMON /XIN/ XIN(100) ,ZIN(100) ,CPINt100),SU(100) DATAIN.11
COMMON /SANGLE/ SANGLE OATAIN,12
COMMONGRIO/YCP(20),cp(20930)9YGAP DATAIN. 13
DIMENSION X(I),UP(3) DATAIN. 14
COMMONSZI/ JMXLMXNPgUTS, ITRMXWTtKWALtDX9U81N DATAIN. 16
COMMON/SZ3/X .U8 AIN1




COMMON/ DU8X / DU8X OATAIN.21
COMMON/OX ICR/OXMAX DATAIN,22
COMMON/TOTO/CONS ,GNEOKKGNO DATAIN.23
COMMONPLUB/ NCP)C,NCPYKCP* YOELP OATAIN.24
COMMON/ CURVI / P(3) DATAIN *25
COMMON/STAT/QHREF ,UREF DATAIN.26
COMMON/PNTOP/KKZ DA7AIN.27










NF = NFLAP-NFP.1 DATAJN.38
IF(NF.GT,13 GO TO 20 DATAIN.39
REWIND 11 DATAIN.40
KGNO = 1 OATAIN.41
GO TO 21 DATAIN.42
20 KGNO = 3 DATA! N.*43
21 CONTINUE DATAIN*44_
UTS = 1. bATAIN.45
wT = .55 DATAIN.46
KWAL = 1 DATAIN.47
NP = 4 OATAIN.48
CONS =.02 DATAIN.49
XMX =(SU(NPT) -SU(1))*REFC DATAIN.50
XSW = XMX OATAIN.51
U8IN =UINF DATAIN.52
KRP2 = I DATAIN.53
IF(ITR.GT.1) GO TO 10 DATAIN,54-.
READ(S5 1) DX9DXP4AXZBLTRIP DATAIN.55
BLTRIP =BLTRIPOREFC DATAIN*56
IF(9ITRIPLTTRIP) TRIP = BITRIP DATAIN.57
10 CONTINUE OATAIN.58
ITRMX = 2 DATAIN.59
UREF = U81N DATA IN. 60
PHREF = 0. DATAIN.61
* IF(KWAL.NE.1) GC TO 350 DATAIN.62
IF(ITR.GT.1) GO TO 11 DATAIN.63
0O 22 11,tNRt) DATAIN.64
RIN(I) = A8S(RC(1,NF)*REFC) DATAIN.65
22 CONTINUE OATAIN.66
WRITE(11) DXDXMAXZBLTRIPNRU, CRIN(I) ,Iu1,NRU) DATAIN.67
GO TO 12 DATAIN.68
11 CONTINUE 0ATAIN.69
READ(11) DXDXMAXZBLTRIPNRU9 (RIN(I) ,Iml'NRU) OATAIN.70
187
12 CONTINUE ODTAIN,71
KKZ = INT(Z) DATAIN.72
N = NPT-NRU DATAIN.73
IF(N) 29396 DATAIN.74
2 NN = ABS(N) DATAIN.75
GO TO 4 DATAIN.77
3 NN = 0 DATAIN.78
4 00 5 I =1NPT DATAIN.79
RTAB(I) = RIN(I+NN) DATAIN,79
5 CONTINUE DATAIN.81
GO TO 9 DATAIN.82
-6 00 7 1 =19N DATAIN,83
RTAB(I) = RIN() ATAIN.84
7 CONTINUE OATAIN.85
NN =.N.1 DATAIN.86
00 8 I =NNNPT OATAIN.86




KCP = 1 DATAIN.92
NCPX = NGRID DATAIN.93
NCPY = 20 DATAIN.94
KCODE = 1 DATAIN.95
IF(KCP.GT.1) GO TO 450 DATAIN.96
YODELP = YCP(20) DATAIN.96
CALCULATE U FROM Co. DATAIN.98
00 410 I=1*NCPX DATAIN.99
00 410 J=1,NCPY
UUC(JI) = SQRT(I. - CP(JI)) UBIN DATAIN.100
410 CONTINUE OATAIN.102
DO 420 I=1,NCPX OATAIN.102
XTB(I) = XPG(I.NST-1) DATAIN.103
420 CONTINUE DATAIN.104
CALL DUDS(XT9BUUCgNCPXNCPYOXOD) DATAIN.106
00 430 I=1,NCPX OATAIN.106
00 430 J=1,NCPY DATAIN,107









00 70 J=2,JMX DERIV.S
IF(Y(J)-DELTA) 81981982 DERIV.6
81 CONTINUE DERIV.7
OUDY(J93) = OUY(U,39JY) DERIV.8
GO TO 83 DERIV.9






DIMENSION XF(50), SIGF(20*20), SIGMF(20920) DUS0.3
DO 200 J= 1,NY DUDS.4
DO 100 I=1,NT DUOS.5
IF(I.GTI1) GO TO 20 DUDS.6
C FIRST POINT. USE FOrWARD DIFFERENCES (LAGRANGE). DUDS.7
OXi = XF(I*1)-XF(I) DUOS.8
OX2 = XF(I.2)-XF(I+1) DUD05.9
OX = DOXl DX2 DUCS.10
DSI = SIGF(J*I+1) - SIGF(JqI) DUDS.11
188
052 =SIGF(JI.2) - SIGF(JvI*l) DUDS.12
A = DSI*(OX2/DXI*2.) DUO5.13
B= DS2O(CXI/DX2) DUOS.14
SIGMF(JI) = (A-B)/DX IEPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ous.16
20 GO(IE.NT) GO TO 1000 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR ouos.17
C ANY OTHER POINT. USE CENTRAL DIFFERENCES. DUDS.18
OXi = XF(I) -XF(I-1) DUDS.19
DX2 ='XF(II1) - XF(I) UDS.20
OX = OX1 + OX2 DUDS.21
OSi = SIGF(J.I) - SIGF(JI-1) DUOS.22
0S2 = SIGF(J,I+1) - SIGF(JIl) DUOS.23
A = DS2DX1/dX2 DUCS.24
8 = DS1*DX2/DXI DUOS.25
SIGMF(JlI) = (A.B)/DX DUDOS26
GO TO 100 DUDS.27
40 CONTINUE OUOS.28
C LAST POINT. USE BACKWARD DIFFERENCES. OUOS.29
ODX = XF(I-1)-XF(I-2) OUDS.30
DX2 = XF(I) -XF(I-1) DUDS.31
OX = Dxl *CX2 DUDS.32
051 = SIGF(JI-I) - SIGF(JlI-2) DUoS.33
DS2 = SIGF(JI) - SIGFI(Js-1) DUCS.34
A = DS2*(CXI/DX2 * 2..) UDS.35
8 = DOS*(X2/OXI) DUDS.36
















DIMENSION Y(100)U(100,3 ) DUY.12
COMMON/SZI/ JMXLMXNPUTSITRMXWTtKWALgDX9UBIN DUY.13
IF(J.EO.I) GO TO 300 DUY.14
IF(J.EO.JMX) GO TO 400 DUY.15
DO 100 L=1,LMX DUY*16
KM = JYT(L) ODY.17
IF (J.EQ.KM) GO TO 200 OUY,18
100 CONTINUE DUY.19
DY = Y(J+1)-Y(J-1) OUY.20
DUY = (U(J*,.I)-U(J-lIl))/DY OUY.21-
RETURN DUY.22
200 CONTINUE OUY.23
DY = Y(J1I)-Y(J-2) DUY.24








DY Y(J) -Y(J-1) DUY.32







C ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE EDDY VISCOSITY PROFILE EDDY.3
COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(200),CBETA(200),D(100)*JY(25),JYT(25),DY(25)9E
0DY.4
I XX(25),YPL(100).YD(100)9CF200) YDD(lOO),UIU0093),UT(100),V(100),EDDY.5
2 GAMI(100),GAMF(100),T(200).US(10O),YY(100)gUR(100) UUR(100), EDDY.6
3 UP(100)W(10093),8(40 W(400),YYDEL(100).DUMM(100,3)0U(200)9 EDDY.7
4 UTA9LE(100),DUUM(1009 3),PS(100,3),SP(100,3),DUMMY(20
0 ), EDDY.8
5 DXD(2ZO 30),PPC(20,30),UUC(20,30),UEDGE(100) gWP(100)XPG(100)9 
EDDY.9
6 UPG(100),WC(100),BETA(100),RTAR(50) G(99),GW(99) A3(OO) A31(100)EODY10
7.A4(100),DUNCE(452) EDDY.12
COMMON/ XSTAPT / XSTART EDDY.12
DIMENSION OUOY(100.3)v Y(100)tGNUT(100,3) EDDY.13
COMMON/SZI/JMXLMX EDDY.14
COMMON/ SZ3 / X(3),U8(3) EDDY.15








COMMON/ CURVI / R(3) EDDY.23
COMMON/XTRIP/KCODE9TRIP EDDY.24
COMMON/KSEP/KSEP EDDY.26
GNUT(1lI) = 0. EDDY.26




AA = 312. EDDY.31
KH = I EDDY.31






GO TO 9 
EDDY.35
8 CALL PRINT(2) EDDY.36






1 KAP =1 
EDDY.41






















SIGMA = SIGD*DELS/12. EODY.56
OX = X(l)-X(I-1) EDOY.587
CGT 14.05 EODY.58
GNUEO =(UD*SIGMA/CGT) EOOY.59
IF(MCASE.GE-2) GNUEQ = 2.*GNUEQ EDDY.60
IF(KAP.GE.2) GO TO 6 EDDY.61
IF(KEY.EQ.2) GO TO S EOOY.62
GO TO 6 EDDY,63
5 GNULT = GNULTB EODY.64








C IF(CNNS.GT.I.) GO TO 40 ECOY.72
GNUT2 =(GNULT *CONSoOXO(GNUEQ-GNULT)/DELS)*RAD ECDY.73
GO TO 45 EDDY.74
40 CONTINUE EDDY.75
GO TO (42.41.42). KGNQ EDDY.76
41 GNUT2 = GNEQK EDDY.77
GO TO 45 EDDY.78
42 GNUT2 = GNUEO REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ED0Y.79
45 GNULT = GNUT2 EDDY.80
R = 1./(1.41421*SIGO) ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR EODY.81
GO TO (49,43,38). MCASE ED0Y.82
38 CONTINUE EDOY.83
UDC= .76*U8(3) EDY.84
SIGMAB = .127O0ELTA/12. EDDY.85
GNUEOB = UDC*SIGNAB/CGT*.6.5 EDDY.86
YBB .95*DELTA/DELS EDDY.87
SIGB 12.oSIGMA8/DELS EDDY.88
GO TO 39 EODY.89
43 CONTINUE EDDY.90
UDDN = U(JSP,3)-U(JMX*3) EDDY.91
URN = U(JMX*3)/UDDN EDDY.92
CALL UDUNYB(URNYB8.2) EDDY.93
YB8 YBRX(T)/DELS * Y(JSP)/DELS
IF(R(3).LE.1.0E*6) YAR =YBB * 3.*Y(JSP)/IOELS EDDY.94
CALL UDUNSG(URN*SIGH.2) EDDY.95
SIGMAB = SIGq*X(I)/12* EDDY.96






B ) D E L T A ) R A D  EDDY. 10
GO TO 48 EDDY.103
47 CONTINUE EDOY.104
GO TO (51,51,52), KGNQ EDDY.105
51 GNUT4 = GNUEQB EDDY.106
GO TO 48 EDDY.107
52 GNUT4 = GNEQK EDDY.107
48 GNULTB = GNUT4 
EDDY.109
GNEQK = GNUT4 EDDY.110
82 = 1./(1.41421SIGB) EDDY.l11




00 300 J=2,JMX 
EDDY.115
GO TO (50,70), KP EDDY.116
50 CONTINUE EDDY117
AY = UTAUO*2 EDDY.118
AZ = -PS(Jt3)*Y(J)/12. EDDY.119
IF(AZ.GT.AY*.S) AZ = .5*AY EDDY. 20
UTTT = SORT(AY-AZ) EDDY.121






YO = YYDEL(J) EDDY.126
90 CONTINUE EODY.127
ARG = B*(YO-YB) EDDY.128
GO TO (71,72.72), MCASE EDDY.129
72 CONTINUE EDOY.130
ARG2 = B2*(YO-YBB) EDDY. 131
71 CONTINUE 
ECOY.132
IF(ABS(ARG).GT.27.) GO TO 91 EDDY.133
GAMMA = .5*(I.-CHEBERF (ARG)) EDDY.134
GO TO 93 ECDY.135
91 GAMMA = 1. EDDY.136
93 CONTINUE EDDY.137
GO TO (96,82,82)9 MCASE EDDY.138
82 CONTINUE EDDY.139
191
IF(ABS(ARG2).GT.27.) GO TO 94 EDDY.141
GAMMA2 = .5(.-CHEBERF(ARG2) )  EDDY)141
GO TO 96 
EDDY.142




GNUTA = GNUT4 EDOY.146
GO TO (83#84,84), MCASE EDDY.147
84 CONTINUE EDDY.148
GNUTA = GNUT? EDDY.149
GNUTB = GNUT4 EDOY.150
GO TO 85 EDDY.15
83 CONTINUE EDDY.152





GO TO (979100)9 KH EODY.156
97 CONTINUE EDDY.157
PI = 3.14159265 EDOY.158
BIB = .5*(GNUTB-GNUTA) 
EDDY.159
GO TO (101,102,103), MCASE 
EODY.160
102 CONTINUE EDDY.161
YGNA = Y(J) EOY.162
YDNM = Y(JSP)- YGNA 
EODY.163
GO TO 101 
EDOY.164
103 CONTINUE EDY.165
YGNA = Y(J) EODY.166




GO TO (5045009502)9 MCASE EDDY.17?
500 CONTINUE EDDY.173
THHTA = -PI*(Y(JSP)-Y(J))/YDNM ECOY.173
GO TO 504 EODY.175
502 CONTINUE EDDY.176
THHTA = -PIl(Y(JMN)-Y(J))/YDNM EDDY.176
504 CONTINUE EDDY.178
GO TO (120,112,111)9 MCASE EDDY.179
110 CONTINUE EDDY.180
IF(Y(J)-Y(JSP)) 120,1209111 EDDY.180
Ill IF(Y(J)-Y(JMN)) 13091309140 
EDDY.181
112 IF(Y(J)-Y(JSP)) 131,140,140 
EDDY.182
120 GNUT(JI) = GNUTA 
EODY.183
GO TO 150 
EDDY.184
C 130 GNT(JI) GNUTA + (GNUTB-GNUTA
) (Y (J ) ' .50* Y(JSP))/( '.75Y(JSP
) ) EDDY.185.
131 GNUT(J,I) = GNUTA * (GNUTB-GNUTA)*(Y(J)-YGNA)/YONM EDDY.186
GO TO 150 
EDDY.187
130 GNUT(JI) = (GNUTA * 818) * 818*COS(THHTA) EDDY.188
GO TO 150 EDDY.19
140 GNUT(JI) = GNUTB*GAMMA2 EOY.190
150 CONTINUE 
EDDY.191
KH = 2 
EDOY.192
GO TO 300 EDDY.193
200 GNUT(JI)= GNTI EDDY.194
300 CONTINUE EDDY.195
IF(KCODE.LE.n) GO TO 620 EDDY.196
GO TO (605,613)gKCORE EOOY.197
605 CONTINUE EDDY.198
IF(X(3).GE.TQIP) GO TO 606 EDOY.199
GO TO 607 
EDDY.200
606 CONTINUE EODY.202
KCORE = 2 EDDY.203
GO TO 613 
EDDY.203
607 CONTINUE EODY.204
GO TO (610,610600)gMCASE EDDY.206
600 CONTINUE EDDY.207
XLAST = X(3) EDDY.208




GNUT(JI) = O 'EDDY.210
601 CONTINUE EDDY.211
613 CONTINUE EODY.212
JHM = JSP*I EODY.213
00 603 J = JMvJMN EDDY.214
IF(U(JI).LE.UMX*.95) GO TO 604 EDOY.215
603 CONTINUE EDDY.216
604 CONTINUE EOOY.217
JDY = J EDOY.218
IF(JOY.LE.(JSP+2))KFLAT = 2 EOY219
IF(KFLAT.GE.2) GO TO 610 ED0Y.220
C IF(JDY.EQ.JMN) GO TO 610 EDDY.220
IF(KCORE.LE.1) GO TO 617 EDY.2211 ,EDDY.222
FAD = .5*GNUTA EDOY.223
KSP = JSP-4 EDDY.224
DO 615 J =KSPJSP
THHI = PIo(Y(JSP).Y(J))/(Y(JSP)-Y(KSP)) EDOY.225
GNUT(JI) = FAD - FAD*COS(THH1) EDDY.226
615 CONTINUE EDDY.227
617 CONTINUE EDDY.228
JDYI = JODY-I EODY.229
00 614 J JMMJOYI EDDY.230
GNUT(J#I) 0= . EDDY.231
614 CONTINUE EDDY.232
JMN2 = JOY * 4 EDDY.233
DAD = .5*GNUT(JMN2,I) EDDY.234
00 616 J = JnYJMN2 EDOY.235
THH2 = (-PI*(Y(JMN2)-Y(J)))/(Y(JMN2)-Y(JOY)) EDDY.236
GNUT(JI) = DAD + DAD*COS(THH2) EDDY.237
616 CONTINUE EDDOY.238
IF(KCORE.EO.2) GO TO 610 EDDY.239
GO TO 620 EDDY.240
610 CONTINUE EDDY.241
IF(X(3).LT.TRIP) GO TO 620 EDDY.242
GO TO (620.620,611),MCASE EDDY.243
611 CONTINUE EDDY.244
XFAST = XLAST * .1 EDDY.245
IF(X(3).GE.XFAST) GO TO 621 EDDY.246
SAD = -5.*PI(XFAST-X(3)) EODY.247
00 612 J = 2,JSP E00Y.248
GAD = .5*GNUT(JIl) EDOY.249
GNUT(JlI) = 4AD * GAD*COS(SAD) EDDY.250
612 CONTINUE EDDY.251
GO TO 620 EDDY.252
621 CONTINUE EDOY.253






C ROUTINE TO LINEARIZE THE MOMENTUM EPUATION EXTRAP.3 -
COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(200),CBETA(200),Y(100I)JY(25),JYT(25)90Y(25)9EXTRAP.4
1 XX(25),YPL(100),YD(100),CF(200).YOD(100)(1003),UT(IOO),V(100)*EXTRAP.5
2 GAMI(100),GAMF(100),H(200),US(100)*YY(100),UR(100),UUR(100), EXTRAP.6
3 0 NP(100),W(1 0 0 ,3),B(400),8W(400),YYDEL(100)GNUT(100O3)D0U(200)9 EXTRAP,7
4 UTABLE(100),DUDY(100,3),PS(100,3),SP(1003)'THETA(200)9 EXTRAP.8
5 OXD(20930) PPC(20,30),UUC(20930),UEDGE(100),WP(100),XPG(100)9 EXTRAP.9
6 UPG(100),WC(100),BETA(100O)RTAB(50)G(99),Gw(99)A3(1OO)9A31(1OO)EXTRAP.10
7,A4(100),DUMMY(452) EXTRAP.11
DIMENSION X(3).U(100 93)gUP(100),U8(3) EXTRAP.12
COMMON/ DU8X / DU8X EXTRAP.13
COMMON/8/W8/(3) EXTRAP.14
JMXI = JMX-1 EXTRAP.15
JMM = JMX + 3 EXTRAP.16
JMMI = JMM - I EXTRAP.17
JMX2 = JMX + 1 EXTRAP.18
193
EXTRAP.19
UP(JMX) = U8(3) EXTRAP.20
wP(JMX) = W8(3) EXTRAP.21
00 40 J JMX2JMMI ILITY OF Ti-, EXTRAP.22
UP(J) = U(J,3) 0IPRODUCIBITY EXTRAP.22
WP(J) = W(J,3) OIGUAL PAGE IS POOR EXTRAP.23
40 CONTINUE EXTRAP.24
DO 50 J = JMM9100 EXTRAP.26
UP(J) = U8(3) EXTRAP.27
WP(J) = W8(3) EXTRAP.28
50 CONTINUE EXTRAP.29
IF(ITR-I) 200,2009100 EXTRAP.30
100 00 150 J=1,JMX1 EXTRAP.31
UP(J) = .75*j(J,3) * .25*UP(J) EXTRAP.32




200 GO TO (210,300), LPR EXTRAP.36
210 00 220 J=1,JMXI
UP(J) = U(J.2) + (DU8X/12.)(X(3)-X(2)) EXTRAP.37
WP(J) = W(J2?) EXTRAP.38
220 CONTINUE 
EXTRAP.39
UP(1) = 0. EXTRAP,40
WP(1) = 0. EXTRAP.41RETURN EXTRAP.42EXTRAP.42
300 OXI= X(3)-X(2) EXTRAP.43
OX2 = X(2)-X(1) EXTRAP.44
00 350 J=1lJMX1 EXTRAP.46
OU = U(J,2)-U(J.l) EXTRAP.46
OW = W(J,2) - W(JI) EXTRAP.48
UP(J) = U(J.2) + OU*DX1/DX? EXTRAP.48






AA = A FF.5




DIMENSION HT(78), YBARDT(78), YBAREC(78), YDT(78), SIGDT(78) HTABLE.4
DIMENSION SIGRE(78) HTABLE.5
DATA (HT(I) p=1,78)/1.26,1.28,1.3091.3291.34"1.3691.
















DATA(Y8AREC(T), 1=1,78)/8.5, 7.85,7.3, 6.7596.3, 5.87.5.5, HTABLE.22
1 5.21,5., 4.75,4.52,4.37,4.2, 4.07,3.95,3.82, HTABLE.23
2 3.74,3.6493.57.3.5, 3.44,3.3793.31.3.29,3.23, thTABLE.24
3 3.19,3.14,3.1, 3.04.3.' 2.9592.99 2.88,2.84, HTABLE.25
194
4 2.81,2.799,275,2.71*2.69r,266,2.63,2.61*2.59 HTABLE.26
5 2.58,2.56,2.54,2.52922.5 2.48,2.4692.44,2.42, HTABLE,27
6 2.41,2.4, 2.39,2.38,2.37,2.36,2.35,19*2.34/ HTABLE.28
OATA(YDT(I)q I=1,78)/1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2 .2., 1.1 1.01. HTABLE.29
1 .9159.839, 758,.696,.645,.588,.544,.503,.47, .435, HTABLE.30
2 .402,.372,.345,.32. .296,.277,.261,.2469.2359.222, HTABLE.31
3 .2149.205,.199,.191,.186,.182.9979.174.171,.169, HTABLE.32
4 .165,.162,*169 .159,.158,.157,.156.1559.153.1531.153/ TABLE.33
DATA(SIGDT(I), I=1,78)/2.8, 2.34,1.94,1.62,1.41,1.25,1.14,1.059 HTABLE.34
1 .999 .93, .885,.841 .805,.775,.75, .725,.7059.689 HTABLE.35
2 .66, .645,.653 .615,.69 .59, .575*.565,.5559.545, HTABLE.36
3 .5359.53, .525,.518,.512,.505,.5, .495,.49, .486, HTABLE.37
4 .48, .478,.475,.47, .465,.46. .458..455,.45, .443, HTABLE.38




DATA(SIGRE(1). IrI,78)/2.8, 2.54,2.3, 2.11.1.93,1.78,1.65,1.53, HTABLE.41
1 1.43,1.34,1.27,1.21,1.15,1.1, 1.06,1.02,.98, .95, HTABLE.42
2 *92, .89, .86, .84, .81, .79, .768.,748,.725,.705. HTABLE.43
3 o69, .675,.658,.645,.63. .62, .605,.595,.585,.575, HTABLE.44
4 .567,.56, .553,.548,.54, .537,.53, .522,.5189.515, HTABLE.45
5 .508,.505,.5, .498,.495,.492,.49, .488,.482,.48, HTABLE.46
6 .478,.476,,474,.472.16*.47/ HTABLE.47









5 .00589.0055.0052,004952004.000 04616.00419 HTABLE.57
6 .00378,.00353/ HTABLE.58





5 .03139.0319 .0309,.03049.03/ HTABLE.64
ENTRY UDUNYB HTABLE.65
OEL = TBLUlI(HUDUNTYBBTNDEG,41) HTABLE.66
RETURN HTABLE.67
ENTRY UDUNSG HTABLE.68
DEL = TBLU1(HgUDUNT*SIGBTNDEG,41) HTABLE.69-
RETURN HTABLE.70
ENTRY HTSIG HTABLE.71
DEL = TBLU1(HTSIGDTNDEG,78) HTARLE.72
RETURN H7TABLE.73
ENTRY HTYBAR -TABLE.74
DEL = TBLU1(HvHTYBARDTNDEG*78) HTABLE.75
RETURN HTABLE.76
ENTRY HTYDEL HTABLE.77
DEL = TBLUI(HHT*YDTNDEG,78) HTABLE.78
RETURN HTABLE.79
ENTRY HTSIR HTABLE.80
DEL = TBLU1(HHTSIGRE,NDEG,78) HTABLE.81
RETURN HTABLE.82
ENTRY HTYBRE HTABLE.83

















DO 7 I=KX ITSM.15
IF (L)6,6#3 ITSM.16













C FUNCTION TO GET IPR9 HSV, ETC. LSVFN.3
DIMENSION X(3)#CF2(3) LSVFN.4
IF(X(3)-XSTART) 61961,63 LSVFN.5
61 LPR = 1 LSVFN.6
GO TO 64 LSVFN.7
63 LPR = 2 LSVFN.8
64 CONTINUE LSVFN.9
GO TO (71974)9 LPV LSVFN.IO
71 HSV = H LSVFN.11
TH2 = THETA LSVFN.12
CF3 = CF2(3) LSVFN.13
LHV = 2 LSVFN.14
74 CONTINUE LSVFN.15





DIMENSION 8(1), G(1) MATRIX.4
JMX1 = JMX-1 -MATRIX.5
JMX2 = JHMX-2 MATRIX.6
JP = JJ MATRIX.6
KK = II+JJ1+ MATRIX.8
DO 400 I=1,JMX1 MATRIX.9
100 LL = KKO (I -1)*I  MATRIX.10
IF(I-(JMX-JJ)) 1159110,110 MATRIX.11
110 JP = JMX1 -T MATRIX.12
115 W = 1./B(LL) MATRIX.13
IF(JP) 200,2009120 MATRIX.14
120 00 150 L=1,J!' MATRIX.15
150 B(LL*L) = Wq(LL*L) MATRIX.16
200 G(I) = W*G(I) MATRIX.17
0 = II MATRIX,1
IF(I-(JMX-II)) 220,210,210 MATRIX.19
210 10 = (JMX1) -1 MATRIX.20
220 IF(IQ) 400,400,300 MATRIX.21
300 00 380 L=1,IO MATRIX.21
N = (KK-1)*L + LL MATRIX.23
00 360 LS=1JP MATRIX.24
360 B(N*LS) = B(N+LS)-R(N)*B(LL*LS) MATRIX.25
380 G(L#I) = G(L+I) - 8(N)*G(1) MATRIX.26
400 CONTINUE MATRIX.27
L = KK*JMX2 + 1 MAIRIX.28
500 00 600 M=1,JMX2 MATRIX.29




JP = JJ MATRIX.32
IF(I-(JMX-JJ)) 5209510,510 MATRIX.33
510 JP = JMXl-I MATRIX,34
520 IF(JP) 5509550,530 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE MATRIX.35
530 DO 540 LS=1IJP







GO TO (250,90,300,400), LN OPTION.4
90 LOPT = 1 OPTION.S
RETURN OPTION.6
250 CONTINUE OPTION.7
GO TO (909251)9 LST2 OPTION.8
251 CONTINUE OPTION.9
DX2 = OX1*2. OPTION.10
IF(DX2 - DXMAX) 2609260,255 OPTION.11
255 DXl = DXMAX OPTION.12
DX2 = DXI OPTION.13
260 CONTINUE OPTION.14
GO TO 90 OPTION.15
300 CONTINUE OPTION.16
KRP2 = 1 OPTION.17
303 GO TO (310.320), KRP2 OPTION.18
310 CONTINUE OPTION.19
C 310 CALL PRINT(5) OPTION.20
320 ITR = ITR*1 OPTION.21
LOPT = 2 OPTION.22
RETURN OPTION.23
400 CONTINUE OPTION,24
ITR = I OPTION.25
GO TO (420,410), LST2 OPTION.26
410 CONTINUE OPTION.27
LDX = LDX*I OPTION.28
X(3) = X(3)-OX1/2. OPTION.29
OXI = .5*DXI OPTION.30
OX2 = OXI OPTION.31
420 CONTINUE OPTION.32
IF(LDX-16) 8009900,900 .OPTION.33-
800 LOPT = 2 OPTION,34
RETURN OPTION.35




C ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE EXTERNAL PRESSURE FIELD PFIELD.3



















JHXl = JMX - 1 PFIELD21
GO TO(30,40),KSTP PFIELD.22
30 CONTINUE PFIELD.23
DO 20 J = ItJMXI PFIELD.24
PS(J,3) = -TqLU2(Y(J),XYCPXTBPPCINCPYNCPX,20,30) PFIELD.25
20 CONTINUE PFIELO.26
40 CONTINUE PFIELD.27
P(3) = TBLU2(Y(JMX),XYCPgXT8,PPCll1lNCPYNCPX920.30) PFIELD.28
JMM = JMX + 4 PFIELD.29
JML = JMX-6 PFIELD.30
GO TO (60950),KSTP PFIELD.31
-50 CONTINUE PFIELO.32
00 10 J = IJMM PFIELD.33
UEDGE(J) = TRLU2(Y(J),XYCPXTBUUC,1,iNCPYNCPX,20,30) PFIELD.34
10 CONTINUE PFIELD.35
UEND = UEDGE4JMXI) PFIELD.36
U8(3) = UEOGE(JMX) PFIELD.37
U(JMX*193) = UEDCE(JMX*I) PFIELD.38
U(JHX+2,3) = UEDCE(JMX*2) PFIELO.39
60 CONTINUE PFIELD.40
GO TO (200,300)9 L PFIELO.41
200 CONTINUE PFIELD.42
P(2) = P(3) PFIELO.43
P(l) = P(3) PFIELD.44
U8(2) = U8(3) PFIELD.45








IF(KXFIND.GT.NXFIND)GO TO 200 POUT.7




C IF(ABS(X(3)-xX(KP))-1.E-06) 102,102,101 POUT.12
IF(NPRF.EQ.1) GO TO 103 POUT.13-
101 KNPRT = MOD(KPRFKKZ) POUT.14
IF(KNPRT.EO.O) GO TO 103 POUT.15
GO TO 105 POUT.16
C 102 KP = KPI1 POUT.17
103 CALL PRINT(2) POUT.18
105 IF(X(3)-XMX) 1089106,106 POUT.19
106 CALL PRINT(2) POUT.20
KRTNN = 1 POUT.21
RETURN POUT.22
108 CONTINUE POUT.23
KRTNN = 2 POUT.24
GO TO (95t97)9 LST2 POUT.25
95 ITRR=ITRR*1 POUT.26
CALL TEST(LN,ITR,2,LST2) POUT.27
97 GO TO (80,98), LST2 POUT.28
80 CALL SORT(2) POUT.29
C PERFORM SORT, BUT NOT FOR X. POUT.30
C PRINTOUT THE NEW V. POUT.31
CALL PRINT(2) POUT.32
GO TO 84 POUT.33
C PERFORM USUAL SOPT. POUT.34






ORIGINAL -PAGE IS POOR
SUBROUTINE PRINT(L) PRINT.2
C ROUTINE TO PRINT BOUNDARY LAYER OUTPUT PRINT.3
COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(200),CBETA(200),Y(100)9JY(25),JYT(25),DY(25)tPRINT.
4
1 XX(25),YPL(100) YD(100).C200 OO).YDD(1OO).U(100.3),UT(100),V(100),PRINT.5
2 GAMI(100O),GMF(100),0(200) US(100),YY(1OO) .M(100),UUR(l00), PRINT.6
3 UP(100),W(100.3).(4400),BW(400) YYOEL(IO0) GNUT(100,3),0U(200)9 PRINT*.
4 UTABLE(100).DUDY(10093)*PS(10093),SP(100,3),DUNCE(200)9 PRINT.8
5 DXD(20,30),PPC(20O30),UUC(20930),UEDGE(100),WP(100),XPG(100)9 PRINT*9
6 UPG(100),WC(1 0 0 ),BETA(100),RTAB(50),G(99),GW(99),A3(100) A31(I00)PRINT.10
79A4(100).UR(100,3),DUMMY(132) PRINT.11




COMMON/ SZ4 / UTAUtUDOELSTHETAH,DELTACF2.XMXGNU PRINT.16
















IF(ITR999.LT.IPHIL)GO TO (75,6001,75,75,6002,75975759,7575)*L PRINT.33





C NORMAL PRINTOUT 
PRINT.39
WRITE(6920) (TITLE(I). I=198) PRINT.40
WRITE(6,26) x( 3 ),X(3),DX.UTAUDELTACF2(1),DELSCF2(2),THETA9 PRINT.41
1 CF2(3) HvITRUC.NPRFU8(3),R(3) PRINT.42
WRITE(6,7) X(2),X(3).X(3) PRINT.43
00 6666 J=1.JMX PRINT.44
YNORM(J)=Y(J)/REFC PRINT.45
UNORM(J)=U(J,3)/U(JMXe3) PRINT.46
WNORM(J) = 0.0 PRINT47





1 PS(Je3),UEDGE(J), J=19JMX) PRINT.53






C PRINT ITERATION NUMBER PRINT.60
WRITE(695) ITR PRINT.61
RETURN PRINT.62









6002 00 520 J = 1.JMX 
PRINT.72
UR(J 9 2) = UP(J) 
PRINT.72
520 UR(J.3) = U(J,3) PRINT.73
ITRMI = ITR-I PRINT.75
C PRINT LAST TWO ITERATIONS. PRINT.75
WRITE(6,l6) ITRM1,ITR PRINT.76
WRITE(617) (Y(J), (UR(Jvl)v I=23)t DUDY(Jv3)9 V(J),GNUT(Je3)* PRINT.?77
































1 FORMAT(lHit2OX,*CALCULATED VELOCITY FIELD FOR FLAP UPPER SURFACE*)PRINT.106
5 FORMAT(IH 92nX,2OH** NO CONVERGENCE IN,14916H ITERATIONS. a*/) PRINT.107
7 FORMAT(IH ,I4Xo3PX =F2.8,3X.3HX =F12.8.3X,3HX =F12.8/IH 92XIHYIPRINT.108
13XlIHW ,7XelHU1l7Xt2HUP9lOX.5HDU/DYt7XtlHVtllX,4HEDDY98X96 P-GRA09PRINT.109
1 8Xl0OHU-INVISCIC) PRINT.110
9 FORMAT(IH ,F9.5,2XE12.3,6XE12.3,6X,6E12.3) PRINT.11l
12 FORMAT(IHO//IHO,30X.16HCASE TERMINATED.) PRINT.112
14 FORMAT(IH 72XI3HVALUES AT X =gF12.8/73X7HDELTA qE12.3/73X,7HOELPRINT.113
1 =E12.3/73x,7HTHETA =E12.3/73X7HM... aE12.3/73X,7HUD... =E12.3PRINT.114
2/73X,7HUTAU =El2.3/73Xt7HCF(1) =EI2.3/ 73Xt7HCF(2) =E12.3/73X,7HCPRINT.115
3F(3) =E12.3/73Xv7HITER =,I4/73X.7HPRF.NO=*15/73X7HU =,E12.3) PRINT.116
15 FORMAT(lH ,30X,38HRESULTS FOR LAST TWO ITERATIONS AT X =,F12.8) PRINTI117





20 FORMAT(1H ,20X*8Al0 0XA10OA2) PRINT.122
21 FORMAT(IHO0 25HNC PROFILE CONVERGENCE IN* 1312H. ITERATIONS.) PRINT.123
22 FORMAT(1HO//1H015,I00(lH*)///) PRINT.124
24 FORMAT(IH 941X,28HRESULTS-LAST THREE PROFILES.) PRINT*125
26 FORMAT(8H AT X =,F12.8,54X98H AT X =,Fl2.8/8HODX xgE11.3,56X,PRINT.126
1 7HUTAU =,E11.3/8H DELTA =,EI1.3,56X,7HCF2(1)z,Ell.3/ PRINT.127
I 8H DELS =.Ell.356X,7HCF2(2)=*Ell.3/8H THETA u,*E1.3,56X. PRINT.128
1 7HCF2(3)=,E11.3/8H H =*El1.3S56X,7HITER u=13/8H UD PRINT.129
I=,Ell.3,56X97HPRF NO=,I4/8H U =,Ell.3,56X,7HR(3) =tEll.3//) PRINT.130
30 FORMAT(1HO, 33HDIMENSION LIMITS EXCEEDED. JMX =149 PRINT.131
12X,16HCASE TERMINATED.) PRINT.132
35 FORMAT(20X,30HSEPARATION. - CASE TERMINATED.) PRINT.133
50 FORMAT(IHO,2oX,*VALUES OF DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS, MOMENTUM THICKNEPRINT.134
ISS.9/21X90 ANO SHAPE FACTOR FOR THE WHOLE BOUNDARY LAYER (LAST PROFPRINT.135
21LE).*//21X,*DELS =*qEIO.3,4X,*THETA =0,EIO.3.4X,*H =0,E10.3) PRINT.136
60 FORMAT(1HO20OX,*LIFT COEFFICIENT* 10X *PROFILE DRAG COEFFICIENT/)PRINT.137





SUBROU71NE RESULT (CF2,JMXXL) RESULT.2
C CALCULATION OF S-TPEAMWIsE AND CROSSFLOW VELOCITY RESULT.3
C PROFILES FOR PRINTOUT RESULT.4
COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(200),OBETA(200).Y(100)9JY(25),JYT(25),DY(25)9RESULT.5
I XX(25) ,YPL(l 0 0 ),Y 0 (l0 0 ),C7(200),YOO(10O),U(10093),UT(10O)9V(100)vRESULT.6
2 GAMI(100),GAMF(IO0),H(200),US(1OO) ,YY(100),UR(100),UUR(100), RESULT.7
3 UP(100) .W(10093),81400) ,BW(400) ,YYDEL(100),GNUT(100,3) ,OU(200), RESULT.8
4 UTABLE(100) .OUDY(100.3),PS(1O003),SP(1O0,J),TH4ETA(200)9 RESULT.9
5 OXO(20,30) ,PPC(20,30) ,UUC(20,30) ,UEOGE(100),WP(100) ,XPG(100) , RESULT*10
6 UPG(100) ,WC(lOO),RETA(100),RTAB(50),G(99),GW(99),A3(l0O),A31(l0O)PESULT.lI
7,A4 (100)9,OUMMY(452) RESULT. 12
COMMON /XIN/ XIN(100),ZIN(100),.CPIN(100)9SU(100) RESULT.13
COMMON /SANGLE/ SANGLE. RESULT. 14
COMMON /NPT/ NPT RESULT.*16
COMMON/W8/"8 (3) RESULT.17
COMMON/ SZ3 / DUMqU8 RESULT.18
COMMON/PHIL/IPHIL RESULT. 19
COMMONITR/ITR999. ITRM99 RESULT.20
DIMENSION OUV (3) .U8 (3),X (3) ,CF2 (3) EUT2
COMHON/CFR/CFRCFSCFC RESULT,22
COMMON/BLOUT/ HSTHTSCFST EUT2
UR(1 0. RESULT .23
US(1) 0. RESULT .24
WC(1) =0. RESULT .25
DELS = 0. RESULT.26
THIS = 0. RESULT.27
I =3 RESULT .28
ALPAN = TBLUI(X(3)tXPG*ALFS91*NPT) RESULT.29
USMAX = SORT(U8(3)**2 * WB(3)**2) RESULT .30
USMAX2 = USMAX**2 RESULT .32
00 10 J = 29.iNX EUT3
URIJ) = SQRT(U(J.I)0 0 2 0 W(JgI)**2) -RESULT.33
BETA(J) =ACOS(U(JI)/UR(J)) -ALPAN RESULT.34
US(J) =UR(J)*COS(BETA(J)), RESULT.35
WC(J) = UR(J)*SIN(BETA(J)) PESULT.36
DOY =Y(J) - Y(J-1) EUT3
UAV =.5*(US(J) * US(J-I)) RESULT.38
UAV2 =UAV*0? RESULT.39
DELS DELS + (I.-UAV/USMAX)00DY RESULT.40
THIS, = THIS *UAV*DDY/USMAX - UAV2*DDY/USMAX2 RESULT.41
10 CONTINUE RESULT .42
BETAM =1 2.*BETA(2) - BETA(3) RESULT..43
HS = DELS/THIS -RESULT*44-
CBETA = BETA(1) EUT4
CFR =CF2(3)/COS(ALPAN * CBETA) EUT4
CFS = CFROCOS(CBETA) RESULT .47
CFST =CFS RESULT.48
CFC = CFR*SIN'(CBETA) RESULT,40
C8ETA = CBETA*57.29578 EUT5
ALPAN = ALPAN*57.29578 EUT5




6300 FORMAT (1H0,SX,1HJ,1OX,2HUR,12X,4MBETA,15X,2HUS9 13X.2HWC) RESULT.56
WRITE(6,6000)(JqUR(J),8ETAfJ)* US(J),WC(J),.ftlJMX) RESULT.S7
6000 FORMAT (15,5X.El2.4,SXEl2.4,5X.E12.495X9El2.4) RESULT.58
WRITE(696200) RESULT.59
WRITE(6961001 X(3) ,CBETACF2(3),CFRCFS,CFC,W8(3),ALPAN RESULT.60
6200 FORMAT(lH0,5X,1HX,10XSHCBETA,1OX96HCF2(3) ,12X.3HCFR,12XJHCFS, RESULT.61
1 12X,3HCFC,15X,5HWS(3),15XSHALPAN) RESULT.62
6100 FORMAT(1HOFR.4,5XF8.496(SXEl2.4 )) RESULT.63
WRITE (6,6400) RESULT,64
6400 FORMAT(1HOSX,1HI.!7XOHELTA-STAR95X,5HTHETA) RESULT.65








DIMENSION X(I)tU8(1) 9P(I)90U(200) SETUP2.4
COMMON/ DU8X / DU8X SETUP2.5
COMMON /NPT/ NPT SETUP2.6COMMON /XIN/ XIN(100) ZIN(100),CPIN(100),SU(00) SETUP2.7
LPR = SETUP2.8
KP = 1 SETUP2.9
LSTI = 1 SETUP2.9 .
LST2 = 1 SETUP2.10
ITRR = 0 SETUP2.11
OX = ox SETUP2.132
DX2 = REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE SETUP2.13
JMX 1=JMX-1 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR SETUP2.15
X(3) XSTART SETUP2.16
X(2) = X(3)-OX SETUP2.17
X(1) = X()-oX SETUP2.18
XSTART = X(2) SETUP2.19
XSTART = X(3) SETUP2.20NPRF = I SETUP2.20U8(I) = UBFNT(X(),UBIN) SETUP?.2UB(2) = UBFNT(X(2),UBIN) SETUP2.23
U8(3) = U8FNT(X(3).UIN) SETUP2.24P(1) 0. SETUP.SP(2) = 0. SETUP2.25P(3) = UB( 3 )412"*U8IN*TBLUI(X(3),XINODUlt1NPT) SETUP2.27
RETURN SETUP2.28
END SETUP2.28
FUNCTION SHADE(DELSTHETA9PYUUBJMX*,XYYDELKALL) SHAPE.2C ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE INTEGRAL BOUNDARY LAYER PARAMETERS SHAPE.3
COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(200),CBETA(200),0(10O)JY(25),JyT(25),oY(25),SHAPE.4
I XX(25)UYPLT00)*YO(100),CF(200).YOD(100),7(100v3).UT(100)gV(100)gSHAPE.5
2 GAMI(100) GAMF(100),Z(200) US(l0O), YY(100),URp(100)UUR(100), SHAPE.63 UP(100) W(0IU03),B(400),8W(400O)DUNCE(100),GNUT(10093),DU(20O), SHAPE.7
4 UTABLE(100),DUOY(100.3),PS(100,3),SP(100,3),DUMMM(200), SHAPE.8
5 DXD(2030),PPC(20,30 ),UUC(20,30)UEDGE(100)tWP(1oo),XPG(1oo), SHAPE.9
6 UPG(100) WC(100)98ETA(100)RTAB(50),G(99),GW(99),A3(10O),A31(100)SHAPE.10
7,A4(100),DUMMY(452) SHAPE.11
COMMON/ SZ4 / DUNNY(5),DELTA SHAPE.12
DIMENSION P(l),Y(I),U(10093),U8(1)tX(1) 9YYOEL(100) SHAPE.13COMMON/ XSTART / XSTART SHAPE.14
COMMON/SHAPE/JSPoCNNSoUMX 
-SHAPE.15--COMMON/ CURVI / R(3) SHAPE.16
CALCULATE UMAX9 AND FIND JSP. SHAPE.17
I = 3 SHAPE.18IF(JSP.GT.JMX) JSP = JMX SHAPE.19
DELS = 0. SHAPE.20
THETA = O. SHAPE.21IF(KALL.EQ.2) UMX = U8(3) SHAPE.22IF(KALL.EQ.2) JSP=JMX SHAPE.23
IF((KWAL.E.2) 
.OR. (R(3).GT.(DELTA*I.EIO))) GO TO 50 SHAPE.264UPW = UMX*(1I.Y(JSP)/R(I)) SHAPE.25
C UPW = UEDGE(I) SHAPE.26GO TO 60 SHAPE.27
50 CONTINUE SHAPE.28UPW = UMX SHAPE.29
60 CONTINUE SHAPE.30
JLIM = JSP SHAPE.31IF(KALL.EQ.2) JLIM = JMX SHAPE.32
00 80 J=29JLIM SHAPE.33
PY = Y(J) * Y(J-1) SHAPE.34
DDY = Y(J)-Y(J-1) SHAPE.35DUD = U(Je3) * U(J-1,3) SHAPE.36
UAV = .5*DUO SHAPE.37UPS = UPW/(I. * PY/(2.*R(I))) SHAPE.38
C UP = UEDGE(J) SHAPE.390 = DDYO(UPS-UAV)/UPW SHAPE.40
202
THETA = THETA * O*UAV/UPW S-APE.41
DELS = DELS * 0 SHAPE.42
80 CONTINUE SHAPE.44
H = DELS/THETA ShAPE.45
00 99 J=IJMX SHAPE.46
99 YYDEL(J) = Y(J)/OELS SHAPE.47




COMMON/ SCPAT / ALFS(200),CBETA(200),Y(100)gJY(25)*JYT(25),DY(25),SORT.
3












COMMON/ PRESSUR / P SORT.14
COMMON/W8/8(3) SORT.15
COMMON/PLUB/ NCPX,NCPY,KCP9 YDELP SORT.16
COMMON/ CURVI / R(3) SORT.17
GO TO (100.200), L SORT,19
100 CONTINUE SORT.19
00 150 K = 1.2 SORT.20
X(K) = X(K#1) SORT.21
P(K) = P(K*.) SORT.22
U8(K) = U8(K+1) SORT.23
R(K) = R(K1I) SORT.24
W8(K) = w8(K-1) SORT 25
150 CONTINUE SORT.26
200 CONTINUE SORT.27
00 250 K = 1.2 SORT.28
00 260 J = 1,100 SORT.29
U(JK) = U(JK+1) SORT.30
PS(JK) = PS(J#KI) SORT.31
W(JqK) = W(J.K+1) SORT.32
260 CONTINUE SORT.33
250 CONTINUE SORT.34
00 270 J = 1,100 SORT.35
GNUT(J,2) = GNUT(J93) SORT.36




SUBROUTINE SPEED(LST2,ITRRITR ,V,UJMXXYLN) SPEED.2
DIMENSION V(100). U(I0093)9 X(3). Y(100) SPEED.3
COMMON/MARY/nXS SPEED.4
COMMON/ XSTAPT / XSTART SPEE0D.
GO TO (80009,002), LST2 SPEED.6
8000 IF(ITRR-2) 8002,8002,8001 SPEED.7
8001 CALL PRINT(6) SPEED.8
LST2 = 2 SPEED.9
8002 CONTINUE SPEED.10
IF(ITR-2) 1309120,120 , SPEED.11
120 V(1) = 0. SPEED.12
GO TO (8006,130), LST2 SPEED.13
8006 ITRR = ITRR.1 SPEED.14
CALL TEST(LNITR,2,LST2) SPEED.15
GO TO (8008o130), LST2 SPEED.16






COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(20O),CBETA(200),Y(100),JY(2S),JYT(25),DY(25),TEST.3
1 XX(25),YPL(100),YD(100) ,CF(200) ,YOD(I00) ,U(100,3)hUT(100).V(100),TEST.4
2 GAMI(100) ,GAMF(100) 90(200),US(100),YY(100) ,UR(100),UUR(100), TEST.5
3 UPCIOC) ,W(lflo.3) 8(400),BW(400),YYDEL(100) ,GNUT'1100,3),OU(200), TEST.6
4 UTABLE(100),DUDY(10093).PS(10093),SP(100,3),OUNCE(200), TEST.?
5 OXO(20930) ,PPC(20,30),UUC(20,30),UEOGE(100) ,WP(100),XPG(100), TEST.8
6 UPG(100) .NC(100) ,BETA(100) ,PIA8(50) .G(99) ,GW(99) .A3(l00) .A31 (100)TEST.9
79A4 (100) ,DUMYY(4.52) TEST.*10
COMMON/ SZ4 / UTAUuOOELSTHETAHDELTACF2,XMXGNU TEST.11
DIMENSION X (3) ,U8(3),CF2(3) ,P(3) TEST.12
COMMON/SZI/ JMXLMXNPUTSITRt4XWTKWALqDX9U81N TEST,13
COM MON/ SZ3/ X*U8 TEST,14




COMMON/ CURVI / P(3) TEST.19
GO TO f9091000)o L TESTo20
90 CONTINUE TEST.21
UTEST =ASS( U(NPJ)-UP(NP))*1,E#5/U8(3) TEST.22
IF(UTEST-UTS*'20.)I0,1009300 TEST.23
100 CONTINUE TEST.24





300 IF(ITR-ITRMX) 31094009400' TEST*30
310 CONTINUE TEST.31
LN =3 0-rrT~T F HE ~ TEST.32
RETURN 11POUCBLT TEST.33








FUNCTION TBLIJ2 (XYXCYCZCKXKYNXNYN~,MY) - - TBLU2.2
DIMENSION XC(1 )gYC(1 ) ZC(MXMY) TBLU2.3
DIMENSION IX(5),IY(5),ARG(S),VAL(5),YY(5) THLU2,4
CALL IISM (XoXCvIXKX*NX) TOLU2.5




00 2 I1,M TBLU2.10-
DO 1 J=19N TBLU2. 11
K IX(I)TBLU2.12
L IY(J)TBLU2.13
ARG(J) =YC(L) TBLU2. 14
I VAL(J) = ZC(K*L) TBLU2.15
2 CALL ALI(YARGqVALYY(I),NEPSIER) TBLU2.16
DO 3 1=19M TBLU2,17
J= IXCI) TBLU2,18-







C ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE BOUNOARY LAYER THICKNESS THICK.3
COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(200)CBETA(200)D(100)D( )JY(25),JYT(25),DY(25),THICK.
4
I XX(25).YPL(100).YD(.100),CF(200).YDD(100),T(100.3) UT(100),V(100),TTICK.5
2 GAMI(100),GAMF(100),H(200) US(100) YY(IOO),UP(100).UUR(IO0)s THICK.6
3 UP(100).W(1003),B(400) BW(400),YYDEL(100),GNUT(100,3),DU(200)9 THICK.7
4 UTABLE(100).DUDY(1003).PS(10093),SP(100,3),THETA(200)9 THICK.8
5 DXD(20,30),PPC(2030) UUC(20.30),UEOGE(100),WP(100),XPG(100). THICK.9
6 UPG(100),C(100),BETA(100),RTA8(50)gG(99),GW(99)9A3(100),A31(100)THICK.10
7,44(100),OUMMY(452) TMICK.II
DIMENSION Y(l).U(100,3) U8l() THICK.12
COMMON/SZI/ .IXXLMXtNPUTSITRMXWT9KWALDX9UBIN THICK.13
COMMON/ SZ3 / X(3) THICK.14
COMMON/SHAPE/JSPCNNS*UMXUMINgJMNMCASE THICK.15
COMMON/ XSTART / XSTART THICK.16
COMMON/DELGFD/DELT THICK.17
COMMON/UVEL/UEND THICK.18
C IF(X(3).EQ.XSTART) JMAXM = JMX THICK.19
IF(X(3).EQ.XSTART) JMAXM = JMX THICK.20
UFINAL = 0. TICK.21
K = -1 THICK.22
CANS = .001 THICK.23
JHM = JMX * 1 THICK.24
JML = JMX - 5 THICK.25
C GO TO (6,5) KWAL THICK.26
C 5 CONTINUE 
THICK.27
C 00 7 J=JMLJMM THICK,28
C UEOGE(J) = U(JMX,3) THICK.29
C 7 CONTINUE THICK.30
C 6 CONTINUE ThICK.31
C IF(X(3)-XSTAPT) 83983,81 THICK.32
C 81 CONTINUE THICK.33
IF(MCASE.EO.2) GO TO 11 THICK.34
JM2 = JMX * 2 THICK.35
DO 10 J=2JM? THICK.36
IF(U(J,3).GT.UEDOE(J)) U(J93) = UEDGE(J) THICK.37
10 CONTINUE THICK.38
11 CONTINUE THICK.39
00 1 J=JMMJMLLK THICK.40
IF(U(J,3).EQ.UEOGE(J)) GO TO I THICK.41
GO TO 2 THICK.42
1 CONTINUE THICK.43
2 CONTINUE THICK.44
ULAST = UFINAL - THICK.45
UFINAL ABS((UECGE(J)-U(J#3))/UEDGE(J)) THICK.46
IF(UFINALoGE.CANS) GO TO 3 THICK.47
J=J-I THICK.48
GO TO 2 THICK.49
3 CONTINUE THICK.50
DELTA = Y(J*1) -((CANS-ULAST)*(Y(J,1)-Y(J)))/(UFINAL-ULAST) THICK.51
JMX = J+1 THICK.52
IF(X(3).LE.XSTART) GO TO 84 THICK.53
OX = X(3)-X(2) THICK.54
DDELT = (DELTA-DELOLD)/DX THICK.55
DELNEW = DELTA + ODELT*DX THICK.56
DSTEP = Y(J) o.90 *(Y(J
* I1-Y(J)) THICK.57
C IF(DELNEW.GT.DSTEP) JMX=JMXI1 THICK.58
IF(DELTA.GT.OSTEP) JMX = JMX * 1 THICK.59
ODELT = .5*(DDELT+DDOLD) THICK.60
GO TO 84 ThICK.61
C 83 CONTINUE THICK.62
C DELTA = Y(JMX-2) THICK.63
C JMX = JMX-I THICK.64
84 CONTINUE THICK.65
C IF(JMX.LT.JMAXM) JMX = JMAXM THICK.66
IF(JMXLI.JMAXM) JMX z JMAXM THICK.67







RETURN REPRODUCIBILITY OF THIE TIK7
99 CALL PRINTM TIC.7




SUBROUTINE VFLY(VqtJ, TXqY) VL*
DIMENSION U(lOOv3), V(2)9 X(1)q Y(1I VELY93
COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(200),CBETA(200),D(100),JY(25),JYT(25),OtY(25),VELY.4
1 XX(25),YPL(1OO)*YO(1O0) ,CF(200),YDD(100,gT(1OO.3).UT(100),Z(100),VELY.5
2 GAMIl(10O),GtiMF(IO0),HO(2OO) ,US(100),YY(100),UR(100).UUR(100), VELY.6
3 UP(100) ,W(10093),B(400),BW(400),YYDELUO00),GNUT(10093),DU(200), VELY.7
4 UTAOLE(100),DUDY(100,3).PS(10093) ,SP(10093),OUJCE(200), VELY.8
5 DXO(20.30) ,PPC(?O,30) .UUC(20930) 'UEOGE(100) sWP(100) ,XPG(100) , VELY.9
6 UPG(100) ,WC(100) ,PETA(100) ,RTAB(5O).G(99) ,GW(99) ,A3(l00),A31 (100)VELY.10
7sA4 (100) ,DUMMY (452) VELY. 11
COMHON/SZ1/ JMXLM'X,NPUTS. ITRMXWT,-KWALDXU8TN VELY.12
COMMON/ SZ4 / UThUUDDELSTHETAHDELTACF2,XMXGNU VELY*13
COMMON/VPRF/WVPR VELY. 14
COMMON/ CURVI / R(3) VELY.15
WVPR =6H VELY VELY,16
V(I) = 09 VELY.17
00 100 J=2,JMX VELY. 18
DY =(Y(J)-Y(J-1fl/12. VELY*19
DUOXi = DUX (U9It J9.X ) IIVELY*2o
DUOX2 = D(IX(UqTJ-1,X) VELY.21
YAV = .o(Y(J)+Y(J-j)) VELY.22
DELTAX =DELTACI.E+10 VELY.23
IF( (KWAL*EQ.2) .OR, (R(I).GT.DELTAX) ) G TO 60 VELY.24
HIM = R(I)/(P(I) # Y(J)) VELY.25
H2M =(R(I) + Y(J-1))/(R(j) 9 Y(J)) VELY.26













COMMON /NPT/ NPT U8FNT.7
DO 10 I =19NPT U8FNT.8








COMMON/ SCRAT / ALFS(2O0).C8ETA(200),Y(100),JY(25),JYT(2S),flY(25),VINPUT.
3
1 XX(25),YPL(I0).YO(100),Cr-(200)9YOD(100) ,U(100,3),UT(l0)sV(100)9VINPUT.4
2 GAMI1(l00) ,GAMF(IOO),H(200),US(I00).YY(l00) ,UR(IOO),UUR(100), VINPUT.5
3 UP(100) ,W(100O,3),(400)sSW(400),YYDEL(100)9GNUT(10093)9DUC200)9 VINPUT.6
4 UTABLE(100) .DUDY(1Ov3),PS(100,3),SP(10093),THETAi20O), VINPUT.7
5 OXO(20,30) ,OPC(20930) ,UUC(20,30) ,UEDGE(100),WP(100 ,XPG(100ht VINPUT.8
6 UPG(100) ,WC(100) ,8ETA(100) .PTAB(5O) .G(99),GW(99) ,A3(1OO),A31(100)VItNPUT.9
79A4(100)gOUM4Y(452) VINPUT.*10
COMMON /NPT/ NPT VINPUT.11'
COMMON/ GEO / CFIHIRTNUNUTAURDOELSTHETA~TZC.KF#ITER.K19 VINPUT.12
I KYGoKXgJ08 VINPUT.13
COMMON /XIN/ XIN(100) ,ZIN(10O)hCPIN(100),SU(100) VINPUT.14
DIMENSION X(3)gUP(3)qP(3) VINPUT.15
COMMON/WB/Wa (3) VINPUT.16
COMMON/SZI/ JMXLMX9 NPUTS, ITRMXWT9KWAL9DX9U8IN VINPUT.17
COMMON/SZ3/X ,U8 'JINPUT.18
COMMON/ CURVI / R(3) VINPUT.19
COMMON/PLUB/NCPX .NCPY ,KCPgYDELP VINPUT.20
COMMON/ PRESSUR / P VINPUT,21
COMMON/SANGLE/SANGLE VINPUT.22
COMMON/XTB/XTB(30) VINPUT,23
GO TO (10*20) KCP V INPUT.24
10 CONTINUE VINPUT.25
XPZ = X(3) VINPUT.26
CALL PFIELD(1,XPZPgYXTB)' VINPUT.27
USURF = U8(3) VINPUT*28
GO TO 30 V INPUT.29
20 CONTINUE VINPUT.30
USURF U8FNT(X(3),U8IN) VINPUT.31
U8(3) = USURF VINPUT.32






JP2 = JMX *3 VINPUT,39
JL6 = JMX -6 VINPUT.40
00 83 J =1,JP2 VINPUT,41
GO TO (84985)gKWAL VINPUT.42
84 UEOGE(J) =USURF/(1.#Y(J)/R(3)) VINPUT.43
GO TO 83 VINPUT.44--




30 CONTINUE V INPUT.49
I1=3 VINPUT.50
U(191) = 0. VINPUT.51
W(1,I)= 0. VINPUT.52
SINAZ = SIN(SANGLE*0.01745329252) VINPUT*53
W8(3) = U8IN*SINAZ VINPUT.54-
W8(1) =W8(3) VINPUT.55
W8(2) = W8(3) VINPUT.56
C USTR = SORY(U8(3)**2 * W8(3)*'2) VINPUT,57
USIR =SQRT(USURF**2 + W8(3)**2) VINPUT.58
C INPUT THE INITIAL Cl-ORD AND SPAN WISE VELOCITY PROFILES VINPUT.59




J JMX * 1I VINPUT.64


















KVT = I VVEL
V(l) 0. V'4EL.8VINT(1) = .003 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE VVEL.9
VINT = .0002 ORIGINAL PAGE ISPOOR VVEL.10








SLOPE = (V(JMX)-V(1))/(Y(JMX)-Y(1)) VVEL.17
IF(P(3).LE.0.,) KVT = 2 VVEL.18
IF(KVT.LE.1) SLOPE = -SLOPE VVELoI9
00 1700 J=1.JMX. VVEL.20
V(J)= SLOPE*Y(J VVEL.21
1700 CONTINUE VVEL.22
GO TO 69 
VVEL.23

















COMMON /XIN/ XIN(100),Z!N(100),CPIN(100)'SU(100) YPRESS-.12
COMMON/CURPT/KDDO -YPRESS.13--
COMMON/ PRESSUR / P YPRESS,14
COMMON/SZ3/XU8 YPRESS.15







JMX1 = JMX-1 YPRESS,23
PKKP = 8./3. YPRESS.24
KOO = 1 YPRESS.25
I = 3 YPRESS.26
USURF = UBFNT(X(3),UAIN) YPRESS.27
SPJMX = 1I- (USURF/UREF)**2 YPRESS.28
PS(JMXI) = -P(I) YPRESS.29
SP(JMXI) = SPJMX YPRESS.30
GO TO (1020)KWAL YPRESS.31
20 CONTINUE YPRESS.32
DO 100 J=1IJMX1 YPRESS.33
PS(JI) = -P(I) YPRESS.34
SP(JI) = SPJMX YPRESS.35
100 CONTINUE YPRESS.36





00 901 I = 2,3 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE YPRESS.41
SA = o. ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR YPRESS.42
USURF = UBFNT(X(I),U81N) YPRESS.43
SPJMX = 1.- (USURF/UREF)*02 YPRESS.44
SP(lI) = SPJMX YPRESS.45
PHIJMX = SPJMXO.5*UREFo*2 * PHREF
00 900 J=2,JMX1 YPRESS946
GO TO (50,60)9 KDD YPRESS.47
50 Ji = j YPRESS.48
J2 = JI-1 
YPRESS.49
GO TO 70 YPRESS.50
60 J = JMX1 - (J-I) YPRESS.51
J2 = J1 *1 
YPRESS.52
70 CONTINUE YPRESS.53
IF(I.LE.2) Go TO 71 YPRESS.54
UINT = .5*(UP(J)oo2 * UP(J2)oo2) YPRESS.55
GO TO 72 YPRESS.57
71 CONTINUE YPRESS.58
UINT = .5*(U(JlII)*2 * U(J29I)*2) YPRESS.58
72 CONTINUE 
YPRESS.59
RINT = I./(R() * .5s(Y(J1) + Y(J2))) YPRESS.60
XINT = (Y(JI) - Y(J2))*UiNTRINT YPRESS.61
SA = SA # XINT YPRESS.62
PHI PHIJMX * SA YPRESS.63







00 902 J = 1,JMXI YPRESS.69
PS(J,3) =((SP(J,3) - SP(J92))/OXX)o.5*UREFOo2 YPRESS.70
902 CONTINUE YPRESS.71




L = 2 
YPRESS.75
XPZ = X(3) YPRESS.76
CALL PFIELO(LXPZPYgXTB) YPRESS.77







COMMON /PARAM/ MACH,ALPHAREFA,MATIN FELOPT.4
COMMON /ITR/ ITRITRMAX FELOPT.5
COMMON /JHAX/ JMAX FELOPT.6
COMMON/NPT/NPT FELOPT.7
COMMON /VELCOM/ NPANELNPARTIMAXEX,PRINT FELDPT.8





COMMON /SEG/ NCMPTNFLAPNFLP*NC(4),TE(4),CTU(4),GTL(4), FELOPT.14
INPU(4),NPL(4),ISTG(4),UCU(4),UCL(4)gWCU(4),WCL(4)9 FELOPT.15S
2XTE(4),ZTE(4),DELZ(3),NG(3).NPG(4),THKTE(4 ) FELOPT.16
COMMON /GRID/ ZCP(20),CPI(20,30),ZGAP FELDPT.17
COMMON /XIN/ XIN(100),ZIN(100),CPIN(100),SU(100) FELOPT.18
DIMENSION DELTA(600),THET(600),CHORD(600),XP (600).ZP (600), FELOPT.19
1XU(30,4) ZU(30,4),XL(3034)ZL304)XCOR(600),ZCOR(600)9 - FELDPT.20
2XGRID(3093),ZGRIO(30,3),DZDX(3093),Q(600) FELOPT.21
EQUIVALENCE (ARRAYDELTA),(ARRAY(601),THET)9(ARRAY(1201),CHORD), FELOPT.22










KTE = 0 FELOPT *32
00 1 N =1.NCMPT FELOPT.33













5 CONTINUE FELOPT .47
IF(ITR.GT.1) GO 70 8 FELDPT.48
00 7 J=1.JMAX FELOPT .49
Q(J) = 0. FELDPT .50
7 CONTINUE FELDPT.51




BT2=1 -MACH 4mACH FELDPT.56
R82=1 .O/T2 FELDPToS7
8ETA=SQRT (8?) FELDPT.58
C0N1 ./ (2.*PI) FELOPT.59
BCON=BETA*CON FELDPT.60
XSTART=)(GRIO( I NF) FELOPT.61
ZSTART=ZGRIO U ,NF) FELOPT .62
nXG=XTE (NF)-XSTART FELOPT .63
OZG=ZTE (NF)-ZSTAPT FELOPT.64
ZGAP =OZG F EL DP T.6500 1 M=1NCOZFELDPT.66
10 ZCP(M') = ELZ(NF)*FLOAT(M- 1) FELOPT .67
DO 5O N=1,NPANEL FELOPT'.6B
8D=BETA*TAN (DELTA (N)) 'FELOPT.69 -
TAN8D (N) =80 FELDPT.70
COSBC (N)=1 ./SQRT (1 .+90BO) FELDPT.71
50 SINBO(N)=B0*COSBO(N) FELOPT.72
1=0 FELOPT.73






DZX=DZDX ( NtNF) FELOPT.80
COSD= .0/SORT (1 .0DZX*0ZX) FELOPT.81
S IND=COSD*OZX FELDPT.82




IF(ITR.GT.1.AND*KTE.EQ.0) GO0 TO 292 FELOPT .87
IF(ITR.GT.2) GO TO 292 FELOPT.88
XI=XPT(I) FELOPT.89






D0 275 N=1,NCMPT FELDPT .96
JL=JT*1FLDT9
JT=JT+NC(N)-2 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE FELOPT.97
UCJT=0. ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR FELDPT.99
WCJ=O.FELOPT.*100
DO 250 NSIDE=192 FELOPT.101
IF (NS IDE.EO. 1) NL=NPU (N)-l FELDPT.102
IF (NS IDE.EQ.?) NL=NPL (N)-l' FELDPT.*103
NLI=NL.1 FELOPT.*104
D0 225 L=1,NL FELOPT.*105
J=J*1 FELOPT.106
K=K.1 FELDPT.*107
IF(I.GY.1) GO TO 58 FLP.0
IF(NSIOE.EQ.2) G0 TO 55 FELOPT. 109
XC=XU (L1 N)-XU CLtN) FELDPT.1 10
ZC=ZIJ(L+*N)-ZU(LoN) FLP.l
GO TO 56 FELOPT.* Il
55 XC=XL(L.1,N)-XL(LgN) FELOPT. 112
ZC=ZL (L#1 N)-ZL (L9.N) FELDPT,114
56 CHORD(K)=S0RT(XC*XC*6T2*ZCPZC) VLP.1
58 00 100 M4=192 FELDPT*1 15
LIzL#M-1 FELOPT.*116
IF(NSIOE.EO.?) GO TO 60 FELOPT.1 17
OX=X I-XU (LI. N) FELOPT.*118
OZ=4ZI-ZU(L1,N) )*8ETA FELDPT.119
GO TO 80 FELDPT.120
60 DX=XI-XL(L1.N) FEUOPT..121
DZ: (ZI-ZL (Li ,N) I AETA FELDPT.*122
80 XPN=OXaCOSED(K).CZ*STN8D(K) FELDPT. 123
ZPH=OZ*COSBD (K)-CX*SINBD(K) FELOPT.*124




* IF(RPM2.GT.0.) RPM=SORT(RPM2) FELOPT. 129
G0o. FELOPT.*130
IF(RPM.GT.0.) G=ALOG(RPM) FELOPT. 131
F=P1/2. FELOPT.*132
IF(XPM.EQ.0..AND.ZPM.EO.0.) GO TO 90 FELDPT.133
F=ATAN2 (ZPM.XPM) FELDPT. 134
90 CONTINUE FELOPT.*135
IF (NSIDE.EQ.2.ANO.ZPM.EQ.0.) F=-F FELDPT.*136
UCJ (M)=-F FELOPT.137
WCJ (N)=-G FELOPT.138
ULJ (M)=- (XPM*F*ZPM*G) /CHORD(K) FELOPT.139
WLJ(M)= (ZPM*F*XPM(I1.-G)l/CHORO(K) FELDPT.140
100 CONTINUE FELOPT. 141
UCPM=UCJ(1) -IuLJ (I) .ULJ (2) FELOPT.142
wCPM=WCJ( 1)-wLJ(1 ) WLJ(2) FELDPT. 143
* ULPM=ULJ(1)-tULJ(2)-UCJ(2) FELOPT. 144
* ,LP=WLJ(1 )-WLJ(2)-WCJ(2) FELDPT. 145
USPM=WCJ(2)-WCJ( 1) FELOPT.146






WSJ=(WSPM*COSBO(K),USPM*SIN8D(K) )*CON FELDPT. 153.
UCJ T UC JI*U SJ FELDPT.154
WCJT=WCJT.WSJ FELOPT.15.5
IF(NSIOE.EO.2.ANO.L*EO.l ) GO0 TO 160 FELOPT.156
IFCL .GT * ) Ur.(J) =UC (JI .UL(U-i) FELDPT.157
IF(L.GT.1) WC(J)=WC(J)*WL(J-1) FELOPT.*158
GO TO 200 FELDPT. 159
160 UC(JL)=UC(JL)+UC(J) FELDPT.160
WC(JL)=WC(JL)*WC(J) FELOPT.161





GO TO 225 FELOPT.166
200 CONTINUE FELOPT.167
IF(L.LT.NL) GO TO 225 FELOPT.168
IF(NSIDE.EQ.2) GO TO 220 FELOPT.168
UCU(N)=UL(J) FELOPT.169
CU(N)=WL(J) FELOPT.170




250 CONTINUE FELOPT.175J=J+I FELOPT.176
UC(JT)=UCJT FELOPT.177
WC(JT)=WCJT










DO 290 JJ=1vJ2 FELDPT.189
J=J I FELDPT..190




GO TO 290 FELDPT.195
285 IF(JJ.EO.J2) GO TO 286 FELOPT.196
UL(J)=UCU(N) FELDPT.197
WL(J)=WCU(N) FELODPT.198




WRITE(3) (UL(J),WL(J),J = 19JMAX) FELDPT.203
GO TO 294 FELDPT.204
292 CONTINUE FELOPT.20S




00 295 J=1,JMAX FELOPT.210











601 FORMAT(1H ,1OFIO.5) FELPT.222
602 FORMAT(1H 96HTIME =9FIO.5) FELDPT.223
660 FORMAT(7I5,9F10.5) FELOPT.224
END FELDPT.225
212
